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INTRODUCTION
In the spring of 2019, the Town of Basalt engaged CTA Architects and Engineers
and Connect One Design to produce a comprehensive Master Plan that was rooted
in community input. This Master Plan would provide the framework and guide for
accomplishing the community’s aspirations and goals.
The community input needed to encompass many voices and dig deep into the cares and
worries of the citizens of Basalt. Connect One Design lead the outreach work. Coordinated
efforts centered on ‘getting the word out’ or advertising, input channels, methods for
gathering input, and summarizing what we heard into digestible information that could be
integrated into the Final Master Plan.
Advertising throughout the outreach process included direct email notifications, posters
around town, newspaper ads, radio interviews, door hanger postcards, Facebook posts,
Town of Basalt website announcements, banners around town, Willits community board
messaging, community calendars, and pub crawl postcard handouts.
While there were traditional open houses included in the input channels, other channels
were utilized to reach an audience that doesn’t often show up to open houses or public
meetings. Early outreach efforts began in mid-April 2019 and ended with the final
neighborhood meeting at the end of August. Early outreach efforts focused on gaining
community input on a broad range of issues and later focused on more specific questions
regarding key development and future land use planning. It was critical to not focus on
a single input
method such as a
PUBLIC OUTREACH
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There were eleven different outreach channels, four of which focused on specific
audiences. An on-line survey, dedicated website tools (via letsTALK.basalt.net), individual
and business owner meetings, committee meetings, ride-alongs, neighborhood meetings,
and open houses were used to gather input from citizens, employees, and business/ land
owners of Basalt. The four specific audiences included Basalt High School, Spanish as first
language speakers, affordable housing advocates, and the Pitkin-Basalt Junction residents
who are located outside town limits but within the 3-mile planning area. The team utilized
open house and worksession formats to reach these often unheard and underrepresented
groups. Methods to capture data included dot voting, map comments, staff notes,
storytelling cards, post-it notes, on-line survey, live polling, and even kids comment
boards.
All channels sought to ask the community about their thoughts and concerns in five
different planning subjects. These subjects were chosen and described in terms that the
general public would understand and purposefully shied away from ‘planning jargon’.

WHAT WE DID: OUTREACH CHANNELS AND METHODS
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Participants were asked to respond to subjects including Flourish (Lifestyle and Vitality),
Move (Mobility), Build/ Grow (Land Use), Build/ Grow (Building Types), and Work (Jobs/
Economy).
Once all data was gathered (nearly 5,000 data points*) it was categorized by the consultant
team and planning staff into themes. Themes were then sorted by frequency to achieve
the top 10 themes throughout all channels, top themes in all channels and all subjects, and
finally the top themes in each subject area. These are summarized below.
* Not including the PBJ and Fall Open House

WHAT WE HEARD: TOP 10
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WHAT WE HEARD: ALL THEMES RANKED, ALL CHANNELS
THEME

# of MENTIONS

Governmental issues (communication, lack of action)

84

Density over sprawl

69

Increase affordable housing options (“workforce housing”)

66

Redevelop Clarks Market

62

Need vitality in Old Town (includes support for existing
business)

60

Keep quaint, small town atmosphere

48

Do something with the Pan & Fork site

48

Need circulator shuttle

45

Embrace the rivers through town

43

Willits pulling [foot] traffic/resources from Old Town (split
identity)

42

Increase public events (programming)

34

Provide more alternative, non-car connection between
town centers

33

Economic support for small businesses & startups (mostly
Old Town)

32

Encourage mixed use residential & commercial in Old
Town

31

Allow alternative businesses (i.e. Food Trucks, Innovation)

30

Increase diversity in housing types

29

Add a recreation center, roller rink, Basalt’s version of Bananas, space that caters to the high school age group

29

Provide cultural experiences (i.e. Music, Restaurants, The
Arts)

27

Improve poor traffic flow

26

Make bike/ped routes/trails more comfortable

25

Cultivate ‘town pride’

24

Ensure sidewalk connectivity in Old Town for safety & ease
of walking

24
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THEME

# of MENTIONS

Encourage opportunities to ‘spend local’ (grocery store/
bodega)

24

Preserve open space around town

23

Protect river corridor from privatization

23

Maintain public access to the rivers

22

Preserve the River Park site

21

Add retail, office and housing in Clark’s Market space
(mixed use)

21

Bring in broadband everywhere

21

Provide space for public events/art

20

Acknowledge the proximity (relationship) to Aspen

19

Encourage more diversity of jobs in government, sports
& recreation, green economy, hospitality, entry-level (for
young people), technology

19

Access to outdoor recreation in and around town

18

Add parking in Old Town

18

Achieve a Net Zero built environment (set carbon free
goals)

18

Hire local/local ownership

18

Need a boutique Hotel in Old Town

17

Create diversity in restaurant experiences

16

Foster diversity of age groups

16

Mitigate traffic issues during commuter hours

16

Connect Old Town, Southside and Willits with trail on 82
corridor

16

Increase Hotels & Bed and Breakfast Opportunities

16

Match wages to cost of living (and vice versa - employee
retention)

16
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THEME

# of MENTIONS

More night-life opportunities in Old Town

15

Fix connectivity within Old Town (ie dead ends)

15

Better Southside connection

15

Promote (market) all Town of Basalt assets such as outdoors, health, nonprofits, green businesses, etc.

15

Beautify Old Town’s streetscape/entrance to town

14

Enhance wayfinding

14

Link/loop dead-end roads and trails

14

Parks do not generate town revenue – balance park space
with development

14

Town of Basalt should invest in affordable housing (financial/regulation)

14

Eagle County governmental issues

13

Budget concerns - solvency, capital reserves, planning

13

Connect commercial experiences to river

12

Improve road maintenance

12

Maintain a safe, quiet atmosphere

11

Great place to live/raise a family

11

Need affordable childcare/preschool

11

Provide more bike amenities (i.e. racks, trails, lanes, etc)

11

Low density

11

Annex Tree Farm Site

11

Enforce two-hour parking

10

Kids, young people, etc. need to make a living

10

Traffic/Parking concerns

9

Restrict Urban Growth Boundary

9

Desire “smart” development

9

Promote that Basalt is not Aspen

9
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THEME

# of MENTIONS

Need a more diverse workforce

8

Need more white-collar jobs / professional careers

8

More diverse business opportunities ex. home-based

8

Basalt (Old Town) is becoming a fossil

7

Town is too restrictive on building heights in Old Town

7

Annex out to Eagle County lines

7

Prioritize year-round residency

7

Add parking in Willits

6

Develop housing in areas already annexed

5

Keep houses for in-town community members

5

Limit Air BNB’s/ VRBO

5

Encourage mixed use residential & commercial in Southside

5

Eliminate center loading lanes in Old Town

4

Formalize ‘informal’ bike/ped routes

4

Balance remaining river open space with development

4

4 stories = too much!

4

Noise concerns

3

Inclusivity - cultural, differently-abled, etc.

3

Don’t build in Old Town

3

Create an urban redevelopment authority to help redevelop Old Town

3

Annex county inholdings within Town boundaries

3

Keep town centers primarily commercial

3

Develop in areas between the town centers (Old Town and
Willits)

3

Cumbersome approval/review processes

3

More We-Cycle stations

2
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WHAT WE HEARD: FLOURISH
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WHAT WE HEARD: MOVE
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WHAT WE HEARD: BUILD/GROW (LAND USE)
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WHAT WE HEARD: BUILD/GROW (BUILDING TYPES)
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WHAT WE HEARD: WORK
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Demographics were collected in various ways depending on the channel. The letsTALK.
basalt.net registration and on-line survey process collected statistical age and resident
location data. Open houses collected age and location data via easy to use pin boards.
Most input was heavily weighted in the over-40 age group and without the Basalt High
School youth worksession, there would have been little to no youth representation. Nearly
30 high schoolers completed the on-line survey (seen in the 16-20 year-old Let’s Talk
Participants). The large number of registrants in the Unincorporated County near Basalt on
Let’s Talk is comprised primarily of those residents in the Pitkin-Basalt Junction area who
participated in their own distinct survey (See Page 227 of this Appendix).

BANG THE TABLE REGISTRATIONS: LET’S TALK BASALT
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OUTREACH EVENT ATTENDEES: OPEN HOUSES
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From Input to Plan Elements
Input in the five public outreach subjects of Flourish, Move, Build/ Grow (Land Use &
Building Types), and Work was combined with all the other inputs (background plans,
studies, and previous master plans as described in the Background and Timeline diagram)
to develop the Vision, Plan Elements, and Goals & Objectives. While not every comment
makes its way into this master plan, users of this plan should see a consensus-based
correlation between themes gathered during community outreach efforts and the Planning
Framework in Part II.
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Locations: The Temporary, Basalt High School, Rocky Mountain Institute
Participants: 182
Total Data Points: 3704

Three major open houses were delivered in April and May 2019 at three different locations
in East and West Basalt. The open houses started very broad in content, introducing the
planning process and background information. Open House #1 asked very open-ended
questions of participants in four categories of Flourish (Lifestyle and Vitality), Move (Mobility), Build/ Grow (Land Use), Build/ Grow (Building Types), and Work (Jobs/ Economy).
Open House #2 presented the findings from the first Open House and asked participants
to prioritize what themes resonated with them. Open House #3 introduced attendees to
the Key Parcels identified as critical future land use areas. Attendees were asked overall
land use questions via live polling and identified visual preferences on the key parcels via
dot voting exercises. This drill-down from the first to the third open house allowed for all
voices to be heard while also building consensus around themes that garnered the most
feedback.
A sample board from Open House #1 showing open ended citizen comments.
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Open-ended comments during Open House #1 afforded an opportunity to discuss a variety of issues.

Photos from Open House #1
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Open-ended comments from Open House #1 were summarized and prioritized.

Photos from Open House #2
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Storytelling cards were included in the first two Open Houses. These word diagrams summarize
participants’ thoughts.
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Storytelling cards asked what folks liked about Basalt and what it should focus on moving forward.
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Prioritized themes from Open House #2 were conveyed to attendees at Open House #3.
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Key Parcels were presented during Open House #3 for comment.
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Themes from the open houses became the foundation for the Vision, Plan Elements, Goals
& Objectives, and Project List.
WHAT WE'VE HEARD | QUE NOS HAN CONTADO
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The parcel boards included basic zoning criteria and precedent imagery.
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LOT J

KEY PARCEL_ PAQUETE CLAVE

Town Boundary

• Connect commercial experiences
to river Conectar experiencias comerciales al río

three

• Increase affordable housing options
Aumentar las opciones de vivienda asequible

3
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m

casco antiguo (es decir, callejones sin salida)

a
Rd

Live/Work Units

Mantener el acceso público a los ríos

• Density instead of sprawl
lugar de expansión

Unidades de trabajo / trabajo

Densidad en

existente

Townhomes/Multifamily Housing

• Access to outdoor recreation in
and around town Acceso a recreación al aire

Viviendas adosadas / viviendas

libre en y alrededor de la ciudad

0.28 Acres

• Floodplain and environmental
constraints Planicie de inundación y restricciones

Neighborhood Commercial
Barrio comercial

ambientales

• River access point

Oficina local

votes

three

3
Local Office

vote

fourteen

14

votes
Open Space/Trails

Espacio abierto / Senderos

inferior izquierda.

H
W
Y
82

Uso existente: Vacante

Vivienda asequible

IS THERE ANYTHING MORE TO ADD? PLACE A STICKY
NOTE BELOW. ¿Tienes más comentarios? Pónlos en la esquina

Punto de acceso al río

• Existing Use: Vacant

4
Affordable Housing

votes

two

2

LAND USE FACTORS

four

vote

four

4

• Build adjacent to existing
development Construir adyacente al desarrollo

• 0.28 Acres

2019

Cómo Hacer: PÓN UN PUNTO en el círculo de los tres
temas que tienen la mayor importancia para ti. ¡USA
SÓLO 3 PUNTOS POR FAVOR!

Key Parcels

Abrazar los ríos a través de la ciudad

• Maintain public access to the rivers

BASALT

How to: PLACE A DOT next to an image below
that reflects the best use for this parcel of land.

KEY FACTORS

• Embrace the rivers through town

• Fix connectivity within Old Town (ie
dead ends) Arreglar la conectividad dentro del

HABLEMOS

• Had approval for Mixed Use
building Tenía la aprobación para la construcción de
uso mixto

WHAT DO YOU PREFER ON THIS SITE?
¿Qué prefieres?
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These boards show participant preferences on the precedent imagery.

4 of the 10 key parcels were studied further during the design portions of the
Master Planning process.
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There were 10 key parcels presented and just a sampling of those are included in
this Appendix.

Images from Open House #3 live polling exercise.

The entire live polling results are included on
Page
Basalt Open House Live Poll 5-30-19
Current run (last updated May 30, 2019 8:38pm)

32

64

56

Polls

Participants

Average responses

77%
Average engagement

Who is your favorite of the "Three Stooges"?
Response options

Count

Percentage

Moe

12

Larry

7

15%

Curly

16

35%

26%

Joe(s)

6

13%

Shemp

5

11%

72%
Engagement

46
Responses

Where do you support Basalt's growth?
Response options

Count

Percentage

Anywhere

0

0%

By expanding Town Growth Boundary

8

19%

By annexing county islands

11

26%

By increasing density in Town

24

56%

67%
Engagement

43
Responses
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Comments:

Empty Clark’s is not good vitality sucks.
No one uses the park – we don’t need more
park

Open space on the river
Music, restaurants, temporary
Vitality is being able to hike & bike……Expand one’s lungs & vision beyond buildings
Something for each age range/ most demographics
Want the park to be open to old 82.
Few towns have view of water from center,
create a gathering place
Park in Basalt – restaurant open to water &
service park area for community gathering
place
More public art
Developing a section of the park on the river
with previous plans – boutique hotel, art
base, casual restaurant.
Create a meeting place for public events.
Recreation opportunities indoor & outdoor:
frying pan, library, tracks, parks

Greatest risk is cutting what Basalt can collect in property taxes.
Movement thru both parts of town – Old
Town & Willits
Vitality – being in nature off a sidewalk
Crown Mtn. Park. Need more of the same
Outdoor music
Diversity in age, econ, balance of household
& business mix commercial. Hold onto.
Historical Preservation
Vitality – Saturday night art (when open)
neighbors – friends restaurants more? Music
art
Vitality – good food/music restaurants temporary
More beds means a hotel with ever changing new group of visitors

A public intertown transit system “circulator” similar to Carbondale. Basalt contributed heavily to RFTA yet doesn’t not get
benefits like Carbondale, Aspen, Glenwood
and Newcastle.

More vitality at Pan & Fork site! Think Salida!

Connect library to the Pan Pack with bridge,
build a social center with the park connecting RMI & RFC. Another science center.

Vitality needs people strolling, shopping,
relaxing, hanging out. Need flowers, clean
curbs, benches

“disagree”
Plant Park – we have enough seating benches
Need to attract a food market
Need more heads & beads

Need encourage our children & grandchildren to be involved

Need for TOB to purchase the entire CDC
parcel biggest issue!
TOB staff is where I find vitality They’re Awesome

Old town, Retail ! Restaurants, Combo use
of riverside part retail condos
There is not vitality in Basalt now
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Make every space open to the community
Make sure to plan for quiet, open, serene
places too. NO more development in Emma
Landscape Project: Connect 1 side to the
other & north to south
Help focus the town to attract younger,
active folks
Walking biking
More commercial space Pan & Fork site!
Restaurants, bars, coffee, yoga, etc
New Business start-ups incentives
Need more vitality in Old Town
Let’s plan for the best-case scenario and
then figure out how to get there
Spending expendable money in/with local
business
Vitality is needed at
Vitality means to me knowing your neighbors and being able to see & greet them on
the streets

Yes to more housing, apartments good
River park mix condos, restaurants – food
tracks? Retail Mix it Up!
Protect remain open river frontage wherever
possible
Love the mix between old (town) and new
(Willits)
Definitely no residential on the river.
Public service spaces on RMI side of riverfront would bring vitality
Let’s up break to “old Town” build on ____
& Fowler – need vitality & park ----agree yes!
Affordable housing for all income levels.
Old parks incorporate some green space –
condos- underground parking – retail
Would love to see more dev. & upgrades in
housing in Old Town. Mix of single family of
Multi
fam (on Midland)

Vitality is needed at Pan & Fork – Basalt and
have park families & all ages

Mix use residential/retail @ farmer habitat/
Clark’s market - This is heart of Town! Develop

Safe outdoor environment: Parks/ rivers,
People, Open space, Children

mid-density housing in Old Town
Stop turning our back on the river

Pan & Fork site only place for miles where
river is at “grade/street” level
Art Base
Health activity – family – we need more!
Develop circulation loop to embrace river
and promote auto free zone @ old town.
Make 2 rivers one way from Willis & inter
section into Old Town
Do not want a tattoo parlor. No more massage parlors.

“Old Clark’s Market” area is ideal for development and density – both commercial and
residential. Also, need to bring foot traffic
further up Midland Avenue.
Grow more early childhood education centers & kids/adults activity w/o raising taxes.
Residential growth is Southside & Willis
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Keep development contained commercial
development in the core, not residential
Downtown River Park needs to be “lit up”
with people living and working in this important
hub of downtown.
Growth in Basalt center circle – houses –
condos
We need a small boutique hotel! – Ditto!
Figure out how to develop existing empty
buildings, ie Clark’s Market building before
irreversible steps are developed on the river.
Keep the park –occupy old building
Plan for redevelopment of the old Clark’s
Market parcel
Make ADU process inviting
Downtown river park is great place for new
residential development
Eventual growth and density in Basalt Center circle – mixed use commercial & residential.
Keep Willits commercial!!
Tree farm project – worse idea ever
dreamed up by the Vail side of Eagle County
More affordable housing – Stots Mills
No dorms for Ski Co.
Old Town needs to look at building mixed
use and hotel there
The Town of Basalt should annex to The
Eagle County line. Annex for one source to
manage
growth. Incorporate all Mid-valley Residence
in process

Too much infringement on the river park by
housing will throttle the public usage
Mini storage is wasted potential
Build commercial residential mix in Willits
and Old Town.
Look at industrial park to grow in future
Splash park & Food trucks in downtown park
Consider R.O zoning for current & future
bldg.. Consider buy down financial by 2nd
homeowners property tax.
Describe a strict UGB. Keep unincorporated
Eagle Co. rural.
Cluster development in town with density.
Very upset about building of new storage
units in Southside & tree farm
Keep the growth tight, not to spread and
lose open space. Keep tight to no more
than 4
Would like Basalt to keep it’s character. It is
losing it to looking like anywhere USA
Focus on max. areas like Old Town
Housing for Basaltines who work in Basalt
only! – Yes to that!
No homes on the river and the park
Listen to the “Our Town” community values
Affordable housing near Basalt Park & Ride.
Very disappointed with the storage units
across from ….
Encourage growth in Utah. Basalt is already
growing to fast. Protect what little nature is
left.
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Model the affordable housing program after
the one in smv. Have regulations full range
of

Lack of free market housing on one level
(for Seniors) – Lived in Basalt (F. Pan Valley 6
miles

Work on the legislature to make our Valley 1
county.

up) for 20 yrs. Need to downsize to Old
Town Basalt – but one floor

Downtown & Willits should be united and
part of same county

Connect Basalt and Willits via shuttle/bus
that runs hourly

Old Town needs a face-lift. Sidewalk, lighting, _____, water feature.
Promote more biking for transportation
More dense, but be prepared to put in infrastructure . no developed roads.
Connect Basalt business center to Willits.
Continue to pursue mid to heavy density
projects.
Prefer off & away Hwy 82
Southside a good example
Density in Willits at more affordable rates
Fill in w/higher density east of Willits to
Emma Rd and east of Old Town

Multi-family (for sale and rental) and should
be adjacent to transit!
Transit to connect outlying areas to RFTA
Variety of housing with density & open
space /parks
Town homes

Basalt has an identity crisis. Who are we and
what do we want to become.
Yes! No homes on the river
For all Basaltines to enjoy!
Less affordable housing in primo property
(river)
FUTURE HOMES (Condos (density is good),
Townhomes (density is good))
Value open space
Been in Basalt 7 years/valley 28yrs
More parking required per development
Convert Habitat for Humanity into grocery
store & available houses/condos on top

Smaller free-standing homes (< 1.5k sq.
ft like Keator Grove/Hendrick Park area of
Carbondale).
Tow-families? (not duplex, but stand?)
Encourage ADUs/cottage homes/in-law
areas
Townhouses and apartment buildings not
more than 3 stories
More people need housing and single
homes are not helping the need for all.
Open parks are definitely needed – more
parks for those in dense housing. Gathering
places will bring our community together.
No Homes on the River!!! That land belongs
to the community.
Basalt – for all to enjoy! We already had
people living on that space. We moved
them,
improved the river, but still there will be
flooding. Keep it for community events –
BHS
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graduation, music concerts, Basalt River
Days.
It is the entrance to Basalt – small homes will
loan itself to junk on the porch – their idea
of
gardening – share this beautiful land w/everyone! DITTO!
I get around in my E.V & on my bike.
Forum with no Pan & Fork
I ride the bus and love it very convenient
Embrace Southside uses, change land-use
Adjust zoning to allow commercial
Not too much
Quality of growth
Traffic
Bike, walk, bus, bike trail
Take bus ab----, drive down valley, walk to
Old Town Basalt, or ride bike.
Park – n –rides sometimes full…
Would like to have new restaurants etc. to
keep taxes low in Old Town Basalt
Finding housing for seniors’ one floor.
Prefer to walk around town Live on Two Rivers Rd but don’t feel safe on bikes. Would
consider riding horse to town but no tie-ups!
Grateful for RFTA & Tax support
Walk – Bike – Drive, traffic patterns in Old
Town / Southside ridiculous
More bike amenities and walking paths.
Connectivity!
Better RFTA shelter downtown.
Traffic out of Southside & now more housing
considered.

We need a local circulator (free) to connect
Willits and Old Town
Ludicrous traffic pattern.
Intersection doesn’t make sense, looping
around.
Not just my older friends attract younger
entire start-up
Concerned about taxes mill right
Hard: Morning commute need parking
Property Taxes to high
Live in Willits – Bike or walk locally 99.9% of
the time in summer
Make improvements to non-RioGrande trail
(alternate) with better paving & signage,
connecting Basalt & Willits.
Walk, Car, Bus Not necessarily in that order
Parking at Willits is difficult
Bike, walk drive during peak rush hours
The intransigent minority how does someone walk safely into the Basalt Southside
commercial area?
Five lanes of frantic traffic @ P&R with no
safe passage
Getting from “Old Town” Basalt to Willits
for eating @ restaurants is difficult RFTA only
on the ½ hour not conducive for night out
on the town
1-walking 2-drive-3 biking-(road) 4- Bus to
skiing
The bus system is fabulour!
Level 3 EU Charters
Willits to Basalt worse than Aspen at times
Drive/Bus
Town – walk/bike ride. Valley – drive RFTA.
Buttermills – Aspen
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Drive mostly, walk in downtown & Willits
areas, bust to Aspen if must with reason for
going. Parking is sometimes an issue.
More car chargers
Car, Bus, Walk, Bike in order
Bike
Dead-end roads are no good.
Downtown Basalt Willits hard time
RFTA!
Charge people who drive their children to
and from schools their traffic, is obscene
Drive between Old Town and Willits, walk
with the two . Bus up Valley Drive Down
Valley
Connector shuttle from Basalt to Willits,
would bring community together more effectively
Eagle County development needs to consider,…no govern, with traffic in mind. Not
based on consultant traffic studies.
Live in Willits & walk around Willits. Drive
around Valley but would love shuttle to
down town.
Live in Willits walk (winter) and bike (summer, spring, fall) to work in Willits Town
Center.
Need more bike racks & trash cans in front
of Willits care center
I drive when I can’t walk. Would love a circulator bus from w/m Basalt. Also the re-cycle
program for valley travel!!
Ride bike around town
Rush hour is tough but I live and work in
Basalt so it does not bother me
Wish bus to Aspen worked better

Bike – walk Basalt
Bike – car Carbondale
Bus – Car Aspen
I travel in my truck everywhere because of
my job. I like to bike recreationally.
Summer walk, we cycle, winter car
I get around Basalt walking. I drive elsewhere. The most difficult time I find getting
around is when SH8 is bumper to bumper
with people going to or from work. Too
much growth
Need Basalt to Willits circulator Please! Or
BRT @ sagewood
Downtown Basalt Willits hard time
Emergency routes blocked all over Basalt
dead-end on trails and alleys.
Bike, walk, in/around old town. Drive to Willits. No hard time getting around.
Need more parking in downtown Basalt
Going from Midvalley business center to
Willits. We need a bike path there.
Walk, car, bike live in Southside.
Traffic jams getting to Aspen for work, play
and entertainment
Would be great to have a circulator bus
from Willits to downtown Basalt
Jobs in technology and environment and
recreation
Service professional skilled workforce
Spend money in Basalt
Always in Basalt unless I can’t find it.
Love bus system need BRT @ sagewood
Spend money on dining out and groceries
Downtown needs more vitality
Heads & beds
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Hardly anyone uses park, we don’t need
more.
Create jobs with the States Economic Development Dept.
More jobs, restaurant, retail, and hotel
Spend $ in retail – grocery
Zero energy town
Need more people to express their opinions
– politely!
Spend (Groceries, Services, Restaurants,
Shoe store, Sporting goods, Classes, Living
wage)
More “head of household” jobs
Focus on our assets
Outdoor
Healthcare
Non-profit
$ spent in downtown & Willits
Jobs use local contractors not Old Caste,
LaForge, French, Irish
Need to fill the 30 people City Market was
missing over Xmas holidays
Concentrate density along transit – BRT
Need more jobs in retail, sports services, we
have to drive to find in
Spend more on groceries, restaurants, gas,
some retail
Economically support small service business
Jobs in Basalt for people living in Basalt
Need to create more jobs in diverse markets
Opportunities for young adults
Nature
Basalt Elementary School

I love my school
Playing at my house
My family is here
Xbox in every store
More slides
Better skate park
More electric cars to drive yourself around
Cool
Dinosaurs
Willits Townhomes
Scale, can walk to things
Restaurants
Rivers
Scale
Bus access
Small town
Walkable
River
Rivers
Quiet but close to activity
Small town
Friendly
Proximity to Aspen, Snowmass, Carbondale,
Glenwood, Nature
Small, character of old-town Basalt
Setting, protect open space
Hoping it does not lose its uniqueness in
growth and size
Outdoor opportunity
Quiet
Rural
Sense of place/community
Beautiful town, well maintained, scenic
Interesting/intellectual
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Not too crowded
Low key
Wonderful outdoor access
Night sky/quiet
Escape the white noise and chaos of Aspen
History, old buildings, people
Rivers
Access to trails
Weather
The family atmosphere
Ability to leave house unlocked
Smallness
Bike friendly
River access
Location amenities
Friendly community
Safe
Variety of restaurants/shops
Rivers
Small town
Climate
Mountain local
Rivers
People
Beauty
Peacefulness/low-crime
People
Older “character” of old town basalt/history/buildings
Rivers
Options for food and drink
Small town, easy walking everywhere
Rivers

Fabulous library
Beautiful natural environment
Nice downtown
Access to outdoors, Aspen, Carbondale
Location, beauty of surrounding environment
Community, safe/ close-knit/small town
Employment, excellent opportunities in my
profession (architect)
Rivers/mountains
Low crime rate
Old town feel downtown
Nature
Short commute/good parking
Friendly
Small town
Hope for future
Chance to redefine itself
Combination of services and peaceful places
Balance of solid economy and nature/quiet
Good people
Small vibrant beautiful town
Stable neighborhood w/ year-round residents
River access/ outdoor activities
Commercial vitality in Willits
Unique housing offerings
Clean living, air/water
Low crime, safe for all
Less traffic
People of all walks living and working in
Basalt for long periods of time
Small town feel
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Maintaining enough open space
Local shops – friendly people
Mountains
Modest population
Access to world class events
Authentic
History
Fishing
Mid-valley location
Diversity in residents and workforce
Restaurant scene
Home is accessible to services
Places to walk and bike, pretty
Safe
Open space around me
Bus line
Groceries/movies close
Small town
Two rivers
Access to outdoors and trails
Two rivers
Historic core
Small town character
Small town values
Walk or bike everywhere
Neighbors
The people
Comfort of town
Opportunity for future growth
Beautiful location
Diverse recreational opportunities
Small town charm
People
River

Feel of community
Population size
Rivers
Proximity to Aspen
Safety
Small town character
Rivers
People
Small
Rivers
Old town
Small town feel
Room to grow
Great place to raise family
Small community
More even wealth gap
Unique
Small town
Caring community
Not Aspen!
Families
Rural/nature
Good people
Community
Rivers/recreation
Fine dining opportunities
Bike riders/new bike rental
Midland Ave w/ restaurants with outdoor
seating
Open space on the river
Size
Proximity to other towns
Renovation of commercial places
Empty Clarks Market
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Basalt Town Council- new blood
Keeping teachers at the schools
Indecision
Poor traffic flow
Inappropriate river development
Not enough schools
Not enough infrastructure
Traffic
Density – needs to be kept to Willits
Affordable housing for employees
The preservation of the river park
Greed
Money
Ownership
Growing the town the right way
Including all, not just the rich
Preserving what’s around us (federal land/
agriculture)
Council lack of vision
Tree farm
Lack of public art
Too restrictive on height, elected officials do
not recognize

Need more younger people
More consistent planning process
Affordable housing
Pan and Fork empty lot!!!
Where to place density
How to keep small-town feel
Basalt is getting busy! Not sure how much
growth it needs

Public vote approving development of Midland
Lack of hotels, b&bs
Affordable housing
Town council
Need decent hotel in Basalt
Move on pan and fork
A park cannot support itself
Stop and go traffic on Hwy-82
Pending closure of year round access (public
lands, seasonal closures)

Traffic
Inability to reach compromise/consensus
Unwillingness to explore new ideas
Affordable housing
High cost of free market housing
Traffic noise
Town financial viability, no commercial all
houses
Some growth not too much not too little
Divided among town
Old town needs to be vital

Not have too many pot shops and real estate on Main Street
Eyesore of Old Clarks Market building
Overcrowding in density
Sprawl using up open space
No sideways mobility in housing
It hasn’t known how to grow
Leadership: wobbly, amorphous
Identity crisis – who are we?
Too many ‘no growth’ advocates
NIMBYism
Capital, appeal to part-time residents
Develop a clean “brand”
Land-use and transportation must be linked
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Need more white collar jobs
Space disconnect old town/Willits
Proper development for long-term vitality
Development of old town
Being smart about development that is left
in Willits
Sprawl
Jurisdictional shopping
Lack of creativity
Need strong intention
Government support of small businesses
Need rent control
Developers pushing projects for the wrong
reasons
Looseness of Eagle County land code
Lack of ability to implement the community’s
intentions
Sustainability
Resiliency
Becoming carbon-free
Connectivity to El Jebel
Bus, need connector or Sagewood BRT
Getting off season, too many restaurants
Growing too fast
Town council
Mayor
Division of old town vs. new town (Willits)
Lack of true affordable housing options
Lack of a strong identity/ unity of its various
parts
Need to invest in Old Town
Improve pedestrian experience
Improve communication
Need a boutique hotel

Improve sidewalks, lighting, signage in town
Town leaders who listen
Developers trying to push residential
Pan and Fork Site
Town needs to think long-term
Traffic
Crowding
Dog waste
Mindful growth
Boutique hotel
More restaurants
Tim Belinski, River Park LLC
Aspen Ski Company
Roaring Fork Club
Red tape
Lack of unity
Lack of affordable housing
Lack of employment diversity
Anti-growth mentality
Trying to be something we’re not
Need more decisiveness with leadership
Finding the right balance
Acceptance of density
Diversity of opinion about EVERYTHING
Bringing the several nodes together
Trying to be Aspen
Overcrowding
Expensive housing
Growth managed/ thoughtful/ community
driven
High density housing – AVSC?? – concern
Leadership – continue community input
Density – water, road, quality of life
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Lack of services, police, recreation, child
care
Safety, roads, bikes
Old town Basalt Park – protect view to Old
82
Affordable housing
Character, we are losing the unique look we
had
Too much
Too fast
Too much light pollution
No specified goals
No strategy to achieve goals
This should be ongoing and iterative; not
1x10 years
Revitalize Old Town
Lack of leadership
Lack of direction/cohesion
Affordable housing
Failing commercial in Old Town
Limited waste resources
Resistance to change
Willingness to listen
Lacking trust
Potential
Messy, not well-planned
Languishing
Sweet
Lovely
Awesome
Wonderfully screwed up
Angry
Safe
“Clique-ish”

Misguided
Magical
Lovely
Potential
Eclectic
Beautiful
Quaint
Unique
Safe
Home
Peaceful
Stuck
Very divided / not healthy
Near Aspen
Getting better
Central
Near Aspen
Mayberry
Fantastic
Awesome
Safe
Home
Beautiful
Confused
Community
Bipolar
Vitality of commercial businesses
River open space
Traffic flow, parking, river development
Keeping it a small town
Acquiring the remaining land at the River
Park.
Don’t sell out. Keep it unique
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Creating future growth that is in context with
the town
Get rid of the black fence
A balanced budget with long term capital
reserves
Development of Midland parcel
Keep Basalt own identity (Not Aspen or
Carbondale

Getting the entire CDC parcel! We have
paid for it / show some leadership

More growth opportunity to encourage
young people
Develop the Pan & Fork lot
No city/town ever regrets a park!
Government
Strategic plan
Civil communication
Embrace innovation
Approving too much development
Keeping the town solvent
Building community business old and new
Thinking outside the box and keeping future
vitality in front

Resolve anger-inducing positions
Keeping the remaining open space along
river

Restricting sprawl/progressive zoning for
A/H
Put growth where it belongs – preserve
Emma!
Preserve its quiet places. Fiercely
Zero carbon
Connectivity
Confused
Connection
Heal wounds and fix eyesore park
Vitality along the river
Traffic reduction
Pan and Fork

Streaming the process of healthy development projects
Diversity
Limit hot beds
Being happy – we live in an awesome place

Planned/controlled growth vs. AVSC housing
Careful planning to maintain quality
Keeping it’s character of a mountain town in
Colorado
Controlling growth
Connections, vitality, walkability
Pour life into Old Town
River Corridor, recreation center, redevelop
industrial park
Infill development = density
Pool at Crown Mountain Park
Pool + recreation
Movies
Grocery store is my social scene
Keep commercial in Willits w/mixed residential. Help Build TACAW sooner than later.
Vitality: Laughter, Fun / Linear Park
Need more AVH signage for Midvalley
Infill the flagpole annexation T. O. D.
Can we connect the center of the dog
bone?
Year-round swimming pool for Mid Valley
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Long ago we talked about vehicular underpass
How to connect vitality to South Side to activate THAT community
Move on it! Pan + Fork
I <3 MUSIC IN THE PARK!! :)
Flex space that transforms throughout the
day- coffee, then beer, then events
Keep Riverside Park a park
An open active park would contribute more
to the vitality of East Basalt than ANY kind
of development. Food trucks! Farmers’ market! Volley ball courts! Soccer field!
Pan + Fork underdeveloped lot is an eye
sore
More people in town- no more park no employee housing
Put hotel behind River Park
There’s so much potential to open the connection of town (old town) to the Roaring
Fork, via commercial development at the
Pan Fork. Riverwalk concept connect the
new river
Pickle ball courts
Commercial developer re-development in
center of town.
There needs to be adequate PUBLIC facilities and amenities on the river park parcel
to support public performances and events
as well as revenue producing private events
(such as weddings) e.g. indoor gathering,
“green room” catering space, etc.

A vibrant riverfront park to gather w/family
+ friends - WITHOUT having to feel awkward near residences!!! OR to have residents
complain
Put the hotel where Habitat [Restore] was +
keep the park “Town Without [?]!”
Add 1 or 2 floors to City Hall. Use Lions Park
band stand/art base as a weekly concert/
event/gathering
Move town offices to old Restore area or develop pop-up public space. Turn Lion’s Park
into full park w/out town building.
Fund vitality in old town. I love the feel of it
and love the character of it. It needs more
opportunity for entrepreneur business. +
affordable housing!
Mindful development in park in Basalt small
boutique hotel, small children scene center
outdoor entertainment and make a unique
area - different from other town.
Keep this ranch in operation - adds to our
agricultural past
Great place for workforce housing - this will
add vitality to our town
vital = trails to connect public lands
No camps in Emma
blank
blank
Triangle park lofts
Save open, quiet, peaceful Emma! Open
space, ag, low-density residential...
513 Lane(?) CT
Lakeside CT
Valley Pines
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Subdivisions like this should be discouraged. The steep hillsides are hard to walk
+ bike on and the ground cover is bad for
wildfires
Protect Emma!
Preserve valley floor. No new development
without improvements to traffic/highway.
Density along Hwy. Keep or buy open
space.
Density
Rebuild where Habitat was + keep the park.
Town Without Pants!
Buy the old City Market! + build mixed use
building!
Reasonable growth in town center
Infill density
Develop Pan + Fork sitting vacant for 5
years disgusted!
This is a great place for workforce housing
high density 8-plexes rental units
Defensible space? wildland interface? urban
forest?
Trade CDOT land to open river frontage &
access
Redevelop industrial park
Crown Mtn Tree Farm
Park parcel not for density
Cut back on light pollution including at the
High School, Post Office, Shell Gas Station,
etc. Reduce amount of light, use motion
sensors, timers, etc.
If growth, it should be high density!
Infill @ Southside - Less high density

Density + housing by old highschool new
highschool southside WIllits
Preserve the “character” of the mid valley.
No high density housing!
More room Clarks Market Parcel
Is it too dense w/a proposed development?
Connect single track to Basalt Mtn
The growth of the tree farm.
Cool stuff here. Make it more fun, cool,
walkable, etc. AABC had vision maybe same
here
Density w/current treefarm and now SKI CO
TOO MUCH!
Dangerous going from Emma Rd driving
across traffic to go West on 82
Excellent trail system
Free RFTA in Basalt
1 lane road - park w/fishing access (our highline)
The next 20 years when it’s done piecemeal
the whole area is going to be a mess. Eagle/
Garfield/Pitkin
Southside traffic gettin on 82 going west
could take an overpass and merge onto 82.
Those going East could merge onto 82 off
Cody Lane
Underpass needs to be maintained *
The new underpass is amazing!
I love being one bus from anywhere.
Make the intersection at Two Rivers Road
and Midland Ave (now a 4 way stop) a
roundabout. There’s space to do it.
Town needs to be maintained better. Sweep
streets etc. *
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Hike + bike trails on TOB land... connect to
CPW
car & ped connection? river access (CDOT)

Two Rivers Cafe military vets @ 7am Sat
5 lanes: horrible pedestrian access, needs
sidewalks

Grocery! It’s our cash cow! More support to
City Market & Whole Foods. If they don’t
thrive we’ll suffer.

CC’s Cafe Heirlooms, Butch’s Lobster Bar,
Two Rivers Cafe / Southside Hightone Auto

Old Town Needs:
-groceries
-bike store

Contractor yards + offices

Needs more people living in Old Town to
make these viable

Tiny house for workers
Restaurants
More parks & recreation. More police, more
childcare & after school care

We seem to have enough jobs, and more
people than I’d care to see in our quaint
small town. Like to keep it small

Non profit mecca
Restaurants & cool shops
More jobs that people can do on-line -not
requiring parking (inbound) and commuting
(Outbound)
Everywhere - Two Rivers Cafe, Jalisco, Free
Range, Cafe Bernard, Heirlooms
Spend $ downtown Basalt + South Side.
Most restaurants, especially CC’s, Butch’s,
Heather’s (no longer Cafe Bernard :( )
Heirlooms, Midland Shoe, Hightone Auto
Grocery back to the Old Town
Build on the fishing and environmental area.
Science initiatives ie- clean waters, recycling,
tourism from fishing, hiking, hunting, etc.
Live & work in Basalt Old Town. Need jobs
but no more service jobs
Yes - FTE w/benefits year-round. Knowledge-based (not tourism) $ = retail, F+B
Attract HRE based employers HRE outdoor
rec, marketing co. from Carbondale

More retail-good reason to wander through
town. Bike repair, grocery, really any retail
Working ranch/nursery
Food truck area + corn hole games + bar
area
Spend $ - Willits
(City Market 90%, Whole Foods 10%)
Restaurants -> Upper Crust/NY Pizza/ R. F.
Grill/Brewpub + others occasionally, Susie’s,
Kitchen Collage
Whole Foods & Liquor Store
Spend money at Bookbinders, Bristlecone,
City Market, Whole Foods, Two Rivers, Cafe
Bernard
Enviro-tech businesses!
More river access!
Trade land for CDOT relocation
Professional offices
Public fishing access to the river / Create a
“Salida” style water park
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Job - yes
Type - vocative
-liquor/AAIR/fuel/bar
Grocery stores, restaurants
Willits Design Center has been a small business incubation district - any development
on the CDC Parcel should pattern the WDC
- small business support and serve families
Create small business incubation district @
CDC / Not focus on 2nd homeowner $$$
housing that patterns developer just say no
I heard lots of “leadership” comments at the
past event and would push back to the community to start leading instead of complaining. Make choices with your vote & dollars.
Discuss issues and ask questions in a respectable manner and be open to change.
Small Town, River, Recreation and redevelopment of the former Clark’s market space
resonate with me. The mid valley really
needs a Rec Center with amenities for both
adults and families. The Clark’s Market
space would be an amazing site for that!

My biggest concern is that Eagle and Garfield county commissioners don’t have the
sensitivity that our little slice of the Roaring
Fork valley requires. Why must “sprawl”
be the answer? We DO NOT live on I 70.
Please adjust the PUD accordingly!
When will the survey close and when will we
see the results? Thanks.
Yes. Why is it that we are made to feel like
our desires make a difference when only
7% of people voted on housing for the river
property? The RMI meeting reminded me
of the meetings we had at our homes, that
made no difference. I feel like we were sold
out. Why was it not opened up to other
developers?
I’ve been to many meetings and even spoken and I feel like it’s just politics as usual.
So sad...besides the sadness of our burnt
mountain.
Putting in a Baci Ball court on the river property along with benches, trees, a Gazebo
that weddings could be in. An inviting place
for people to gather and not bake in the sun
as it is now..

Tapping into the entrepreneurial communities. Dedicate a swanky contemporary
designed space to start ups and meetings.
a HUB where people can meet, rent office
space, use a cool lounge, have a kitchenette. Support cafes with wifi, post 9pm
spots.
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Comments:
Enlarge the library
Finalize plans on River Park
Speedbumps on Riverside Drive x 2
Take down that fence, let us have a park!
Come to an agreement with developer on
Pan + Fork Property to create a profitable
gathering place to get Old Town vital again.
NOW!
Focus on biking and fishing.
Hotel. No park.
Hotel.
Yes, fully support hotel on Pan + Fork.
More nightlife and life during the day.
Vibrant River Park with restaurants (mix of
commercial and park). More events geared
to young people downtown. Low rent for
cool, independent stores.
Create Pan + Fork. NOT all park. Diverse
use, restaurant, splash park, bandshell, hotel
over homes.
Partner with DOW for mnt bike trails, missed
opportunity + resource
Take employee parking, off of Main Street.
Clark’s Market demo, start over. New grocery store. Ground zero is a do over.
Keep streets narrow, limit store size.
Keep quiet, rural “greenbelt” as balance
with density/vitality. Communities need
quiet too.

I’m concerened not to see consideration
and intentional planning going on for the
peaceful, open green spaces of Basalt, esp.
Emma. They fill a vital role in the quality of
life for people living in the UGB and places
of density. Without intention and planning,
they will fill in. Emma is currently a magical
refuge, heavily used by Basaltines. Let’s plan
to keep it that way. If you want to talk more
please call...One other person agreed via
apost it note.
Connect midvalley design center with Willits Town Center with sidewalks and roads,
maybe bike path.
Improve/promote connection between old
town and willits.
The streetscape along southside drive with
new developments is very sad. Some improved landscape and bike/ped on both
sides of the road would be amazing.
Not golf cart roads. This should never happen again - need road access by traffic
code.
It is either life threatening or (cross @10
crosswalk)
Too long of a walk and life threatening (walk
1/2 mile to find no safe passage for pedestrians on Southside Drive) to get from Park
and Ride/Bus Stop to Southside Drive.
Approve/purchase CDC Property for Town
Park.
Signage to/from Frying Pan Road to/from
Rio Grand Trail.
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Need a supermarket in Basalt. Turning point
for downtown Basalt.

Pedestrian walkway over river. Bridge to be
designed to be broken up in flood.

Better bike paths/lanes throigh downtown(so its safe). Wider sidewalks throigh Riverside Drive/Cottonwood Road (so its safe).

More diverse businesses in southside. Food
trucks, coffee. Food options near bus.
Revisit town street under 82.

Habitat for Humanity/Clark’s Market space
ripe for dense, vertical development.
Hotel. Stop asking and do something.

Pedestrian bridge from library park to new
developed Pan and Fork Park.
Need a supermarket!

Implement downtowner for internal town
shuttle.

More food trucks and splash pad at Pan and
Fork
Hotel now, forget park.

Safer route to schools. Larger sidewalks on
Cottonwood Drive.
Speed bumps/slowdown cars on Riverside
Drive.
Thru street and alley on Tucker.
Get flower beds and yards out of street. Fix
sight triangles.
How do we create mnt biking opportunities
out of town?
Only one way into southside. - Town street.
Under 82.
Clear ro provide emergency access.
Provide bike/pedestrian path for greater
effeciency. Create easy connector.

Food trucks create vitality! Hotel in old town
Basalt. Thanks!
Hotel.
Food trucks + outdoor eating area.
Better broadband.
No satellite due to neighbor’s tree.
Adopt variances to allow food trucks to
temporarily park @ Pan and Fork for the
summer.
Old town needs some serious street sidewalk, lighting, landscape water, power and
sewer improvements. Explore grants and
TOD funds available.

RFTA gets a portion of all sales via sales tax.
They basically pass thru Basalt why can’t a
portion of RFTA sales tax pay for a commuter.

Food trucks, eating area with outdoor
games.

Provide a short cut to mnt bike trails with a
bridge.

Underground parking NOT being utilized
easier to park on top.
Connect southside straight shot under 82.
No urban growth boundary.
Improve town/school partnerships.
Community (not commodity) park.

Encourage southside diverse housing. Tiny
homes, modular and senior housing options.

Employees should not park in the Willits
Core.
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Develop vertically!
Tear down Clarks’s. Urban blight! Go vertical
in this small commercial core.
Redevelop Clark’s! Create an actual core in
the true center of town.
Vehicle underpass @ Midland Ave to Southside.
Community First!
Let longtimer good project go.
Mix of commercial and park.
Prioritize revamp of existing river trail.
No cabins or housing in hotel area.
Why not multiple developers to invest in
P+F property- mixed use, hotel and riverfront expereince. Get going!
Small hotel.
Good place for mixed housing for workforce and mssing middle.
Keep rural.
Keep Emma as a “greenbelt,” an area of
peace and quiet to be a respite for those living in increasing density. Please intentionally
plan for this, or the forces of development
will “fill in” Emma with commercial uses that
will erode or eliminate the very special rural
feel.
Connect Rio Grande trail to Crown Mnt
Park.
No ski co dorm.
Create at least wider roads @ 2 Rivers for
Bike connection that appears more direct.
Buy from CDOT, move to Crown. Swap with
County.
Annex tree fsrm and El Jebel commercial
east of HWY.

Create better bike/ped connection between
WTC and City Market Plaza and El Jebel and
Blue Lake.
Maybe show 3 story & history
We have on 2 weeks problem with Downtown – not sure ready to sue
Go Fund Me
More density (BCC, Southside, Jadwin 7/11
site)
Basalt
Mountain Family Health
English in Action
Samuel Bernal
Tricolor
BRT (Fewer stops, Local makes every stop)
Basalt (Has no free zone, $1 on every stop)
Is the dollar or the route that keeps people
from jumping on the bus
$50,000 cost to Basalt
In Aspen you have to pay to park (When it
went free – people rode the bus)
Perceived as the Ghetto route
ART
Streamline bus photo
Circulator Shuttle – that is seasonal
Willits is suburban plus density
Alternative Business (Why not food trucks,
Jan Colorado Main Street support small
business infrastructure (Bring in brand_____,
Sidewalk program, Parking, Façade improvements))
Morality
Trail & sidewalk connectivity
Circulator bus
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Parking demands management (2 hour enforcement Willits / Old Town, Parking garage at Clarks Market, Clarks - 3 years down
road, Parking garage through TIF)
Embrace Rivers – Connect 1 (Accessibility,
Seeing / hearing rivers, Management of
rivers, Preserve it but open it up)
River Master Plan
Complete post town trail system along river
Urban trails should be paved
Parking
Branding Basalt as the Two Rivers Town
Embrace the Arts (Beyond physical arts,
Events, Providing space to draw people,
Relocate bandstand)
Future of Smart Cities
Ollie – Chris Bledsoe
Economies of Colorado Living
Work with Developers
Colorado Living Operator
Spend 90% of time using 40% of our home
space
Mindfulness
Bryon Copley – Citybldr@citybldr
Small Town
Safe
Nature
Proximity to Nature
Strong Schools
Active Culture
Setting/Location
Small Town Character(S)
Climate
Mostly Walkable

Downtown Variety
River & Library
River
Accessible Historic Downtown
Unique Shops/Dining
People
Small Town
Nature: Rivers, Mountains
Small Town
Outdoor Recreation
School Support
Small Town Character
Safe, Friendly Community
Not Aspen
Small Town, Close Proximity to Aspen And
I-70
Community
Like-Minded People
Gateway to Frying Pan
Roaring Fork River Ecosystem
Hiking, Skiing, Farmer’s Market
Historical
Small Town
Safe/Low Crime
Bike Trails
Not Crowded
Nature Easy to Access
People
People Leave You Alone
Clean
Outdoor Activities
Small Town W/Amenities
Rivers
Small Town Feel
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The People
Safe & Quiet
Small Town Character
River & Forest Access
Rural Chic
The River, The Outdoors
Willits- Lots of Activity
The People
Small Town
Rural Setting
Confluence of Rivers
The Livability & Quality of Life
Access to Aspen, Outdoors, And Open
Space
Affordability
Family
Small Schools
No Stop Lights
Small Town
Rivers/Fishing
Not Aspen/ Affordable
Small Town Feeling
Walking Distance to All Amenities
Small Boutique Hotel & Commercial Lower
Level
Community
Reasonably Affordable, Access to Aspen
River
High cost of housing
Affordable housing
Affordable housing
Affordable housing
Housing
Housing

Housing affordability
Rent/real estate too expensive (residential
and commercial)
Young adult/professional access and housing
Real estate values – increase or decrease
Second home stagnation
Conversion of housing to second homes
Inherits Aspen’s housing crisis
Traffic 2
Traffic/transportation issues
Traffic growth
Cumbersome government
Difficult and disjointed approval processes
Not enough foresight from politicians
Lack of leadership
More supportive, proactive council
After 6+ year – not hotel downtown
The lack of agreement on anything
No real leadership
Large parcels in arrested development
Community division on vision
Town hall- too long getting things done
High density (Willits)
Population pressure
Too fast, high growth in Willits area
Growing too fast
Growing too fast
Pragmatic growth
Sprawl
Ski Co. need 4 housing
Concessions to developers
Too much development
Too many rules- 6 stories not 3-4
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Authenticity
Culturally divisible
Immigrant population – inclusiveness
Aging population
Not keeping the charm
Old Town is dead
More things for culture – support TACAW!
No consumer staples in town
Healthcare
Availability of affordable childcare and housing
Need another super market
Need a grocery store in Old Town
82 divides the town
Community connection between Willits and
Old Town
Connectivity to Southside and Willits
Safe biking
Preserving river access
Economic opportunities- jobs
Need more vitality in Old Town
Clark’s Market parcel
Old Town: core is a mess
Clark’s Market redevelopment
Taking money out of the town
Unattractive trailer park entrance
Safety
Neutral
Confused
Quiet
(my) paradise
Family
Character
Frying Pan

Charming
Quiet
Uneasy
Home
Varied
Home
Perfect
Comfortable
Polarized
Love
Under-appreciated
Long term affordable housing
Creating opportunities for vibrancy
Maintaining its small-town character
Bridge cultural and economic divides
Sustainable growth
Controlled growth and housing
Housing
Economic diversification
Amenities
River health/ecosystem
Adding vitality to Old Town
Becoming too crowded
Listen to the kids
Branding focus on fishing/biking
Mindful growth
Young adult/professional access and housing
Create opportunities for locals and visitors
Put Ski Co. employees in Pitkin Co.
Growth and development restriction
Refund pilferer money now
Town hall follow Tabor rules
Fire proofing/ fire breaks
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Develop the park lot! Now.
RIVER. Separate vision for old and new.
Access to outdoor recreation (new bike
trails, fishing and boating access) encourage
younger people to move into town and stay.
This includes park space and open space.
Leadership.
Lack of leadership.
Greenspace, park would be nice. ALAWAY
public access to river.
Improved bike and pedestrian access and
safety to BES and middle schools (I.e. Cottonwood Drive).
For commuters, transportation is lifestyle +
time.

Commuter Bus: fund with existing sales
tax, RFTA contributions. Get TOD funding,
charge $1, allow dogs.
Make homeowners take snow off sidewalks.
Work with RFTA, set aside funds, fund the
shuttle.
Need pedi-cabs, uber, shuttle (more options).
Signage on bike paths is poor. Make destination names more consistent. Provide
maps @intersections. This is cheap!
I am concerned about the condition of our
streets. I feel more attention and resources
should be put towards this.

Downtown: a water park/fountain gathering spot in downtown, let’s invite paradise
bakery.

When Willits came, the same result is when
a high-speed highway cuts past. Town dies.

Allow and encourage more diverse uses in
the business center, restaurants, food carts
etc.

Technically improve light timing (ex. Sit at
lights for a long time before they change,
even in the middle of the night). To help
improve traffic flow.

Also, a grocery in old town would be great.
Skip’s is always closed when I get home.

Big fan of existing bike trails.
Poor costumer service- better service=won’t
buy online.
Start a new work from home “group.”
Lacking young entrepreneur energy.
Provide a better ability to have home-based
business.

Workforce and missing middle housing.
More restaurant choices, music (Willits)
Commercial experience to rivers – allow
river front development @ “Park” – increase
public access. Nightlife in old town – yes
and in Willits, southside etc. Encourage 1st
floor retail/restaurants and first floor office.
All things in Basalt take way too long. Less
government NOW!

Senior Housing: free market or affordablesmall units for those who want to downsize.
Get something done! Urgent need for leadership.
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Go fundme account for local business.
Can the town underwrite certain vital town
businesses- coffeeshop, corner store, affordable gym- what have you – so they will
always remain, even when rents rise too high
for those types of businesses to stay and
stay affordable.
Small business/economic develop restrictions. Remove certain development restrictions. Create incentives in infrastructure and
other cost of doing business.
Allow commercial restaurants in industrial,
southside, design and industrial centers
Keep property taxes reasonable at all the
developers and provide childcare.
The current TOB boundaries are ridiculous!
Annex city parcels that are interlopers.
I’d love to see this plan contemplate full
build out AND plan for how to stay vital and
energized when growth is no longer the
mechanism for it. How is this done? What
are successful models we can learn from?
Willits Park
I live here
More X-boxes
More Dogs
Crown
Cool
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Comments:
Increase current bike share services (Add
stations as only one We-Cycle station currently in Southside)

It’s a wildlife habitat – animals need to get
to river. Leave it alone!!!
Adaptive reuse/alteration/preservation; variable use facility

How does one access Southside businesses?
Not part of the plan?

Split with residential affordable + agricultural

Southside needs to have a vehicle connection over or under 82 before more development can happen

Mixed uses & densities. Live work housing
over commercial/industrial uses
High density, small units
Mixed density housing w/ pocket parks &
open space on river
Maintain 100+ ft set back from river
Mixed-use live-work & variable densities
Create connector from Elk Run to Arbaney
Kittle (+ 2 extra dots)

Business/Industry – live/work housing (+
extra dot added)
Additional access to Southside must be provided before anything else is built
Add bike path/sidewalk or bike lane
Mixed-use commercial + affordable housing
Trailers (+ 3 extra dots)
Maintain 50’ (foot) setback from river
Affordable housing for current residents
This property gets too wet in the spring –
should be restored to floodplain
Mixed-use, this is a key property @ the confluence of 2 rivers, WOW, combine w/ grocery lot, better than San Antonio
Mixed-use higher density
Leave it affordable. No more gentrification
of neighborhoods.
Mixed-use affordable for underrepresented
(not a gentrified affordable housing) + retail/
commercial food shops, services
Preserve & restore log homes already on the
site
How about same use & same density

Multi & single family housing in UBG that
would provide funding to keep the ranch
going
People come to Basalt to live, work, play!
People come to Basalt for quiet and peace
Give more reasons people come to Basalt
(Recreational competitions (ie mtn bike
race), Music concerts (bigger named bands))
Put some safe pedestrian crossings for
neighborhoods across Hwy 82!
Keep affordable housing!
Mixed-use – density
Annex to Town of Basalt
Continue/expand bike share services for
RFTA connections + commuting to Basalt
downtown or Willits
Parcel actually blocks road access
Access problematic. Use should consider
limited access
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Development (in this area) = extreme congestion
Let’s keep Basalt wild!
Performance facility
Trader Joes!!! Housing!! Business space!
Put the hotel here!
Go vertical (4+ stories)
4 stories is too much!
Increase current bike share services - add
stations as only one We-Cycle station currently in Southside
How does one access Southside businesses?
Not part of the plan?
Southside needs to have a vehicle connection over or under 82 before more development can happen
Business/Industry – live/work housing
Additional access to Southside must be provided before anything else is built
Add bike path/sidewalk or bike lane

Mixed-use affordable for underrepresented
(not a gentrified affordable housing) + retail/
commercial food shops, services
Preserve & restore log homes already on the
site
How about same use & same density
Adaptive reuse/alteration/preservation; variable use facility
It’s a wildlife habitat – animals need to get
to river. Leave it alone!!!
Split with residential affordable + agricultural
Mixed uses & densities. Live work housing
over commercial/industrial uses
High density, small units
Mixed density housing w/ pocket parks &
open space on river
Maintain 100+ ft setback from river
Mixed-use live-work & variable densities
Create connector from Elk Run to Arbaney
Kittle

Mixed-use commercial + affordable housing
Trailers
Maintain 50’ (foot) setback from river
Affordable housing for current residents

Multi & single-family housing in UBG that
would provide funding to keep the ranch
going
Parcel actually blocks road access

This property gets too wet in the spring –
should be restored to floodplain

Access problematic. Use should consider
limited access

Mixed-use, this is a key property @ the confluence of 2 rivers, WOW, combine w/ grocery lot, better than San Antonio
Mixed-use higher density

Development (in this area) = extreme congestion
Let’s keep Basalt wild!
Performance facility
Trader Joes!!! Housing!! Business space!
Put the hotel here!
Go vertical (4+ stories)

Leave it affordable. No more gentrification
of neighborhoods.
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4 stories is too much!
People come to Basalt to live, work, play!
People come to Basalt for quiet and peace
Give more reasons people come to Basalt:
- Recreational competitions (ie mtn bike
race)
- Music concerts (bigger named bands)
Put some safe pedestrian crossings for
neighborhoods across Hwy 82!
Keep affordable housing!
Mixed-use – density
Annex to Town of Basalt
Continue/expand bike share services for
RFTA connections + commuting to Basalt
downtown or Willits
This property gets wet
even spring should be part of the floodplain
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Basalt Open House Live Poll 5-30-19
Current run (last updated May 30, 2019 8:38pm)

32

64

56

Polls

Participants

Average responses

77%
Average engagement

Who is your favorite of the "Three Stooges"?
Response options

Count

Percentage

Moe

12

26%

Larry

7

15%

Curly

16

35%

Joe(s)

6

13%

Shemp

5

11%

72%
Engagement

46
Responses

Where do you support Basalt's growth?
Response options

Count

Percentage

Anywhere

0

0%

By expanding Town Growth Boundary

8

19%

By annexing county islands

11

26%

By increasing density in Town

24

56%

67%
Engagement

43
Responses
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Which of the following scenarios best matches your idea of density in Old Town?
Response options

Count

Percentage

2 Story: 44 units

15

28%

2 and 3 Story: 58 units

27

51%

3 and 4 Story: 100 units

11

21%

83%
Engagement

53
Responses

Which of the following scenarios best matches what you think is the most appropriate density?
Response options
J1: 24 units on 7.5 acres

Count

Percentage

13

26%

J2: 48 units on 7.5 acres

5

10%

J3: 48 units on 3.5 acres

19

38%

J4 : 48 units on 1.5 acres

7

14%

J5: 72 units on 1.5 acres

6

12%

78%
Engagement

50
Responses

For the Willits Basalt Area, I generally support:
Response options

Count

Percentage

More Density

21

40%

More traditional Greenfield expansive growth

12

23%

I do not support any growth in/around Willits Basalt

20

38%

83%
Engagement

53
Responses

For Southside Basalt Area I generally support:
Response options

Count

Percentage

More Density

19

38%

More traditional Greenfield expansive growth

18

36%

I do not support any growth in/around Southside

13

26%

78%
Engagement

50
Responses

Old Downtown/Hill District/Elk Run Areas I generally support
Response options
More Density
More traditional Greenfield expansive growth
I do not support any growth in/around Old Town Basalt

Count

Percentage

26

52%

7

14%

17

34%

78%
Engagement

50
Responses
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I support Basalt's Growth by... Growing anywhere
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

2

4%

No

50

96%

81%
Engagement

52
Responses

I support Basalt's Growth by... Expanding the Town's Urban Growth Boundary
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

15

29%

No

36

71%

80%
Engagement

51
Responses

I support Basalt's Growth by... Annexing unincorporated county islands within the Town
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

39

78%

No

11

22%

78%
Engagement

50
Responses

I support Basalt's Growth by... Increasing Town density
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

41

79%

No

11

21%

81%
Engagement

52
Responses

Trail connectivity: Old Town and Willits should be linked along
Response options

Count

Percentage

HWY 82 corridor and Emma Rd

7

13%

Two Rivers Rd

4

8%

39

74%

3

6%

Both
Neither

83%
Engagement

53
Responses
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Circulator: Who would be the most likely user if a circulator bus was provided linking Southside to
Old Town and to the Willits Area?
Response options
School kids
My neighbor but not me

Count

Percentage

36

30%

2

2%

The Elderly

27

23%

I would ride it

30

25%

Tourists/Visitors

24

20%

77%
Engagement

119
Responses

Parking: I support a partially publicly-financed parking structure in Old Town Basalt
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

18

35%

No

34

65%

81%
Engagement

52
Responses

Parking: I support some type of enforcement of timed parking regulations throughout Basalt
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

40

82%

No

9

18%

77%
Engagement

49
Responses

I support expanding Park n Ride facilities for RFTA in the West Basalt Area
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

42

84%

No

8

16%

78%
Engagement

50
Responses
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"Vibrancy" to me means getting people to live near Old Town Basalt
Response options

Count

Percentage

Strongly Agree

14

27%

Agree

10

20%

Disagree

20

39%

7

14%

Strongly Disagree

80%
Engagement

51
Responses

"Vibrancy" to me means... (chose all that apply)
Response options

Count

Percentage

More kids

24

21%

More 20 to 30 year olds

39

35%

More 30-65 year olds

35

31%

More 65 year olds or older

14

13%

67%
Engagement

112
Responses
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"Vibrancy" to me means: (open ended -- text in any ideas)
Responses

78%

Bocce courts off new restaurant in parks
Reasons for people to congregate, cool spaces, more public art
River park activities

People coming together

People being nice

A

Great schools

Density

Engagement

Spending $

restaurants serving food past 9:00!

People coming to do things in basalt.

71

Appropriate mix of density and use

Reasons for people to come out...hang out...not just to buy something.

Responses

Families

Attracting people
Open places for people to gather, Businesses that are open after 6 pm,
Something to do.

Riverwalk

Communityi
Inclusion

All people of all ages engaged together to make an appealing town to live in
People walking, shopping, eating around the core of Basalt
More services, restaurants, retail. Better parking to go with this. Be more collaborative
with developers
Life in downtown instead of it being dead at 8 o'clock!!!!

It is already "vibrant "

Organized activities that get people together
More restaurants, culture and theater like TACAW
Art, cultural, activities

Community gathering places

Epic events that bring town together

Goods and services applicable and affordable to residents who live right in the Basalt
community.
Music and community
People hanging out, dining, music, cafes, first Friday events, etc
Bridger living here

People drinking in the streets

Engaging activities, retail, and restaurants.

E

A

Late night venues

Mixed use

A

Baci courts!

Commercial opportunities, food and beverage offerings, activities, programs, music
events
Car shows

People!

Chamber talk

Diversity

A community that sustains and promulgates innovative businesses and after hours
connection
Unique mixed use developments
Developing the pan and fork river site and a grocery store in the clarks market space
Storefronts are occupied

A

Have events that bring people downtown to mingle and outdoor seating
Having people in town stores, restaurants and out and about

Town meeting

C

Farms market
Vibrancy is people and public buildings and marketplace along river in old town.
Trader Joe's
Movie theater

People going out and spending money
A pétanque court

B

Economic dynamism

Accidental incidental interaction

A

Community events
A critical mass of people in one area because of commercial venues and outdoors
options that attract them. A buzz that you want to be a part of.
People from all walks of life all ages of life interacting in public spaces forums events
Trader Joe's. We need a grocery in the core!!!!!

Shops that people can afford

Creating something people have to have - restaurant business arts
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"Vibrancy": What best describes this for you?
Response options

Count

Aspen after 5 PM

Percentage

9

19%

Carbondale after 5 PM

16

34%

Old Town Basalt at midday in summertime

11

23%

Willits Basalt after 5 PM

2

4%

Other

9

19%

73%
Engagement

47
Responses

Aﬀordable Housing: Do you agree that a Lack of aﬀordable housing in Basalt... increases traﬀic by
forcing workforce to travel further
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

37

77%

No

11

23%

75%
Engagement

48
Responses

Lack of aﬀordable housing in Basalt...Creates a workforce deficit for local business owners?
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

35

71%

No

14

29%

77%
Engagement

49
Responses

Lack of aﬀordable housing in Basalt...Limits vibrancy by forcing work force to leave town a er 5
PM?
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

34

69%

No

15

31%

77%
Engagement

49
Responses
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Lack of aﬀordable housing in Basalt...Negatively impacts local economy by forcing workforce to live
elsewhere?
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

38

73%

No

14

27%

81%
Engagement

52
Responses

Aﬀordable Housing: Who should receive priority for aﬀordable housing in Basalt? (open ended -please text in your response)
Responses
First responders

69%

Nurses
Healthcare workers

Engagement

People who grown up here and want to come back to the area and work
People who work in basalt

Teachers

Teachers in Basalt schools.

Long time employees

Can of worms

Anyone who has lived in the valley for more than 5 years
Day care workers

51

Basalt workers

People that work in basalt

Responses

Public employees

No priority

Critical community employees who are typically not paid much--teachers, government
workers, safety officers, lower-level health care workers
First come first served

Me

Oldest residents

Long term employers

Valley workers who need it
Families that don't have enough money to buy regular priced houses
Anyone who qualifies by income/assets
Those that work in Basalt

Public safety employees

No more affordable housing

People working in the area

People who work full time in Aspen/Basalt and qualify financially
Teachers
People

Basalt workers
Bridger

Teachers

Basalt workers

All workers

Basalt Employees in any capacity

Teachers, police, firefighters

Teacher

Teachers

People working IN BASALT AND MID-VALLEY. I.e. NOT commuting upvalley
Teachers, town employees, working class

Police

Teachers, mental health workers, first responders
Anybody

length of time in valley
Fire fighters

Vital services - PD, FD, teachers, child care

People working in Basalt

Basalt employees

Teachers

Aspen residents

Teachers, child care providers

Where should Aﬀordable Housing be located in the Valley?
Response options

Count

Percentage

15

28%

Downvalley

1

2%

Unincorporated Counties

0

0%

Basalt

1

2%

36

68%

Upvalley

Some Affordable Housing Should be everywhere
Nowhere

0
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0%

83%
Engagement

53
Responses

If Aﬀordable Housing is to be located in Basalt we should encourage it in:
Response options

Count

Percentage

19

42%

6

13%

13

29%

Through expanded growth boundary

5

11%

Basalt should not be encouraging affordable housing

2

4%

Willits Basalt
East Basalt
Southside Basalt

70%
Engagement

45
Responses

Does "Embrace the River" mean... Increasing public river access points
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

39

78%

No

11

22%

78%
Engagement

50
Responses

Does "Embrace the River" mean... Providing more parking at accesses?
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

11

22%

No

38

78%

77%
Engagement

49
Responses

Does "Embrace the River" mean... Enhancing the streamside trail system through and near Basalt?
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

45

87%

No

7

13%

81%
Engagement

52
Responses
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You said "support small local businesses and startups"... Would you support the Town focus
resources to help small business to: (choose as many that apply)
Response options

Count

Percentage

Improve buildings through a financed building façade
program

11

12%

New sidewalk enhancements and connectivity

32

34%

Expanded broadband infrastructure

22

23%

Enhanced wayfinding signage

10

11%

Other

20

21%

80%
Engagement

95
Responses

Does Basalt need to provide better economic development services to its business community?
Response options

Count

Percentage

Yes

31

82%

No

7

18%

59%
Engagement

38
Responses
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HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

BASALT MASTER PLAN

LATINO COMMUNITY
PICNIC
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Latino Picnic
Overview

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Location: Emma Bridge
Participants: 51
Total Data Points: 82 (20 Surveys Completed)

Advertised as Disenando Basalt, the Latino Community Picnic was a huge success in large
part to a few key community leaders spreading the word about the picnic and gathering
significant support for the effort.
Held on Emme Bridge near the Roaring Fork Mobile Home Park, the picnic saw
approximately 51 attendees. Attendees responded to many of the same exercises
that had been presented in Open Houses #1-3 including Storytelling Cards, Comment
Boards (including work, grow, flourish, and mobility), and a survey like the one provided
on letsTALK.basalt.net. The picnic provided an excellent opportunity to hear from a
largely underrepresented portion of the community. Comments from participants varied
from the English speaking community in safety and more community services garnering
more interest than from other feedback channels. Raw data and the Spanish surveys are
summarized in this chapter.
Photo from picnic
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Latino Picnic

Executive Summary

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Demographic data was captured from participants.

Photos from the picnic showing our translators helping attendees complete their surveys.
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Latino Picnic

Executive Summary

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Boards allowed for open-ended comments and conversations.

The kids board and kids game area had great attendance and feedback as well.
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Raw Data
Open House - Latino Picnic

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Comments:
The stoplight that turns to Basalt if going
west, the road seems bumpy and it seems
that cars have had accidents in the past
More affordable/accessible housing
More police in the trailer park to check
speeds
A bigger Catholic church
An employment board in Basalt
Monthly meetings on growth and progress
on goals
Grocery store
A rec center: a dance room, programs and
hiking
Commercial center/mall in the cheap
A big park
Games (“jugueditos”) in the Emma trailer
park
Grocery store; inexpensive clothing shop
Community Center
Soccer fields and basketball courts close to
Basalt
We need another park; a community gym
A gym for Basalt and El Jebel
A rec center; clothing stores and food
Pool open late
Activities for kids in the winter at a community center
Community Center
Childcare; daycare; community rec center
Pool open late
Games in the parks
A spider web in the park
Recreation park; a gym
Rec center for the whole valley

Games in the Emma Road park for kids
If the pool could close late, like at 7:00pm
Would like to see a grocery store here in
Old Town
The public library should open by 8am +
stay open to 6:00 or 8:00 some evenings
Restaurants to work in
Stores that offer work opportunities like City
Market
Do more about instances of family abuse or
child abuse
We need an early care center in Basalt
Trader Joe’s in Old Town
What are my rights if I rent a space in the
trailer park?
If I live in the trailer park and don’t speak
English do I have the right to have an interpreter in my language?
Can I find a cheaper place to rent?
Housing?
Nature parks
It is big and beautiful
Hiking (the trails)
Biking, nice people, biking/scootering
School, safety, work
School and work, safety, place to live
Skiing to the river, how friendly it is
More activities for the community, community center, giving work to the community
first before people who are from out of the
country
Recreation Center – pool, family events
Cleaner sidewalks, not letting the dogs run
loose, participate in everything that helps
the community
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Raw Data
Open House - Latino Picnic

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Calm, fishing, peaceful
Parks and outdoor recreation, wildlife conservancy, restaurants & slow environment
Mountains, old fashioned
Quite, safe, stable
Thai place, CC’s café
Restaurants, lights at night, nice people
Community events, a place where kids (middle or high) can hang out
Small sidewalks, wooden skate park, no bike
trails
Living place, roads
Place to live, roads, sports

We need to lower commercial rent so people can afford to open a business.
Concrete skate park
Communication with the public
Keeping it somewhat small
Opinions of those who will be affected by
the changes
Downtown Basalt
Cleaner green energies on houses
The kids
Roller skating
Entertainment (drive in movie theater)

No sidewalk on streets like Riverside Dr.,
wooden skate park, no skate park maintenance
More jobs, keep it local (jobs for locals first),
bring small corporations that benefit the
town not the company
Safety, housing, hwy 82 more open
Not many things to do, empty spot in downtown Basalt, boring
Increase of pollution
Too expensive, too expensive housing
Space, ideas
More jobs, more night scene/block parties,
keep Basalt clean and limit expanding of
land.
Friendly
Community strong
Beautiful
Small town
Caring community
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Latino Survey Responses
General Questions
Survey #

Age

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

31 to 40
41 to 50
21 to 30
41 to 50
41 to 50
51 to 60
31 to 40
51 to 60
21 to 30
21 to 30
31 to 40
41 to 50

13
14
15

15 or younger
61 or older

16
17
18
19
20

31 to 40
61 or older
51 to 60
61 or older
21 to 30

Community

Southside
Willits
Willits
Roaring Fork Club
Old Town
Willits
Willits
Willits
Willits
Willits
Elk
Run/Riverside/Arb
any Park Area

How long have you
What is your
lived in your
gender identity?
community?

How many people Of those how
family or nonmany are family
family - live in your
members?
housing unit?

Less than 1 year
5 to 10 years
5 to 10 years
Over 20 years
10 to 20 years
10 to 20 years
5 to 10 years
Over 20 years
5 to 10 years
3 to 5 years.
10 to 20 years
Over 20 years

4
2
5
5
5
4
5
4
6+
4
5
3

Old Town
5 to 10 years
Unincorporated
5 to 10 years
area near Basalt
Roaring Fork Club 10 to 20 years
Over 20 years
10 to 20 years
Old Town
10 to 20 years
Aspen Junction
3 to 5 years
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Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female

None Ninguna
All Todos
All Todos
All Todos
All Todos
All Todos
Some Algunas
All Todos
Most La Mayoría

Male
Male

5

All Todos
Some Algunas

Female
Male

3
5
6+
2
3

All Todos
Some Algunas
All Todos
Some Algunas
None Ninguna

Female
Female

Flourish (Lifestyle/ Education/ Wellness)
What does it mean to have town
vitality?

Survey #

English

Is vitality important
Is small town
What does small town character mean
to you in Basalt's
character important
to you?
commercial
to you?
centers?
English

Spanish

1
2

x
To be happy in the
living space. To
have good jobs and
fun activities.

Yes Sí
Yes Sí

Yes Sí
Yes Sí

3

More fairs and
Mas ferias eventos Yes Sí
events for children para ninos y para
and adults
adultos

Yes Sí

4

Water/education/w Agua/educación/tr
ork
abajo

Yes/No Sí/No

5
6

7

8
9

Ser feliz en el
medio que vive.
Contar con buen
trabajo y tener
actividades felices.

Yes Sí

I would like an
arcade for my
children.

Yes Sí
Entiempo de
Yes Sí
invierio me
gustario un acrade
para mis ninos.

Yes Sí
Yes Sí

Contribute to the
community

Constribuir a la
comunidad

Yes Sí

Yes Sí

Yes Sí

Yes Sí

x

10

May everything be
beautiful with lots
of nice
atmosphere.
Recreation in the
world of human
life. Animals and
plants.

Que todo sea
Yes Sí
bonita con un
ambiente bonito y
con muchas.
Recreacion en el
mundo de la vida
humana. Animales
y plantes.

Yes Sí

11

For me, it means to Para mis significa Yes Sí
feel good without
sentirme bien
taking anything.
agusto sin tomar a
nada
That we don't all
Que todos no
Yes Sí
get along well with llevemos bien con
the community.
la comunidad.

Yes Sí

12

13

14
15
16

17
18

Yes Sí

Spanish

What is the greatest risk to Basalt's
current quality of life?
English

Spanish

There aren't jobs in No trabajos en el
the town.
Pueblo.

For me and my
family we feel that
we are in a very
healthy and
pleasant village.

Para mi y mi
familia nosotros
sentimos que
estamos en un
pueblo muy sano y
agradable.
It's very expensive Es muy caro
Tranquility
I like very much the
calmness and
safety for my
children, I will work
knowing my
children are safe
thank you.

Tranquilidad
Me gusta mucho
la sequridad que
mis hijos es
tranquilos, seguro
me voy trabajar
con la sequridad
de mis hijos
gracias
A people united for Un pueblo unido
continued impact
para un impacto
continuo

That we can make Que unido lo
it great together.
podamos hacer
grande.

A lot

Mucho

The river
Danger of eviction

El rio
Peligro de
desalojo

The work force and La fuerza de
security
trabajo y la
seguridad
The there isn't
Que no haga
mutual respect
respeto mutuo

That there isn't
already decline

Que no aya
declincuensia

The rent is
expensive

La renta es cara

The river

El rio

The price of rent is
very expensive so
people have to live
with a lot of
roommates in one
house

El precioll es muy
caro y gente tiene
que vivir con st
personas para una
casa

There's a good
quality of life. What
attractions you can
find in Basalt.
What fun can you
give

Hay buena calidad
de vida. Qué
atractivos puedes
encontrar en
Basalt. Qué
diversiones
puedes di
Water/education/w Agua/educación/tr Yes Sí
ork
abajo
Yes Sí
Block parties. We Fiestas en la
need an Arcade for cuadra.
kids during winter. Necesitamos una
sala de juegos
para niños durante
el invierno.

No
No

Yes Sí
Yes Sí

19

Help the people
Ayuday al pueblo y Yes Sí
and let the
que la comunidad
community help as ayude tambien
well.

Yes Sí

20

That the
community is
united and does
not feel divided by
nationalities and
economic status.

Yes Sí

Significa mucho

Que la comunidad
este unida y que
se no se sienta
divida por las
nacionalidades y
estatus de dinero

La poblasio mas
grande

That we can be
more united
Life is better in a
small town
because almost all
of us know each
other and help
each other
That everyone
knows each other
and that there is a
sense of
community

Que unidos se
hace mucho mas
Pueblo pequeno
se vive mejor nos
conocemos casi
todos y nos
ayudamos unos
con otros
Que todos se
conocen y saben
que hay un sentido
de comunidad

No

Yes Sí
Yes Sí

It means a lot

The general
population

Yes Sí
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Survey #

Do you feel like
Basalt is your longterm home?

To make living in Basalt more
enjoyable, I could use more
English

1
2

Yes Sí

3

Yes Sí

4

No

5
6

Yes Sí
Yes Sí

7

Yes Sí

8
9
10
11

Yes Sí
Yes Sí
Yes Sí

12

Yes Sí

13
14

15
16

Yes Sí

17
18
19

Yes Sí
Yes Sí

20

No

Recreation,
entertainment

If you have school
aged children, do
they or will they
attend school in
Basalt?

Do you have
access to
affordable child
care?

English

Spanish

Recreacion,
entretenimiento

What spaces in and around Basalt are
most important to you?

No

N/A

Yes Sí

No

That the public
pool closes later

Que los alberca
Yes Sí
publica cierre tarde

Fairs,
entertainment for
children
Mas atencion a
casos de abusos

Ferias, divercion
para los ninos

Rio grande trail.
Hiking

What type of art and entertainment
should the Town facilitate?
English

Spanish

Sendero de Río
Grande.
Senderismo

Dance Hall

Spanish

Salon de Baile

More recreation
Mas centros
centers for children recreativos para
los ninos como
pissinas porques

N/A

Trails/parks.
Community center

Senderos/parques.
Centro comunitario

No
Yes Sí

No
No

Parks
Basalt Schools

Parques
Las escuelas de
Basalt

Yes Sí

No

Parks, buildings
Parques, edificios Art for children and Arte para ninos y
with help filling out con ayuda a llenar young people
jovenos
paperwork
papeleos

Entertainment
Entretenimiento
Larger Rec Center Centros
recreativas parras
mas grandes

Yes Sí
Yes Sí

No
No

Parks
There are many
places to walk but I
would like to have
courts where you
can play.

Yes Sí

No

No

More attention to
cases of abuse

Nearby schools
and store (I'm a
student)

Escuelas cercas y
tienda (soy un
estudiante)

Community
interaction

Interaccion
comunitaria

Accessible
opportunities for
the elderly
A better pool, a rec
center housing,
more afforadable
housing

Oportunidades
No
accesibles para
ancianos
Una mejor alberca, No
un rec center, mas
afforadable
housing

Yes Sí

More frequent
games

Parques
Painting
Hay muchos
lugares para
caminar pero me
gustaria que ubicta
canchas donde
jugar
Affordable gym and Gimnasio
Art and sewing
a grocery store
classes
economico y una
tienda de comida
Park/nature

Parque/la
naturalez

Willits Center, Old
Town Basalt, local
shops and bars

Willits Center, Old
Town Basalt,
tiendas y bares
locales

N/A

Parks
Bus stops

Parques
Chinicas, paradas
de bus

No

Parks, trails

Parques, senderos Art, dance, yoga
classes etc.

N/A
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Fairs

Juegos mas
fecuentes

Pintura

Clases de arte y
costuras

Ferias

Classes de arte,
baile, yoga etc.

Move (Mobility/ Transportation)

Survey #

If you drive for most trips, what
If you have children that attend school
prevents you from taking other modes in Basalt, how do they primarily get to
of transportation?
school?
English

1
2

I have to bring
other people

3
4

5
6

I don't have other
options, the cost,
the weather
The cost
The cost

7

8
9
10
11

12

Spanish

No hay otras
They take the bus Toman el bus
opciones, el costo,
el clima
El costo
El costo
They walk, they
Caminan,
drive themselves conducen sus
mismos
They take the bus Toman el bus

They take the bus

Toman el bus

They go with
friends or family

Les llevan
familiares o
amigos
Caminan

El costo, toma
They walk
demasiado tiempo

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

The weather
Other

El clima
Otro

English

Spanish

Tengo que llevar a N/A
otras personas
They take the bus Toman el bus

I have to bring
Tengo que llevar
equipment with me equipo conmigo
Other
Otro

The cost, it takes
too long

English

If your children don't bike or walk to
school, why not?

N/A
They take the bus Tienen el bus de
to school
la escuela

My kids take the
bus to school

Mis hijos toman el
autobus escolar

More public
transportation

Mas transporte
publico

Because it's far
away

Porque mas lejos

They walk

Caminan

They take the bus

Toman el bus

They walk, they
ride bikes, they
take the bus

Caminan, andan No kids
en bicileta, toman
el bus
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Spanish

No hijos

Survey #

For what purpose do you use trails in Which of the following do you think the
Basalt?
community needs more of?
English

1
2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11

12

Spanish

17
18
19

20

Spanish

English

Recreacion

Recreation, to get
to work
Excersize,
recreation
Excersize
Excersize

Recreacion, ir al
trabajo
Ejercicio,
recreacion
Ejercicio
Ejercicio

Excersize,
recreation, to get
to work

Ejercicio,
recreacion, ir al
trabajo

Downtown

En downtown

Excersize,
recreation
Excersize,
recreation

Ejercicio,
recreacion
Ejercicio,
recreacion

Near the river

Cerca del rio

We have them
where they need to
be, but sometimes
we don't.

Las tenemos
donde deven estar
pero aveces no
las o samos.

Excersize, other

Ejercicio, otro

River areas

Areas del rio

We can always
use more trails in
Basalt

Siempre podemos
usar más
senderos en
Basalt

Excersize,
recreation

Ejercicio,
recreacion

Excersize,
recreation

Ejercicio,
recreacion

Excersize,
recreation, to get
to work

Ejercicio,
recreacion, ir al
trabajo

On the river that
goes from Basalt
to the lake

Spanish

Recreation

13
14
15
16

English

Where do you think we need more
sidewalks or trails in or near Town?

En el rio que va
de Basalt para el
lago

Housing/affordable Hogar/vivienda
housing
economica
More sidewalks to Para ir a la
go to school
escuela mas
banquetas

Affordable gym

Gimnasio
economico

Hike, Bicycle,
Walk, Run

Hike, bicicleta,
caminar, correr

I don't know
Walking paths that
are clean on the
sides
Affordable housing
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Two Rivers

No se
I don't know
Caminos para
caminar que esten
limpio, a los lados
Two Rivers

No se

Work (Commerce/ Industry)
Survey #

What closest described the industry
you work in?
English

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

Do you work and
live Basalt?

Was the location
of your workplace
important in your
housing choice?

Spanish

Other

Otro

No

Yes Sí

Government

Gobierno

Housekeeper
Construction,
property owner in
the center,
housekeeper,
teacher

Ama de casa
Construccion,
dueno de
propiedades en el
centro, ama de
casa, maestro/a
de escuela

Yes Sí
Yes Sí
Yes Sí
Yes Sí

Yes Sí
Yes Sí
Yes Sí
Yes Sí

Construction
Construction,
housekeeper,
student
Housekeeper

Construccion
No
Construccion, ama No
de casa,
estudiante
Ama de casa
Yes Sí

Yes Sí
Something
important Algo
importante
Yes Sí

Construction,
developer/banker/i
nvestment,
housekeeper,
retail/restaurant/ot
her types of
commerce, retired,
school teacher

Yes Sí
No
Construccion,
desarrollador/banq
uero/inversion,
ama de casa,
menudeo/restaura
nte/otros tipos de
comercio, jubilado,
maestro/a de
escuela

Yes Sí
Yes Sí

Yes Sí

Yes Sí

Housekeeper
Ama de casa
No
Housekeeper,
Ama de casa,
retired
jubilado
Architect/designer Arquitecto/disenad No
or
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Yes Sí

Survey #

Do you feel Basalt
has the opportunity Which of the following business types
are most needed in Basalt?
for business
startups?
English

Spanish

What can Basalt do to make
businesses more successful?
English

Spanish

1
2

Yes Sí

Large employers,
better paid
businesses, afterwork
entertainment

Empleadores
Advertise more
grandes, negocios and give offers
con mejor pago,
entretenimiento
para despues del
trabajo

3
4

Yes Sí

Employers, better
paying businesses,
small and local
businesses,
construction

Communication

Comunicacion

5

Yes Sí

6

Yes Sí

Nothing: it's
perfect the way it
is
Large employers,
better paying
businesses, more
restaurants, afterwork
entertainment,
small and local
businesses

Empleadores,
negocios con
mejor pago,
negocios
pequenos y
locales,
construccion
Nada: esta
perfecto como es
Empleadores
grandes, negocios
con mejor pago,
mas restaurants,
entretenimiento
para despues del
trabajo, negocios
pequenos y
locales

No longer is
expensive housing
lower and food
cheaper

Que no sea mas
caro la vivienda
sea mas baja y
comida mas
economicas

7

Yes Sí

Better paying
businesses, more
restaurants, afterwork
entertainment

Negocios con
mejor pago, mas
restaurantes,
entretenimiento
para despues del
trabajo

Ser mas amables
Be kinder and
more respectful to y respetuosos con
the person
el personel

8
9
10

Yes Sí

Nada: esta
perfecto como es

More publicity

11

Yes Sí

Nothing: it's
perfect the way it
is
Better paying
businesses, afterwork
entertainment,
personal services,
small and local
businesses

Negocios con
mejor pago,
entretenimiento
para despues del
trabajo, servicios
personales,
negocio puquenos
y locales
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Anunciarse mas y
dar ofertos

Mas propaganda

12

Yes/No Sí/No

Larger employers, Empleadores
more restaurants, grandes, mas
personal services restaurantes,
servicios
personales

13
14

Yes Sí

15

Yes Sí

Better paying jobs, Negocios con
more small and
mejor pago,
local businesses negocios
pequenos y
locales
Bigger employers, Empleadores
better paying jobs, grandes, negocios
more restaurants, con mejor pago,
after-work
mas restaurantes,
entertainment,
entretenimiento
tech jobs, small
para despues del
and local
trabajo, negocios
businesses,
de alta tecnologia,
construction,
negocios
personal services pequenos y
locales,
construccion,
servicios
industrials

16

Yes Sí

Better paying jobs,
more restaurants,
after-work
entertainment,
tech jobs, small
and local
businesses

17
18
19

Yes Sí

More restaurants, Mas restaurantes,
personal services servicios
personales

20

No

Better paying jobs,
after-work
entertainment,
small and local
businesses,
nothing: it's perfect
the way it is

That counts less $ Que cuente
menos $

Negocios con
Lower rent cost
mejor pago, mas
restaurants,
entretenimiento
para despues del
trabajo, negocios
de alta
tecnologia,negocio
s pequenos y
locales

Negocios con
mejor pago,
entretenimiento
para despues del
trabajo, negocio
puquenos y
locales, nada: esta
perfecto como es
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Lower the price of
housing, people do
not buy here
because they pay
so much

Bajar el coste del
alquiler

Bajar el precio de
vivienda, gente no
compia aqui por
que paga mucho
venta

Build & Grow (housing/ Landuse)
Survey #

What kind of dwelling do you live in?
English

1
2

3
4

Spanish

What types of housing would you like
to see more of in Basalt?
English

Small lot single
family home in
separate building

Pequeno lote
casa una familia
en edificio
separado

Duplex or
apartment
building, small
modular unit

Duplex-fourplex,
spacious
apartment, small
house
Duplex-fourplex,
spacious
apartment, small
house
Small house

Duplex-fourplex,
amplio
apartamento,
casa pequenito
Duplex-fourplex,
amplio
apartamento,
casa pequenito
Casa pequenito

5

English

Spanish

Duplex o edificio
Duplex or
apartment building de apartamentos

Duplex o edificio
de apartamentos,
unidad modular
pequeno

What type of affordable community
housing should the Town promote?

Houses with yards Casas con terreno

6

Trailer

7

Duplex o edificio
Duplex or
apartment building de apartamentos

Small lot house
one family in
separate building,
small house one
family in separate
building

Pequeno lote
casa una familia
en edificio
separado,
pequeno casa
una familia en
edificio separado

Small separate
houses

8
9
10

Other

Small lot single
family home in
separate building

Pequeno lote
casa una familia
en edificio
separado

Home mobiles

11
12

Trailer
Trailer

Duplex-fourplex
Duplex-fourplex

Small modular unit Unidad modular
pequeno
Casa de una
Family house in
separate building, familia en edificio
separado, duplex
duplex or
o edificio de
apartment
building, accessory apartamentos,
casa
house/garage
apartment/baseme accesoria/apartam
ento de
nt apartment,
garaje/apartament
trailer
o de sotano,
trailer

Small house

Casa pequenito

Small lot house a
family house in
separate building,
duplex-fourplex,
spacious
apartment, small
house, short term
rental housing

Pequeno lote
casa una familiar
en edificio
separado, duplexfourplex, amplio
apartamento,
casa pequenito, el
alquilo viviendas
de corto plazo

Duplex o edificio
Duplex or
apartment building de apartamentos

Accessory house, Casa accesoria,
duplex-fourplex
duplex-fourplex

Duplex o edificio
Duplex or
apartment building de apartamentos
Facilidad de
Senior facility
ancianos

Spacious
apartment
Small lot house a
family in separate
building, small
family housing in
separate building,
small house

Amplio
apartamento
Pequeno lote
Cheap rental
casa una familia
apartments
en edificio
separado,
pequeno casa de
una familia en
edificio separado,
casa pequenito

Duplex o edificio
Duplex or
apartment building de apartamentos

Duplex-fourplex,
spacious
apartment, small
house, short term
rental housing

Duplex-fourplex,
amplio
apartamento, el
alquilo viviendas
de corto plazo

13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20

Otro

Spanish

Affordable low
income housing

Casas
economicas y a
pagas bajos
Casas pequenas
con edificios
separadas

Casa móviles

Apartamentos
Apartments
Family houses for Casas para fam.
low income people d. bajos recursos

All of the above

De todo

Renta de
apartamentos
mas economicos

Se necesitan mas
We need more
affordable housing viviendas
economicas
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Survey #

I think that short term housing rentals Do you own or
such as VRBO or AirBnB...
rent?
English

1
2

Should be
promoted

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12

13
14

English

Spanish

Debe ser
promovido

Basalt is currently experiencing:

Rent Rento

The right amount
of growth

Spanish

La cantidad
correcta de
crecimiento

Rent Rento

Where should Town of Basalt
encourage growth?
English

Southside,
contiguous rural
areas

Spanish

Southside, areas
rurales contiguous

Willits commercial Area comercial de
Willits
area

Own
Rent Rento

Soy dueno/a
A lot of growth

Rent Rento

Too much growth

Rent Rento

Too much growth

Rent Rento

The right amount
of growth

Should be
discouraged
Should be
promoted Debe
ser promovido

Debe ser
reducido

Should be
promoted
Should be
promoted

Debe ser
promovido
Debe ser
promovido

Should be
discouraged

Debe ser reducido Own Soy dueno/a The right amount
of growth

Should be
promoted

Debe ser
promovido

Crecimiento muy
demasiado
Demasiado
crecimiento

Old Town, near Elk
Run
Old Town, near Elk
Run

Demasiado
crecimiento
La cantidad
correcta de
crecimiento
La cantidad
correcta de
crecimiento

Old Town

Old Town, Cerca
de Elk Run
Old Town, Cerca
de Elk Run

Southside

Near Elk Run

Cerca de Elk Run

Rent Rento

15

Rent Rento

The right amount
of growth, too
much growth, a lot
of growth, not
enough growth

La cantidad
correcta de
crecimiento,
demasiado
crecimiento,
crecimiento muy
demasiado,
crecimiento no
suficiente

Willits commercial Area comercial de
Willits, area
area, Willits
residencial de
residential area
Willits

16

Rent Rento

The right amount
of growth

La cantidad
correcta de
crecimiento

Old Town,
Southside

17
18

Rent Rento

Too much growth

Demasiado
crecimiento
La cantidad
correcta de
crecimiento
La cantidad
correcta de
crecimiento

Old Town

19

20

Own Soy dueno/a The right amount
of growth
Should be
discouraged

Debe ser reducido Rent Rento

The right amount
of growth
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Willits commercial Area comercial de
Willits, Old Town
area, Old Town
Willits commercial
area, Willits
residential area,
Old Town,
Southside,
contiguous rural
areas, Elk Run

Area comercial de
Willits, area
residencial de
Willits, Old Town,
Southside, Areas
rurales
contiguous, Cerca
Elk Run

Survey #

Check which most applies to you:

I feel the Town could improve its
relationship to the rivers by...

Spanish

I prefer to live in a
neighborhood with
lots of space and
solitude

Prefiero vivir en
un vecindario con
mucho espacio y
soledad

I prefer to live in a
united community
with a lot of
interaction
between neighbors

Prefiero vivir en
una comunidad
unida con mucha
interaccion entre
vecinos

6

I prefer to live in a
neighborhood with
lots of space and
solitude

Prefiero vivir en
To use the rivers
un vecindario con for the benefit of
mucho espacio y the community
soledad

Que utilicen los
rios para
veneficios de la
comunidad

Que tengan mas University, lots of
Have more
recreational games juegos recreativos mexicans,
comerical center,
city market

7

I prefer to live in a
neighborhood with
lots of space and
solitude

Prefiero vivir en
The parks
un vecindario con
mucho espacio y
soledad

Los parques

A community city

El cuidado de la
comunidad

More parks,
buildings with help
filling out
paperwork

Mas parques,
edificios con
ayuda a llenar
papeleos

I prefer to live in a
united community
with a lot of
interaction
between neighbors

Prefiero vivir en
una comunidad
unida con mucha
interaccion entre
vecinos

More games for
kids

Mas juegos para
los ninos

In the union

En la union

11

I prefer to live in a
united community
with a lot of
interaction
between neighbors

Prefiero vivir en
una comunidad
unida con mucha
interaccion entre
vecinos

In cheaper
housing

En viviendas mas
economicas

12

I prefer to live in a
neighborhood with
lots of space and
solitude

Prefiero vivir en
un vecindario con
mucho espacio y
soledad

3
4
5

8
9
10

13
14
15

16

17
18

19

English

In five (5) words or less, name the
number one thing the Town of Basalt
should focus on in a new Master Plan.

English

1
2

English

I feel the Town's parks or park system
could be improved by...

Spanish

Programs
convenient for
families

Take care of them Cuidarlos

Spanish

Programas de
convivencia
familia

Expand them more Ampliarlos mas y
tener mas juegos
and have more
games for children para ninos

More atmosphere.
Clean Basalt and
set the example to
others. Drivers (?).
Because people
from other places
don't visit.

Mas ambiente.
Limpio Basalt y
poner el ejemplo
a otros.
Conderdos. Para
que la gente de
otras lados no
visiten

If I work as a
volunteer. We can
help. More to the
city. And clean.

English

Unity, security,
coexistence,
discipline

Si currio
We need a store
voluntarios.
and gym and how
Podemos ayudar. to do art activities
Mas a la ciudad.
Y limpiar.

Spanish

Unidad, segoridad
convivencia,
disciplina

Univercida, trenda
mexicanas, centro
comercial, city
market

Necesitamos
tienda y gimnasio
y como hacer
actividades de
arte

I prefer to live in a Prefiero vivir en
united community una comunidad
unida con mucha
with a lot of
interaccion entre
interaction
vecinos, prefiero
between
neighbors, I prefer vivir en un
to live in mixed-use ambiente como de
un centro con una
housing
mezcla de casas y
negocios
I prefer to live in a
neighborhood with
lots of space and
solitude

Prefiero vivir en
un vecindario con
mucho espacio y
soledad

I prefer to live in a
united community
with a lot of
interaction
between neighbors

Prefiero vivir en
una comunidad
unida con mucha
interaccion entre
vecinos

I prefer to live in a
united community
with a lot of
interaction
between neighbors

Prefiero vivir en
una comunidad
unida con mucha
interaccion entre
vecinos

I think Basalt is
doing a great job
and the only thing
I would like...
Would be more
community events,
latin or potlucks
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Creo que Basalt
está haciendo un
gran trabajo y lo
único que me
gustaría.... Habría
más eventos
comunitarios,
latinos o de
comida rápida

20

I prefer to live in a Prefiero vivir en
neighborhood with un vecindario con
lots of space and mucho espacio y
solitude, I prefer to soledad, prefiero
vivir en una
live in a united
community with a comunidad unida
con mucha
lot of interaction
interaccion entre
between
neighbors, I prefer vecinos, prefiero
to live in mixed-use vivir en un
ambiente como de
housing
un centro con una
mezcla de casas y
negocios

More public
access, a park like
blue lake with a
beach

Mas acesso
A beach? For
publico, un
people to go
parque como blue
lake con playa
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Una playa? Para A recreational
que la gente valla beach, affordable
housing, we need
a park like blue
lake where people
can go with their
family and enjoy, a
beach or lake
where you can do
volleyball,
swimming, fishing,
BBQ etc but for
the general public.

Una playa
recreacional,
affordable
housing,
necitamos un
parque como blue
lake donde gente
peuda ir con su
familia y disfrutar,
una playa o un
lago donde
puedes hacer
volleyball, nadar,
pescar hacer
comida (BBQ) etc
pero para el
publico general

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

BASALT MASTER PLAN

SMALL GROUP
SESSIONS
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Small Group Sessions
Overview

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Location: Various Locations
Participants: Approximately 75
Total Data Points: 851

The summary of information from the small group sessions includes a number of different
participants. Small group sessions included neighborhood meetings which were conducted
in strategic areas to capture information specific to particular citizens living and working
in distinct areas of Town. These meetings ranged from 5-10 participants in an intimate
setting that allowed a lot of free-flowing feedback. Small sessions also included door-todoor efforts by the consultant team to visit with business owners and employees all around
town. Either as scheduled or drop-in meetings, these ad-hoc visits garnered significant
feedback regarding the struggles of employers and employees.
Lastly, this chapter summarizes a series of committee meetings and ride-alongs with key
staff and volunteers within Basalt. The team met with BACH, BPAC, the Green Team, and
POST. Ride-alongs included meeting with elected leadership, public works, the sanitation
district, finance director, and emergency services leaders. Many similar themes resonated
for town departments as did local employers, as both struggle to recruit and retain
employees.
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Raw Data
CTA - Business Meetings

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Comments:
5,800 sf set aside with Tim Bilinski
Want to build 4,000sq w/1,500 sf gallery
(1,500 sf of education space)
Rooftop patio
Big annual fundraiser in T
Bike routes are not advertised or celebrated
Needs to have art in underpasses
Gary Ta- Tuesday 11th 8:30 cc
Road Blocks – been here 4 years and
worked with 5 town managers
Art base is walking distance to school need
to be close to school
Need to be near bus stops (Having lots of
light and views)
All about creating vibrancy through art
(Parking not issue for art base right now,
Have some events of 250+ people)
Sidewalks do not connect town!
No public bathrooms in town
Show emerging artists
A pre-school would be great in location
where current building to go
Need a pre-school in Downtown Basalt
Density in downtown core is really important
Hard to find 2 bedroom homes in Basalt
Would be great to have a water feature with
brewery
There is no celebration of Basalt’s History
Wanted a higher density project – town put
a moratorium on size/units
Designed 50,000 sq ft of building
Council was strict

CCA Architect in Aspen had design –
Charles Cunniffe
Place has been for sale since 2008
Wants to redevelop
25 keys now
Looked at housing
Few places that have own parking lot
Loading zone has not affected them
April is slowest month
Airbnb does not really affect their business
Was going to be mixed-use
Building was built in 1951
Like the character
Hate the look of Willits (“pop up structures”
that don’t fit in)
Here for 14 years
No night life in Basalt: roll up sidewalks at
night
Past year had all a lot of turnover
Struggle with retention: last fulltime employee moved to Colorado Springs
See 100% capacity all summer
1984 real estate started going bonkers
Developer is a four letter word
Deck committee (Group who did grant)
CCY Architects thought they would work a
new urban plan
Have concerns with retail environment
Also has a Glenwood Springs business
Both towns are problematic
Glenwood wanted to implement .75% tax
Streets are not being fixed
Glenwood just put in billion dollar bank
Took out infrastructure
Bringing in public to use their bathroom
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Have a plan in place
Appreciate the need to do a master plan
Willits is dividing the Town
Walk-in foot traffic has dropped 25% since
Whole Foods opened
We have a lot of business in Willits
Are relying on Aspen & Rifle
We have had a flood of restaurants in Willits
but not enough foot traffic
Cheaper by 1/3 in Old Town then Willits
Slow in April – February: (March uptick in
Spring Break, April slow, October slow, First
of November slow)
Try to keep staff on [thru off-season]
Lost employees that moved out of Valley
Housing changes the employee pool
Only been in this space for year.
Lower end locals community store
Love store front
70 – 30 destination location
Have own parking lot
A lot of new businesses moved to Willits
when Whole Foods opened
Competing against Whole Foods for foot
traffic
A lot of clients see twice a year – they are
second homeowners
Basalt has been reactive and not proactive
Aspen Alt Hotel needs beds, need a conference room
What rubs locals wrong, that you have a
monstrosity attaching expensive condos on
river put people off
Always a shortage of housing and employees

Triple decker houses
Restriction (Break on property taxes if you
rent long-term)
Lack of tenant’s rights
Frying Pan road needs a wider section
(Speed control)
Temp
Stay here 3rd
5 ½ mile long town – my people view this as
a training ground
Two district attorneys (Sherriff)
Town Pl is challenging (Flag pole annexations, Islands, Funky boundaries)
Working Chief backup
12 sworn officers
40,000 vehicles coming through town
10,000 calls for service
Big % of requests are mutual aid
With growth in Willits and Pi going to be
stretched
Budget is good
Pivotal point
Gotta be able to get them housing ownership
Free market ownership to the staff
All police live in Glenwood
Travel
How to keep employees
Put people
Don’t have starter home inventory look at
Snowmass
Snowmass – subsidized through Town
Need space for departments
No security
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Need public works /police department
facility (Having police away from Town Hall
away from Police is bad, Police station is an
afterthought)
Need a public education
How accessible do you want your services
Police cannot host a community meeting
Haven’t kept up with any facilities
Traffic
Parking – throughout Basalt
1 school resource officer
Can’t ask for volunteers (Gotta have dual
income)
Mental health schools (Dysfunctional kids
due to latch key, Vaping issues)
A lot of DUI Traffic
Don’t have a jail
Two times a week they have to take someone to County jail
Logistical nightmare for delivering people to
a County jail
Don’t want a jail
Basalt contributes to dispatch
Regional District - $286,700 for dispatch
$345,720 just to key amic – total dispatch
run
Contribute to detox ($9,000)
Everything is good in equipment and cars
Fire worked 32 days straight
Town is divided amongst (Willits wants more
attention)
Need to build back up community spirit
National night out event
Elected officials need to come out
How can we get more events

How do you get Latino population
Cost to Build – Cost of Land (Low income
tax credits, Town provided some funding,
Local, Tax abatement, Sales tax exemptions)
1500 hours to work in town of Basalt
Certain level of
Demand is high 300 people on wait list
5 different basic floor plans
Bought in State (Income/rent sets up, Novagrotic)
Novoco.com – website
Would damage documentation requirement
(Administrative heavy, Town’s program has
been so small town’s process, Town council
has to approve waivers and variances, There
is too much documentation from Town)
Land prices
Agree with housing study
Do need on-site staff (Maintenance, Administration)
Good bus stop access
Walk to school
Town should work to mirror the states low
income housing requirements
Parking should be 1:1 they required 125
stalls in this case
Read the requirements for
Housing on 20th (Invitations Dave Dixon, 3 –
5, Town hall)
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Arts, culture, performing arts are gaining
momentum mid-valley (Must be a part of
Basalt’s DNA, Expand on the Arts Economy,
Highly educated, high income patrons, Seasonal spending, Focused/incentivize, Aspen was central of gravity, now it’s shifting,
People do all for free stuff, $27 in spending
elsewhere, N.E.A data: $750K
Willits (51% of The Temporary visitors came
from outside valley, Carbondale zip was
highest followed by Basalt, 38 non-profits
partnered)
How do you keep people here? (Program
for all community members)
Interface: promote both for what they do
well (Best of both worlds)
Circulator: do a cost/benefit analysis w/
businesses in Willits (Do Friday/Saturday
nights and do mobile music, Went to restaurants to get to close tabs)
Architecture: OK to have a range of styles
and architectural identities
Audio plays: thinking about doing more of
these headphone events in public spaces
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Comments:
Bates forum out of STL – teamed with Harry
Teague
Council Strategy (Community, Environment,
2030)
A lot of folks that would like to move into
smaller homes
Financing the Vision (Look at River Master
Plan)
Why can’t we be on valley
Be more specific as to what Basalt wants in
terms of affordable housing and where
Expedite review process
How do we make houses that we have more
affordable
Elk run & Arbor Park are where the most
affordable housing
Glenwood Springs are now becoming a
resort
Aspen is driving jobs that are starter companies
Driving the kind of business here that pay
enough
Ford Frick study in 90’s on ski towns
The Aspen $ drives right by
Numbers don’t work for a new grocery in
Downtown
Clarks Market site is the key site for reenergizing of Downtown
Redirect the 1% sales tax open space improvements to redevelopment
BACH started in 2010, started as a committee
First project was a habitat home

New development subdivisions have to
build affordable housing first
Created livability standards
Real America built place where Elyse lives
BACH has review authority but not control
Eagle county affordable sales tax failed (80%
to 20% in 2016)
Aspen Housing Authority is way too complicated
Financial things BACH has reviewed before
Town has a great relationship with Habitat
for Humanity , really only option
Property housing sites
2009 Housing study cited need for rentals
Airbnb market
Arbor Park has 6 month minimum
1% allocation of projects to arts
MTOTTO2.0 - Arts Around Town
Just got a granting program
Collection
Currently developing Arts Masterplan
A little bit problem with council
Boulder Arts Masterplan
Town has located pedestals
Site of Basalt
How do we get biggest thing for a be
(Should there be an Artist in Residence program for BACH)
How do you create a community that someone like Bear wants to come back to.
Town Council Vision document
Community office for resource efficiency
Core 25 years
Climate and energy issues in Valley
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Focus on partnering with Holy Cross Energy
Working on building codes
Working on greenhouse gases
Support climate action plan
Got Hydroelectric system
PV on school
Hot water
2 Main 1 delivery law
Key accounts specialist working with large
clients on renewable initiatives
Level 3 charger
Will be Net Zero
70% renewable by 2030
Basalt sustainable building infrastructure
Looking at incentive system for town
Adopt building regulations
Added education
Addressing how building use energy
Goal is to achieve NetZero
Address existing buildings on how they use
energy
Impact on environment
Less is better
Bench marking ordinance of energy use
Boulder / STL
Aspen is considering it
Big advocate for density
Elector forecasting
Have something happen at the Clarks Market

Early emphasis on POST was buying open
space
We should be spending $’s on trails
Correct service has a project that has a
clearcut along trail
We need to talk with Basalt sanitation district
5 year capital improvement plan for Post
Council has

Basalt Green Team has proven to be leader
in community
A point of residency
Arbor Park pool improvement
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Comments:
Want to be a fun place to go to, but with
respect to nature & River
Opportunities
Gathering & Event space.
Neighborhood grocery.
Connect community spaces @ city hall &
adjacent parks.
Old Market to be an activity center (theater,
skate)
Car connection to Arbany Park
Parking lot could get attention & council buy
in to get more interest.
Turn toward Frypan! So much potential (Put
Inc. Picnic, Wild life)
2 Cores Willits & Old Town?
Rentable community space (bingo, parties,
band stand) seasonal restaurant)
Hilton Hotel where ASC office are
Nature conservancy , nature play – need
connection to town
Bodega?
High property tax.
Hard to connect to staples (grocery)
Competition for heart of town detracting
from each other
Housing & event space – noise problem
Boutique – Quaint
Center for Arts – want
Focus on History but add the new.
Good things (Five ways to town, 3 on swinging bridge, Historic walks started like Aspen – build on this walking tour, Outdoor
Markets, Picnic tables by river easy to get to
with shade)

Events – car shows (Create community)
Restaurant
Beautification of streets
Wayfinding here to Willits
Lighting
Bike connection to RIO not for bikes
Connect physically & aesthetically
Improve permitting / approval environment
NEED ACTION NOW
Bring town together to help it be more
“town proud” (Connect what we have, Shuttle to connect east & west)
What has connected us? (The Temporary,
The grocery store, Art base (smaller version))
Employee housing increases the bedroom
community issue (Jobs to house price imbalance)
RMI and RFC could define our image.
Things like storage, grocery, …the land use
process leaves us feeling disassociated
Density creates vibrancy – but free market
(Incentivize this!)
What are we willing to pay for?
Density in town
Successes (Underpass, Library Park)
Nowhere that we run in to friends! (What
about a walkable core, Maybe CCs?, Arbaney)
Communication b/w elected and citizens
Council efficiency meetings at 5:30? (Lack of
framework)
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Citizen boards not full (Frustration with system)
Parks
Sharon – Missing in Tom Belinsky’s application is a community center
Missing community center in core
Would love to have that neighborhood grocery store
Too high property tax
Need a grocery store
Story – likes playing cards @ heathers candies to leave cause they were closing
Need to have ____
Bandstand in park existing bandstand area
is too small needs to be 4 season
Do link pedestrian to park area
Existing bandstand area is underutilized
Sharon – Riverfront park it has nothing
Identify where you want heart of Old Town
to be
As soon as you get housing in park
Not in favor of housing in park area
Turn section of Frying Pan into a tube float
section
As a whole Basalt turns its back on the river
Basalt has not focused on doing anything on
the river
Bring wildlife into it add trail system
The Tipsy Trout is terrible name but that is
what needs to happen
Let’s build on Roaring Fork Conservancy
Transportation
A lot of people could benefit from a shuttle

Basalt has a split identity crisis
There are a lot of summertime seasonal
draws in Old Town
The divisiveness over the park has really hurt
Old Town
Old Town sidewalks are 3rd world
Need wayfinding signage in downtown
Community is not cohesive
Aspen will ride bikes down to Basalt and
have lunch
Need picnic tables in new park where trees
you can have a real picnic
“You don’t want to go to a place that looks
like where you came from”
20 years from now Old Town needs to look
like vibrancy
Focus on the history but add the new
Need more outdoor music
Start having events at band stand tomorrow
People want all kinds of things, where is the
money going to come from
No one is going to buy the crummy building
with the current approval process
In past had volunteer committees such as
beautification committees and people felt
good about town
Used to be a real sense of community but
people are worn out
The “our town” process
Needs to be some ACTION based on what
the public has said they want
I live in a town with 5-way stop get to town
and 3 of them are a swinging bridge
Love the outdoor markets
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It’s beautiful at the park area
Love town rivers
Love old classic car show
The events that get planned (Car show,
Movie night, Wednesday night concert)

Preserve what we have as employee housing.

Feeling of community when these events
are planned

Personal – political challenges
‘93 in Rifle, employees as far as Fruita.
We hire locals and pay more.
Bring in kids from the world is cool, but not
labor.
When does Ski co become a detriment?
Two towns would have been a disaster
Old Town – post office, library, elementary
school

What do you do to keep energy going 12
months a year
Used to be a walking tour of Old Basalt
History and river are something we can build
on
Emphasis on Willits. Will tree farm help or
hurt?
Dragging things out is the most hurtful.
When things drag, it just gets more expensive.
Basalt gets in its own way.
Basalt is an older community... makes the
town anti-movement forward.
Keep Basalt the way
Cost is the biggest barrier when folks come
in for lending.
The Fields – trying to meet the code, but
stalled via moratorium.
Jobs upvalley create the traffic but not the
housing. DV pays the price for transportation.
Keep miner’s cabins in Basalt, keep the size
of houses the way they are.
Aspen must build the housing where the
jobs are.
Store could be bigger if there could be
more development.

Financial sustainability of the town – continue to lose commercial space...sales tax
balance because we are losing it.

What should the MP do? (Create appropriate streetscape designs, Good access, Lake
Christine fire trucks couldn’t get though Old
Town – fix health & safety, Character in the
Homestead neighborhood, What do we
want to be when we grow up?, Diversity in
residential and commercial, How do offices
go from 1-50 employees?, The brand can
connect the two but physically connecting
will be the greatest challenge)
Leverage what we have in office spaces.
Broadband would be huge.
Downtown needs some love aesthetically.
Play well with Eagle County
Can we go higher downtown? 4 stories
would be doable.
Business owners, renters, commercial landowners cannot vote.
Get started with what we have!
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Do coming together things – not dividing
things.
Is ‘Old Town’ quaint enough to keep? Leave
it/do something
Should we annex Tree Farm?
How would you connect East and West?
Get affordable, don’t just build it all (Hotels
as all)
(2) Park (concessions, public events, lots of
park, some private development, it would
be solved)
River as amenity
(4) City Market (Clark’s) (underground parking, but what do we need on it, hotels on
Clark’s, use the schools in the summer to
park)
Acquire another trailer park
Develop Jadwin areas
Density in the nodes
More community participation on projects
(4) Loop all the roads (concentric circles/connectivity, get in and through, connect to all
parts)
No sprawl
Work with Ace Lane
Inclusive community from Blue Lake to Old
Town
Dense, dense, on Pan & Fork
Get rid of regulations
Green beltway connecting East to West
Broadband everywhere and redundancy
Beautification (splash pad, Go Fund Me for
local businesses to fund beautifications)
REAL entrance to Basalt
Universal signage and *Gateways!

Political should serve the Master Plan
Diversity of housing
(2) Break the log jam in town
Boutique hotel on river, ‘a true place’
Parkway at Valley Pines
More town events
The positives
Good coordination on events
Basalt’s location
Great geography
Connectivity is great
Townhomes to Willits is easy
The center of the valley is awesome, we
have TWO rivers
Lots of brainpower and creativity is in Basalt,
perfect world of that and. Geography
Goal: don’t screw it up (The ‘change’ 1994
annexation Beaten paths all over the place,
Pave the desire lines, RFTA changing the Aspen Junction bus stops?, The ditch connects
through the industrial, Two Rivers as a trail
corridor, 50-50 in East vs. West
*Survey #2 and Open House #3 should visit
key parcels and discuss land use and high
aspirations.
Consciously embrace the ‘boroughs’
Not a competition – promote the differences
Embrace the neighborhoods
Downtown 80% single family, Willits 80%
multiple family
New vs. Old is hard to avoid
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How do we want to see land around Basalt
developed? (even handed development,
equal investment, visitor center @ Valley
Pines, $420/month 8,000sf)
Everything below the barbell is no man’s
land
Services limit the connections we make
Just better coordination with the counties
Annex Eagle County stuff because they are
so disconnected
Local business ownership is going away
(MUST KEEP IT)
How do you keep the local ownership?
How many of the special places from the
2007 plan are still here in Basalt? (Parks,
trails, river, small town community characters, events for bonding, Cost of housing is
the biggest issue to generational transition)
Wages are a huge issue
How do we mitigate second home ownership?
Won’t be able to drum up winter business
Love that I can walk to everything... there
was more here before Willits happened
Small town nature – we know everyone
Want it to feel like one town
I like the scale, right in nature
Historical part, unobstructed views
Over 3 stories is a high-rise
No chain stores... facilitate locally owned
stores
When I think of Basalt, I think of Old Town
What attracts people to the ‘gathering
place’ (Usually it’s cool commercial spaces)

Art Base* at the other end, Fish Motel*?
There is not a new customer base in downtown so anything just steals customers (10
years the business is going down)
What is the downtown cutoff for outdoor
noise?
Residents don’t seem to support their own
services*
Mingle the neighborhoods
Not town-proud... love to complain
Younger people drive diversity and community
Transportation between the centers
Circulator only works if there and great destinations and make it harder to drive
Build on what’s here! (River & Water)
Zoning overlap (Buy down or voluntarily
place deed restrictions, Second home mitigation reta)
Willits vs Old Town
Different emphasis put on both
Tree farm is just dragging on
We need to decide if we are doing tree farm
and/or CDC site or not
Each year we delay gets more expensive
Sometimes I feel Basalt gets in its own way
Due to expense you weed out younger population
Fields project would have price points of
$450 - $650, 000
Fields property is getting into traffic problems
Aspen is creating the jobs but not creating
the housing
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Aspen is growing unabated. They are expecting Basalt to and down valley
Need to keep housing we have. No more
monster homes or mushroom homes
Try to reserve what we have
What’s evolving incrementally is that we are
turning commercial space to residential
Have a problem with dormitory style housing
Somehow we need to reach a balance of
commercial /residential
If you don’t agree bringing in labor from :
We are putting people in cages to work for
the company store
Laidlaw massacre – research killed 100 miners
Think annexing tree farm would be okay
Benefits of annexing Willits was kept city
market gained industrial core
Injured (Post office, Library, Elementary
school, 3 times you came to Old Town, Easier to get to Willits)
What would you like to see master plan do:
(Don’t narrow down streets!, Deliveries are
a problem, Accessibility for trucks, Accessibility for fire trucks, Need to fix a lot of the
infrastructure, Should have let the new RV
proposal go through)
Tucker Lane in fill housing
What do we want to be when we grow up
Need diversity of residential and commercial

Chamber (Commercial if you start here
where do they go when they get successful?, Act like 2 towns, Need to figure out
growth strategy – where do we grow, Pan &
Fork is politically constipated. Nothing will
happen until a decision is made)
Bigger part of Willits / Old Town dichotomy
is to physically connect them
Too many dead-end walkways
We are not leveraging what we could for
keeping businesses in Old Town
Bumping up transportation
Broad band is a goal
Downtown broad band would require ripping up sidewalks
Need to have conversations with Eagle
County
Currently can fight fires four story
Key is allowing density in core areas while
retaining open space elsewhere
Start calling “ Downtown” and not “Old
Town”
Needs to be serious upgrade in the Old
Town buildings
If we get stuck in Don’t Do Anything needs
to be sense of vitality or it will bust.
Depending on what town decides for plan
and Fork , nothing will happen in Old Town
If I’m a business owner, I’m going to Willits
or Tree farm
Basalt itself is just stuck
If you could – what are top 3 things you
would invest in Downtown?
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Put a community facility in Pan & Fork but
leave it open

Parking/building in Clarks Market: several
names on HOA

Old city market – underground parking and
build up
Get rid of all dead end roads or trails

People are tired and don’t feel like they are
being listened to (Do one thing don’t wait
for something to happen)

Needs to be places for light industrial places

Do a go fund me on the park
Don’t have condos in park site

Get rid of a lot of regulations reform regulations
Widen traffic
Connectivity with trails and roads
Broadband everywhere and redundancy
Needs to be a real entry to Basalt
Something for housing with more diversity
of housing types
Bring together all the existing modes
Pan & Fork would be solved
Parking is problem in downtown
Correlate Basalt and Willits make them 1
town. Willits will pull Basalt along
3 Bears Building
Most people who work here don’t live here
Bring more vitality for Downtown
Boutique hotel on river with rooftop bar for
events

It’s Basalt – brand it as one not Willits/Basalt
Stop calling it Willits
Add signs they say Welcome to Basalt
Concern that things will get bad
Getting into Southside is not a problem.
Getting out is a problem.
Southside feels like a dumping ground for
affordable housing.
Carbondale is “Town Proud” Basalt is not
May be some backlash because last effort
“Our Town” planning developers ignored
Temporary is only going away temporarily
18 month timeline for
Basalt as-is
90% of people who live in Basalt work outside Basalt
It is not a housing problem, it is a job problem

Bring a beer garden in Pan & Fork – more
park or housing isn’t answer

Not enough jobs here to justify people here
now

Add amenities like splash pads in Downtown
– add vitality

We are almost at a point where you can define ourselves as something like tech

A lot of articles that are written are misleading
Make park have more exciting
In summer park at school and take a trolley
to Downtown

Guys that built heated storage, town council
got in way of building office and houses
Town council has a history of making horrendous decisions
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We need density downtown
Let these guys build 4 stories
Downtown could go high and build from
center out
Old Clarks Market - Frank Taverna
You want people downtown, build density
by people living downtown
Our motto around here to do everything
piecemeal
Underpass is huge improvement! Except
there is nothing to go to!
Library is great
River park needs things in it
There isn’t a place where you run into your
friends except Wholefoods
Basalt is a great place to live but….
There is free parking under Whole Foods –
not many people know about that
Make more pedestrian influence in Old
Town!
I live here because I like proximity to Aspen
& Down Valley outdoor elements
Aspen is looking to house 60% of its workforce in Aspen. What happens to Basalt
then?
Need a more diverse job force
Basalt needs those meeting spaces that are
not necessarily business oriented
Need a vibrant community to support the
week/work spaces
There’s always something happening in Carbondale
Look at how to bring state economic development into Basalt

Basalt has a very narrow group of professions to draw from: (Architecture, Landscaping, Real Estate, Construction)
Carbondale has embraced the arts
Calculate density in Carbondale and work
backwards to find what Basalt should be
There is a lack of community issue between
elected officials and public
Most of the Boards are not filled (Post,
BACH, Etc)
Seems to be a lack of framework for council
There is not trust in our town government
We feel let down constantly
Printing Company
38 years in location
Noticed huge change due to Willits
Willits is almost a separate community
Loss of foot traffic
Downtown dive bomb
6 businesses (Digital, Office/art, Gift)
Not really a relationship (Only 1 employee,
Live beyond Glenwood, Always been case,
Housing is, Parking not an issue)
Mobility to walk street
Need create desire to be in Old Town
See local traffic (How to drive foot traffic –
wayfinding, Nothing to draw people)
Positive (Used to feel town was fragment,
Fire brought people together, Put a lot of
faith back)
Can walk everywhere –everything is here
without getting in car
Walkability – people –scale
Nature participation without too much
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Like small town
No high-rises – anything over 3 stories
No chain stores – when I think of town
Marge – does not agree with building on
Pan & Fork
Downtown area deserves a mix of uses
Clarks Market
Willits is Basalt by zip code
Physically you’d like to link Willits with Old
Town
Carbondale is similar to Basalt in its flagpole
annexation
Buildings bring people, ultimately people
make the community
Not enough people in Old Town for restaurant to stay open
10 pm noise abatement is an issue
The critical mass of Basalt do not support
our businesses
Basalt in NOT town proud
Basalt missed chance 20 years ago to deal
with affordable housing. IT’s key now to
allow younger people to stay here.
Frustration is with the political process
Shuttle circulator bus – STOP saying its
expensive, yes it’s expensive but it’s real
important

Don’t try to be a town that is something
else. This is a river town.
Zoning overlay and buy-down strategies
could work
build a new trail or park around the Clarks
Market site
redevelop Clarks Market
Acquire the trail or park and redeveloped
and make a part of center of town.
Figure out a way not to build affordable
housing but acquiring more existing housing
and make it affordable
No more sprawl
Let density happen to Downtown by making
political process serve master plan
Flip the building to river
Take two existing hotels and make affordable housing
Have town do more stuff like Carbondale
events. We don’t
Do new type events to draw people from
outside community to come to Basalt
Like the idea of one label = Basalt
I like Basalt’s geography and clean air
Bus connectivity between Willits and Basalt

If parking was enforced in Basalt it would
drive people to buses
Add tourist to the equation or circulator

Trail system is awesome
Being in center of Valley
Only place where 2 Rivers come together in
RF Valley

Connect to river – focus on Downtown, focus on river access. Destination connection
to river

Basalt is growing on its own – our goal
should be let’s not screw it up
Big change in 1994 when annex of Willits

Green or water recreation

A lot of beaten paths around but not linked
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Coordinate with RFTA
The difference in Willits and Downtown.
Promote the differences

Need to acknowledge that businesses may
not make it outside of summer and Christmas

We can thrive as a community by embracing
the differences

Add a greenbelt way to basalt
More parking around Valley Pines
Inclusive community from Blue Lake to Old
Town
Go Fund Me for Basalt
Infill and build where you can and leave
more open space
Have density in nodes
Very similar responses from chamber questions

Annex the pockets that are not part of Basalt
Get the counties talking to the town
Regional planning
Better to focus on the getting counties
talking to basalt instead of focus on annexation
Create an overlay district
More density nodes points and hold development (preserve) as much open space in.
Density including height expansions
Important to hold on to local flavor with
business owners

Local government (Parking, Limited events/
nightlife, Expensive)
Do something in Downtown “Don’t Do
Nothing!”
Embrace the density of Willits area and
Downtown

Last thing Basalt needs is to lose local flavor
and ownership

Regardless of pro or con growth Clark Market should be densely redeveloped

Are we community first, commodity second
or vice versa
Trails
Annexation
Inclusivity
One town – Basalt
Social question
(parks, trails, river, open space, still small
town characters)

Pan & Fork Site (Something needs to happen, Lack of movement forward poisons the
master plan effort)

Lack of affordability is the biggest reason
why young people can’t or don’t stay
How do you combat absent owners in the
valley?
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Comments:
Growth in Old Town is not really impacted
by capacity in water or sanitation (At 60%
capacity, when at 80% have to plan for the
next system)
Have three water wells operating fine
Have +- 2,666 EQRs of capacity left
Bigger impact on growth would be meeting new CDPHE standards for bacteria etc
(Will need to comply with new standards by
2025)
BSD’s service are covers most of developed
land in East Basalt
Only place where there could be extension
of service area would be up the hill along
Cedar and Pinon Dr (Someone would have
to get the owners together to pay for infrastructure should a developer want to subdivide up that way)
Would like to know more of what development permits/building permits are being
processed
$2.5 Million refund tabor
Perceived lack of transparency
Budget mailer
A lot of deferred maintenance
Roads are in good condition
Capital improvement plan

Town had 19 units will be down to 14 units
Restricted assets sheet (10 years from now)
Additional capital investment (Town hall)
Find a long-term plan for Chamber of Commerce
Connect Willits make one town
Get into budget and reporting
Continued community partnership
Create and adopt a fiscal sustainability model that will allow council to better see
Align budget with strategic plan
Public does not understand Smart Growth
Concern about optics of process
Clarks is urban blight
Wants a modern progressive master plan
(Density, Parking, Walkabout)
Need to educate on Urban Planning
New Urbanism
Gas station in center of town
A lot of opportunity at Clarks site
Fear based
Need some vision of future
Clarks market could be town core
Do a mega deal
Town is not progressive
Solve a lot of problems by super-developing
Clarks Market and serve as a catalyst

Policy (33% of operating revenues in reserve, Unrestricted current revenues $7
million)
Community does not want to be threatened
with reduction of services
Town is moving in right direction of a fiscal
plan – reducing debts

Plan needs to address these ideals
Police station is unacceptable
We desperately need vision
We’re stuck without a broad leadership
We sit at a time of profound opportunity
Hear from community (Not getting families
or kids)
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Process map flow diagram
Pam to send out to all kinds of people
Trying to find ways to incentivize projects in
Old Town
Need broadband and cell tax pay
Doing affordable housing in an organized
way
Don’t need to go out – go in
Eventually there is a limit
Pitkin 1 lot / 10 acres or annex into Town
Tree Farm project
Have a great vision to have Eagle county
jump on with Basalt
Encourage ways to have Eagle Counties
restrict PUD in County and encourage developers to push into Town
Basalt / Eagle County joint urban growth
boundary and Pitkin (SCT it together –next
impose on Eagle)
Joint boundary where Town and County are
completely coordinated on land use
Eagle does not have to be for whole county

Our decisions are being colored by Eagle
County
Eagle has never met a development [it
didn’t like]
Very strong worded portion
The more you write about it
Figuring out a strategy to move forward with
Eagle County
Public employees in Eagle are very disparaging to Basalt
How does a Master plan address climate
change (Water, Fire, Contained development, How do you reign in development in
fire prone areas)
Creating most efficient progressive building
code (Institute a maximum house size, Rachet down house sizes, Elimination of heated
pools and driveways)
Transit oriented development (What does
the impact of development to over-taxed)
Be a most forward thinking community on
climate change
City of Aspen land use code lets developers
off the hook on affordable housing

Text Gary first
Want more regional cooperation
Regional authority such as water/wastewater

Agree with providing housing funding forum

Need a real survey
Mid-valley inundated with development
Relationship is affected with Eagle County
Basalt has pressure that is being
Every decision is
Don’t have control over own territory
Tired of playing nice

Buy as much green space as you can (Create
partnerships with Pitkin, Eagle County to
buy as much land as possible)
We are as dense as you need to be
Limited resources (Look at Willits, Change
to)
What’s happening now you are up zoning
4pm cc 19th
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Where is Eagle in their housing program
In last
Eagle County Housing and Development
Authority

$15,000 is sweet spot for this grant source
Takes a lot of handholding

No Funding (Historically the people of eagle
County have not been asked for funding,
Asked in 2016 but did not pass, Eagle
County is in worse shape, Plan in 2007,
Eagle owns 400 units (HUD, USDA, CITAC),
Offer services through)

Huge strides made in collaborative effort
Eagle County is a partner but not leader in
this effort

Deed Restricted projects in Miller Ranch
(282 for sale units at Deed restriction, Recently completed a housing need Eagle
River Valley)

Invite Eagle County (Tell them Kim, Jeff, Kelly Angelo – send to County Manager copy
Kim)

4,000 unit need for housing but what type?

This department has to cover a lot (Parks/
forestry, Trails, Sidewalks/streets, Infrastructure: wells, Public buildings)

Housing guidelines two inclusionary zoning
Providing units to fee in lien
Rather have developer build units
Eagle River side (Discovered need equal
amount of for rent and for sale, Expecting
an impact of housing of retirees staying in
place, Location is key – people want (Walkable community, A place for a dog), Seeing
increase in employees (People cannot find
housing that relates to pay rate), Eagle River
Water and Sanitation District (Creative funding of affordable housing), In next 10 years
businesses will have to start, Down payment
assistance program (Eagle has put back into
community 535 loans since mid 90’s)).
Barrier to home ownership is often down
payment (Equity share up to $15,000 (2% of
$300,000), Don’t pay on it until sell home for
say $350,000, Then pay back 2% of that sale
price)

Takes a lot (Caroline Medowcraft - lender,
Collaborative housing effort, Main outreach)

Project in Gypsum on 282 units (There are
tools in housing authority that allow for
projects)

Housing steering committee

Did a Programming Study in 2006 (Bursting
at the seams)
Office is an old double-wide
Biggest need is new building and facilities
Want to do a bond and be ready to go:
looking to find a shovel-ready lot (Doesn’t
really matter where it is, but have a location
extent agreement with Eagle and Pitkin
County, There’s a 10 acre parcel (old church)
but favor being in town)
Have 2.3 million gal of surplus water use
(Have 3 wells with water rights to do 10
more)
A new jointly used municipal building/facilities shared with Police would be ideal (Public works are essentially first responders, first
on scene most of the time, makes sense to
share facility with Police)
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Using everything they can get
We toured the Green Mountain Park facilities (Very old, dangerous, possibly asbestos, Animals are living inside, Eagle County
could take it away at any time)
Toured the Annex Shed on Sopris Dr: falling apart (Leaking, about to fall over, Using
every square foot)
Costs to keep it standing likely are exceeding cost to build a new shed
Snow storage: no place to truck it right now,
have to pay landfill fees
Renewable energy: have a hydro plant that
puts electricity back in to grid
Any new annexation would strain their department tremendously
Affordable housing is issue: have 20 units
now, 4 in Willits, 2 in Old Snowmass
Ideally could put a level of affordable housing on top of any new or existing facility
Factors affecting growth: physical constraints
They have growth/expansion plans are in
place
Water and river access is important, have
some water rescues but not increasing
They run this operation as an authority with
two districts, up to Snowmass Down and to
Carbondale
45 Paid firefighters, 55 volunteer
Growing at pace with Town
10% of staff is in affordable housing
Have 8 mills in Snowmass, 10 mills in Basalt
Do 20 year plans

At 107% of funding of similar sized communities (Have 5 units of housing offered to
student firefighter: not many departments
do this, it’s a big incentive, Have a grant
program for paramedics as long as they
commit for 3 years after)
Not much change or challenge in employee
retention
Basalt community has high respect for firefighters, especially after Lake Christine Fire
(Respect goes both ways)
Their board members are former mayors
and fire chiefs
Call volume shifts up and down valley per
season (Building a new station in mountains)
Different building codes in counties is slight
challenge (Different fees)
Special events are a challenge: usually light
staffing if something significant happens
(Can’t staff every event, and communities
keep growing their events)
Just updated Basalt town station, should be
ok for a while
Dormitory style housing could pose some
concerns: like hotels, call volumes typically
increase
Adapting their fleet to the urbanism Basalt is
beginning to see (in Willits): $1.1 million for
new ladder truck to service taller buildings
Two new engines for wildland fires
Biking use improvement
Just because you want to live here doesn’t
mean you can
In Aspen no control
Affordable housing
Let’s think bigger
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BASALT MASTER PLAN
BANG THE TABLE
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Throughout the public outreach process information regarding schedule, data gathered,
surveys, and who to contact was provided on the letsTALK.basalt.net website. This website
was built on an interactive community engagement platform called Bang the Table.
The platform provides a number of tools that the team made use of as noted in the
diagram below including surveys, quick questions, and a guestbook so visitors could
register and stay up to date on outreach information. Mapping tools were used to
geolocate data received during open houses as well as for visitors to the website to
provide unique feedback. The raw data included in this chapter is from the open tools
available on the website and unique from any Open House.
The survey conducted in conjunction with the first three Open Houses (from April-August
2019) was conducted on this platform and is summarized beginning on Page 110. A total
of 133 respondents completed approximately 47 questions on a wide range of topics
pertinent to the Master Plan. An additional 20 spanish surveys were completed at the
Latino picnic. A summary of that data is included on Page 72 of this Appendix.
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The homepage for letsTALK.basalt.net helps a visitor easily navigate information already
gathered and upcoming events.

Tools like’tag our map’ captured information from the Open Houses and allowed website visitors to
share their own thoughts. Comments were geo-located to better inform the feedback.
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Comments:
Water park
Water park
LAP POOL
Skate Park
Kids Arcade
Basalt Recreation Center w/indoor pool, fitness,
climbing wall, etc.
Better bicycle connection to underpass. Bad flow/
direction. Dangerous connections.
I heard lots of “leadership” comments at the past
event and would push back to the community to start
leading instead of complaining. Make choices with
your vote & dollars. Discuss issues and ask questions
in a respectable manner and be open to change.
Small Town, River, Recreation and redevelopment
of the former Clark’s market space resonate with
me. The mid valley really needs a Rec Center with
amenities for both adults and families. The Clark’s
Market space would be an amazing site for that!
Tapping into the entrepreneurial communities.
Dedicate a swanky contemporary designed space
to start ups and meetings. a HUB where people can
meet, rent office space, use a cool lounge, have a
kitchenette. Support cafes with wifi, post 9pm spots.
Consider bringing in World class competitions/raceselite athletes will bring their sponsors/partners and
afford significant visibility. That’s going to bring a
generation that depends on social media to mark
their existence. If Basalt is part of their map, and they
perform and are taken care of/rewarded, Basalt is on
the map. You want people who have experiences in
Basalt and are going to operate as your marketing
vehicles. Elite racing is multigenerational. A devoted
community. They cherish the towns that treat them
well.
Yes. Why is it that we are made to feel like our desires
make a difference when only 7% of people voted
on housing for the river property? The RMI meeting
reminded me of the meetings we had at our homes,
that made no difference. I feel like we were sold out.
Why was it not opened up to other developers?
I’ve been to many meetings and even spoken and I
feel like it’s just politics as usual. So sad...besides the
sadness of our burnt mountain.

Idea: Basalt should be a top destination/attraction
when visiting Colorado.
Description: The entrance to the “Frying Pan Valley
&amp; Ruedi Lake” and of course “ Basalt”.
There should be stores for: Nordic equipment (cross
country and snow snows)
Dog Sledding outfitters, Ice Fishing Gear (incl. tents),
Horse back riding on winter trails (trails cleared
by city), Winter Biking Trails (Fat tire bike rentals),
Yurts- (Mongolian Tents)Offering winter lunches and
dinners.
Etc etc. Canoe rentals-from town office,
Sunfish sailboat rentals, Fishing gear and guides (they
have), Horse back riding
Summer Yurts- outdoor dining for lunch and dinner.
Kite Sailing store offering lessons.
Daily barbecues coordinated by the City of Basalt
(good will). Hunting (option)
The latter all brings jobs, permanent residents, and
some excitement to the town. Basalt needs to be a
“destination resort”.
Basalt should be the entrance to the most exciting 18
miles in Colorado...not the entrance/destination to
Whole Foods.
Basalt needs more than Willits and some zoning
changes.
Why can’t Basalt be a major destination attraction
in Colorado?? A destination not to be missed when
people visit Colorado. Doesn’t have to be about
Aspen all the time. With the right “support stores
and guides”, “Frying Pan Valley- Basalt” shouldn’t
be missed. Basalt will also
need a top PR firm when the town is ready.
PUT BASALT ON THE MAP!
My biggest concern is that Eagle and Garfield county
commissioners don’t have the sensitivity that our little
slice of the Roaring Fork valley requires. Why must
“sprawl” be the answer? We DO NOT live on I 70.
Please adjust the PUD accordingly!
Putting in a Baci Ball court on the river property along
with benches, trees, a Gazebo that weddings could
be in. An inviting place for people to gather and not
bake in the sun as it is now.
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Q1

How long have you lived in your community?

6 (4.6%)
32 (24.6%)

6 (4.6%)

5 (3.8%)
12 (9.2%)
5 (3.8%)

32 (24.6%)

12 (9.2%)
17 (13.1%)
17 (13.1%)

58 (44.6%)
58 (44.6%)

Question options
Less than 1 year

1 to 3 years

3 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

10 to 20 years

Optional question (130 responses, 3 skipped)

Q2

1. What is your gender identity?

2 (1.6%)
1 (0.8%)

2 (1.6%)

1 (0.8%)
1 (0.8%)
1 (0.8%)
57 (44.2%)

68 (52.7%)

57 (44.2%)

68 (52.7%)

Question options
Female

Male

Gender Neutral

Gender Queer

Prefer not to answer

Optional question (129 responses, 4 skipped)
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Q3

How many people - family or non-family - live in your housing unit?

12 (9.2%)

6 (4.6%)

9 (6.9%)

6 (4.6%)

9 (6.9%)

12 (9.2%)
40 (30.8%)
40 (30.8%)

39 (30.0%)
39 (30.0%)

24 (18.5%)
24 (18.5%)

Question options
1

2

3

4

5

6+

Optional question (130 responses, 3 skipped)

Q4

Of those how many are family members?

14 (10.9%)
5 (3.9%)
14 (10.9%)
5 (3.9%)

110 (85.3%)
110 (85.3%)

Question options
None

Most

All

Optional question (129 responses, 4 skipped)
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Q6

What does it mean to have town vitality?
One that supports all people.

Town vitality means energy. People walking the streets interacting with each
other, shopping locally, doing business locally
Successful businesses and restaurants, a recreation center, maintain the
historic look of the town, develop the riverfront, connect as many trails as
possible and build new mountain trail from Elk Run to Arbaney Kittle.
A desire of the majority of residents to be involved in the community, want to
know each other, and have a sense of belonging somewhere rather then just
living there.
Bittersweet! Leave Willits to be the cluster and make Old Town exclusive! It is
too tiny to do more than that.
Density is the key to vitality. More people bring in more business, more
money for parks and recreation, and more freedom when it comes to variety
in lifestyle choices.
To have people come visit the town for other resons then work

Energy that is positive

Needs to have common places where residents can socialize. Restaurants,
bars, and shops that receive a good amount of traffic because of their quality
and atmosphere, not just there taking up a store front. This can also be
helped with music and festivals
active community with personal friendly interaction and a properly funded
govt to maintain saftey cleanliness
Recreation, restaurants, shopping, things to do

We need people to frequent the shops, restaurants, businesses in our area.
The population is not sufficient to do this year round, so we need to attract
people from outside the area. We need more places to stay short term; ie
hotels, B&B's, events
Town vitality correlates to a town with community. A town with places to bring
that community together and a town that supports each individual of the
community.
It’s about people. Town vitality is a social concept and a critical mass of
people make a place vibrant and economically sustainable. The town
masterplan gives people a reason to engage.
Not too crowded. Attracting more young people through affordable housing.
Messy vitality.
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Should have goods and services relevant and affordable to existing
residents. If government must cap commercials rents to make this so, it
should.
Helps business

Resetled from a Metropolitan area for a quite rural area in Elemthat has
close proxmity to essential servies aavailable in Willitz
Differences in people activities culture, community,

Balance between social events and sustainable commercial activity in a town
of occupied residencies.
Happy people, able to afford their lives with reasonable housing, health care,
ways to earn a living, places to go to socialize and recreate, and places to go
for quiet and head space.
Events and engagement from locals and visitors, a tight knit community
where we get together to support our community for the common good.
All people from rich to poor ,young and old,family s from great grand parents
to new born infants able to live and grow old in the town they worked so hard
to build and nourish.The old timers of made a place where every one wants
to be. Now greed is king
a town that can be enjoyed by all age groups

It means the town is thriving and successful

The community is economically sustainable. Commercial spaces are full and
well attended. There is a feeling of liveliness and satisfaction as we wonder
or pass through the town. Ultimately, town vitality inspires a smile not
concern.
A place where businesses thrive because rent is reasonable and their are
customers supporting the businesses.
Good restaurants, concerts, events and a decent boutique hotel.

vitality is children playing in parks, neighbors greeting each other, no empty
houses being held by the rich, small stores and restaurants.
Healthy growth while keeping the character of the town

People bring vitality to the town, so any events, attractions, gathering places,
etc. that exist will help to stimulate growth and economic activity.
Town vitality to me, means people out and about enjoying all a town has to
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offer. Restaurants, shopping, library, parks, a town center, cultural events...
People can afford to live and work in the same area {Town}.

An active core

Basalt. Vitality to me means exactly what we have going on now: a small but
interesting town with lots of shopping and recreational opportunities. Our
town is also home to locals and second homeowners.
To have thriving businesses and have enough to it that people want to come
visit and be a part of it. Music and art
Art, culture, economic diversity & successful support of businesses, and
active community members
numerous locally owned businesses that rely on industry other than
construction to thrive.
An appealing, interesting collection of local businesses that are thriving and
create an engaging. sustainable, environmentally conscientious living
environment
It is to have energy and life in the community.

A lively interplay of varied activities (music, restaurants, arts venues, bars,
outdoor settings) that celebrate the diverse, stunning place that is Basalt.
Diversity refers to ages, races, and varied backgrounds of our citizens.
Vitality is an overused and outdated word for Basalt the townspeople and
governance repeat ad nauseam. The word should and will be
COMMUNITY.Vitality is to wrestling as Community is to caring.The energy
TOB requires is to seek common ground & be community
Vitality means a focus on a community that has a focus on environmental
sustainability - leadership on environmental issues like renewable energy,
energy efficiency for all, a healthy economy, walking through town and
connecting with people, locally owned
People interacting with each other on the streets, in our shops and
restaurants and in our neighborhoods
Vibrancy and activities including all age groups

Town that embraces long term growth with housing opportunities and
multiple shop and restaurant choices that will bring employment to our
community and benefits us locally.
Restaurants, shops, community events, people out and about

Community events & activities, people of all ages out and about & people
who live here also work here.
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Demographics that reflect the valley as a whole, economically, educationally,
age-wise, and ethnically.
high pedestrian activity, commercial, places to linger, parks, art

People and useful business to those people

There needs to be a variety of generations, ethnicities, income levels,
interests, arts, and food options all jumbled together.
Amenities for residents and tourists, thriving businesses with great customer
service who support the town
Town vitality is to have a community that strong with nature and peaceful.
And want to have some chaos/ fun with some town orientated stuff.
Town Vitality means having a well taken care of community so that everyone
around has a good work life.
To have different events in town or places to go.

It’s when the town is active and is a place where you want to be in.

To have a working functioning community

Working functioning community

Town vitality means to have a working functioning community that interacts
with each other and is focused on the better learning and safety of students
and community members
state of being strong and active

Having something fun to do

Being strong and active.

it means having strong energy, active fun and excietment

Town vitality means having a sense of vibrancy and energy in the town.
Having access to events and opportunity for education, jobs, internships,
organizations, etc...
When a community can come together and be proud to live there. I think that
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town vitality includes a community of people who are active and constantly
trying to better the town and people that live there.
Everyone is able to come together to support people that may need it or to
be support everyone.
A fun nice, neat community

be strong and active

Everyone is supportive of one another and there are places and things to do
in a town where everyone can come together and have fun.
To have life and vibrancy. If a town has vitality, it has an identity.

It means they have a lot of events for the community so we can be with each
other, or to work together when something goes wrong.
Lots of people being active, shopping, restaurants, activities

Support of small businesses and innovative businesses. Gathering places
and casual social activities that bring town together Live, work, play
Strong school system, ease of transportation, ease of access to businesses,
local government investing back into the community
People walking the streets. The car show.

Events, activity, energy, liveliness, livelihood, people, community, neighbors,
fun
Engaged community.

Balance of essential services (grocery, medical, schools, etc) and recreation
and entertainment.
A vibrant and sustainable community that offers a multitude of activities and
opportunities to connect, and support people of all ages, ethnicities, and
genders in their growth physically, mentally, and culturally
Dicers age group within the community that are also invlved. Having fun
things to do within the town so people are coming to hang out in basalt now
leaving to go recreate in other tow s
Vibrant nightlife.

Active community of diverse ages and people. Day time and night time
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To have a place you can go walk around in, and see and do things. No need
to go elsewhere for your services.
The town’s liveliness.

A prosperous town. A town where there are fun events and social gatherings.

Having public places where people congregate and see their friends and
neighbors. Having activities and attractions that draw locals and visitors of all
ages.
A sustainable social, business and culture environment.

People browsing, shopping, eating and food shopping

Activities that bring our town alive especially in the summer. A buzz around
the town, even Aspen is dead after certain times

People in bars and in restaurants, walking on the street, and events

It means that there are activities that allow community members to interact. It
means that there are businesses that are successful in engaging with the
community and providing services that are needed.
Storefronts, restaurants, events, community

Protected Historic District, Active Main St., lots of green space and parks

To have a town bustling with liveliness, events and good spirits

walkability, shops that provide a mix of basic goods and specialty items,
dense residential placed next to public transit, FUNCTIONAL parks that
encourage people to gather because there are buildings and paths that
create inviting gathering spots
community, inclusivness. Equal consideration for what we are now , have
been and consideration for the direction we are headed
Connecting citizens thru programming gathering places. Good leadership
that includes all voices and all corners of our Town!
stuff going on. people present.

people of many ethnicities, age groups and backgrounds living, working and
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interacting in the town. people at all times participating in civic life.
Good thing but people make the community

Vitality to me is centered in activities and business. Dead zones like vacation
condos take away from vitality.
Activities, mixed use, different "types" of people living, working, recreating,
socializing together.
Activities and amenities available are well attended and used by the
community, you can see people out and about in the community and there is
a strong sense of looking out for one another and knowing your neighbors
The town of Basalt is doing great about vitality, for example has a library that
integrated all the community and beyond, the farmers market, trails, schools,
the RMI, and so on.
People are out and about. Stores and restaurants have people in them.
Places are clean and vibrant.
To have as much services that meet as many of the town's needs as possible
without having to go elsewhere namely, restaurants, schools, recreation,
shopping, entertainment, etc. Also cleanliness, safety, inclusiveness, a strong
sense of community support
Optional question (108 responses, 25 skipped)
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Q7

Is vitality important to you in Basalt's commercial centers?

2 (1.5%)
2 (1.5%)

128 (98.5%)
128 (98.5%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (130 responses, 3 skipped)

Q8

Is small town character important to you?

10 (7.6%)
10 (7.6%)

122 (92.4%)

Question options
Yes

122 (92.4%)

No

Optional question (132 responses, 1 skipped)
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Q9

What does small town character mean to you?
Unique stores and businesses run by local business owners. People who are
invested in and care about the community. People who are interested in
updating, remodeling, and developing properties that maintain that all the
timey feel of downtown basalt
Limit additional residential or commercial development outside the existing
old town footprint
It is grounded in people caring enough to participate and not be anonymous,
just floating through town. It is also keeping sprawl and high density housing
to a reasonable limit.
A safe, clean, caring community who works TOGETHER for the greater good
not for personal pockets!
Small town character does not imply replicating what is already there. The
character of basalt is driven by the charm and funk that inherently goes hand
in hand with mountain lifestyle. The creativity of the residents drives
character.
People know each other and are accountable for their behavior

There shouldn't be traffic issues like I'm in a big city. I should be able to
develop relationships with other residents. People treat each other like
neighbors and not like they are strangers. The town should be able to find
common ground to improve.
Freindly safe community that people give a crap about others and what
happens
Geared towards locals first, welcoming.

Community participation

Walking on the streets, into restaurants and into shops, recognizing others
and making small talk.
Perhaps we should not use this term because it is too difficult to define. We
would all like to see unique services and experiences that make our town
special. However, “small town character” is the term that many will use to
limit ALL development.
When you enter town you seem to know many and always lots of familiar
faces. Not much traffic in the core.
Businesses and institutions should be limited to those used by residents; do
not allow outside institutions to come in and use Basalt's land for uses
irrelevant to residents. Keep population under 7500. Cap rents to keep
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affordable.
small

Small town character means that people feel safe in their community and
that they know one another. In addtition, they are supportive of one another
and take the time to understand difference of opinion.
Safety, walkability, familiarity with your neighbors, place of traditions,
sustainable for long term livability and happiness.
Keep Basalt intentionally small, fewer than 6,000 people. To do this and keep
from becoming Aspen, I think town has to consider some truly tough things,
like prohibiting AirBNB and VRBO rentals, second home ownership, and
instating rent control.
It means I get to see and communicate with my neighbors and meet new
people that want to move to our area.
knowing your neighbors and fellow town members, volunteering and being a
part of organizations other than your employment
small homes that are preserved at there current foot print when sold ,not
destroyed for a monster home preserving worker housing we don,t need
aspen monster homes anywhere in basalt displacing the heart and soul of a
town.
It means keeping the architecture in line with small town history. You can
have larger businesses but in buildings resembling the history of the town.
A place where people know each other, or can if they want to. There are
historic references everywhere. The stress level is lower and residents don’t
feel crowded or rushed - in general.
Uniqueness.

Not having to lock your car or your house because the town is safe and
everyone looks out for each other.
buildings that fit the historical characteristics of the town, people who know or
recognize one another, neighbors helping neighbors, quiet neighborhoods
Small, inviting, and friendly. People smile and say hello as they pass on the
sidewalks. Restaurants and shops are owned, operated, and employed by
people who live in town. Kids bike to school and the park. It doesn't look like
Willits in downtown Basalt.
Feeling safe, knowing your neighbors,

Ranches, farms, small businesses less than 10 people, no camping or
resorts, no large apartments, no residential or commercial properties
Smaller structures with character matching surrounding historic buildings.
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Don't try to be Aspen. We are the working class and don't need high end
restaurants & shopping.
you know the people you live near. Now Basalt is just a bedroom area

No big box stores, family run businesses, Friendly bike and pedestrian trails.
Ease of getting from a to b.
Basalt. It means that for the most part, everybody knows everybody else; life
is as laid-back as possible; ranching is all around; Community events are
popular and well attended; and we all support each other in times of need.
Walkable connections between different parts of town - the opposite of a
‘sleepy town’
Local businesses. Friendly. Green. Environmentally friendly. A place u want
to spend time.
It is when the community consists of people who are committed to helping
the community thrive.
Small town character captures some of our history while allowing for smart,
pragmatic growth that celebrates the things that make Basalt special- the
rivers, mountains, and characters that populate this place.
a sense of history, maintaining original buildings, open space, lack of multistories in buildings, no big box stores, no strip malls, developers not in
charge
Small Municipalities boasting a high-quality, coherent architectural
heritage,preserve their heritage&promote it to inhabitants&visitors.walkable
main street&families can live close to their daily destinations.Policies that
protect the rural landscape hel
Running into people you know, being able to get services like groceries,
hardware, parks, feeling safe,
Quaint, Friendly, No excessive amount of development. The existing
buildings remaining in old town Basalt. Architecture that fits with the current
buildings in old town Basalt. No big box looking development on the River
Park. Limited development on River
*authentic sense of community *know your neighbors *more than pedestrian
friendly *community rituals *scale-small *diversity in businesses, population,
and activities.
Respecting, interacting, caring and knowing our neighbors.

Knowing your neighbors and "Mom and Pop" small businesses that you can
know/trust and be known to and trusted
Charm, shops are restaurants within walking distances. Activities like farmers
market, ballon fest, art fest, etc...
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Not too crowded, shops and restaurants that are local and not chains, not
bad traffic, life feels more relaxed and not so hectic
Relationships, sustainability, & the actual size.

Being on a first-name basis with shop and business owners, tellers at the
bank, teachers in the schools and having them know something about your
life - your dog's name, where you work, what your kids are doing, how are
your parents, etc.
walkability, connectivity, friendliness, welcoming nature

places that the people who live in town want to frequent

This is a term that is used to prevent change from happening. Change is
inevitable. We can think of better ways to define a positive change than using
the term "small town character" to create stagnation and animosity to those
who are new to the area.
Friendly and welcoming interactions with friends and guests

Just somewhere chill and can be fun at times and something really unique

Keep the slow motion, and interaction between locals and tourism

small town character to me is being laid back.

Being in a small town would mean that things are chill and it’s not hyper
active
Having things that are specific to a certain town

No comment

Family like community

Small town character means that you know and can interact with your
community members and you know who you interact with you feel
community support
Nothing to do

Nothing
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it means to knowing everyone and the community comes together when you
need it the most.
To me, small town character means being a part of the community and
coming together. Focus on local businesses and ability to spark change and
have influence are also important characteristics of a small town.
That the people and places in that town have a place and everything makes
the community better. Unlike a big city where nobody knows anybody else.
Small town character means people know each other and that everyone is
able to come together to do things.
Nice and welcoming to all

mean to be strong

There are fun things to do where people can come together and bond.

Everyone knows everyone and there is always a community to fall back on
when hard times roll around.
It means that there is a diversity of places to go two Aspen has all the
modernization, Glenwood is busy and has most of the big stores, but Basalt
is cozy and keep it's historical areas.
Not too many chain stores, more mom & pop, affordability for all.

Low profile buildings, pedestrian friendly, connectivity between different parts
of our ‘town’. East and west Basalt. Open space. Smiling and greeting each
other when out and about. Providing opportunities for multigenerational
interaction
Ease of parking in front of the shop of choice, strong community support of
local schools, business dine locally
A town with a little bit of everything

no growth

Being true to Basalt's heritage; no chain stores; maintaining the architecture;
embracing the rivers
Pedestrian oriented development and connectivity throughout commercial
and residential nodes; emphasis on small businesses and flexibility to
accommodate those; essential and commercial uses geared toward local
community (no chains)
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Diverse, local businesses, ample outdoor/open space, and right-sized
development. Active community engagement and participation, and
widespread support of community assets (schools, etc.)
Safe, tight nit town. You get to know people in the town because there are
fun things to do that brings people together
Close community

An noticeable identity

Local owned options

It is being kind.

It has fun stuff even though it is small

Family friendly- a community that cares.

It means limited development, good-paying jobs in town so that everyone
isn't just commuting to Aspen every day, and vitality that brings out the local
populace instead of everyone dispersing to other places
Locally owned businesses, close social structure.

Leave as is but put Trader Joes or Sprouts in where the old City Market was
then Clarks Mkt then Habitat
walkable, bike-able, people around, slow speeds, things to do outside and in
buildings, not just eating out, artwork.
Respect for all, no speeding, sidewalk sales monthly, help your neighbor,
polite and respect to all that work in our town.

People knowing each other and not wanting change

Small business vitality

Small character means that you know people in your community. It means
having gathering opportunities to discuss what's important to you and others.
It means being safe and not worrying about crime.
Walkable, bikable, safe, few stops lights
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Locally owned businesses! Cute parks and play areas for children, great
trails
A small closely knit community with a small but self sufficient and diverse
economy; a unique identity for the town shared by all inhabitants
recognizing 1-5 people each time you go to the post office or grocery, civility,
can-do attitude that makes people volunteer, watching out for each others
children, regular and fun public events(why does carbondale excel at this and
basalt fails at this?
Friendly people. Pedestrian and bike safety,

Courage & strength to resist outside pressure to be something else.
individual identity, acknowledge our heritage
That it is a small community, with not that many restaurants/stores/hotels

People know each other and see each other often out and about town. Town
provides everything you need so you don't need to travel out of town to fulfill
your daily needs.
uniqueness. charm.

Mom and pop stores, parks, residents in town a lot.

it is am irrelevant term, parts of New York City act like small towns parts of
Glenwood are like big cities.
local merchants with a mix of nationals and a friendly environment

Knowing your neighbors by name and being able to purchase necessities
close to home creates character.
Fee of marquis stores and restaurants. Episodes of community and a place
locals like.
Unique activities related to the history of Basalt and that draw people from
larger areas. Unique activities that are different from other towns nearby that
highlight how Basalt is different.
the unique aspects of our mountain community stand out with a distinct
personality- for example having fish on our sculptures around town reinforce
the importance of the river and tourism in our small community
Preserving small town

A place that offers housing for all income levels, safe for kids and adults to
walk or bike, lots of locally owned businesses, places and opportunities for
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frequent town activities, recreation opportunities, etc.
Optional question (114 responses, 19 skipped)
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Q10

What is the greatest risk to Basalt's current quality of life?
Cost of living

Empty buildings and store fronts.

Over development and not maintaining our infrastructure

Willits. We must keep downtown Basalt thriving and attract events,
restaurants, etc., not losing them all to Willits
New comers not respecting what is. It's the "knowing better" coming from
Maimi, Texas or LA . (Because we have so much in common?)
Second home owners, and no affordable options others to move in. Without
people, there is no vitality and dwindling character. But by far the greatest
risk is the fear of change, and the inability to adapt to a changing social
climate.
Houseing prices and rent prices

Growth, crowding, continued building

Housing costs are number one on the list. My wife and I both make 6 figures
and are unable to afford a place that we like. That is unacceptable.
Subsidized housing shouldn't be the only path to home ownership if you
make less than 500k p /year. #2Traffic.
over build out for the sake of aspen's needs and not what matters to basalt

Lack of grocery store. Limited nightlife

Dis functional government and self serving members of council. Not honoring
how we citizens vote or feel.
Risks associated with climate change and Basalt's ability to be resilient with
these changes.
Stagnation. Our current political process does not support the goals of the
2007 masterplan. Without changing the process, we are embarking on
another futile planning exercise.
Too many developments adding too many people and lots of cars.
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Growth pressure combined with outdated Eagle County land use code. Basalt
must stand strong with vision and intention.
growth

A camp in Emma next to open space

Sprawl. Willits is a good addition for the vitality of Basalt, and hopefully old
town will continue its comeback. But it is critical that the growth experienced
in the 82 corridor does not creep into Emma and other areas.
Over development in the rural areas

The barbell shape of willits vs old town. The p&z messed up

Over development of commercial and investment driven real estate leading to
higher property costs, increased traffic, degradation of our natural setting.
Use of Basalt's land and resources by non-community members--institutions
and businesses that don't serve local residents, second home ownership.
Development sprawling out in to Emma and Missouri Heights.
Losing downtown and not having our elected officials not follow through on
want the community voted for.
lack of affordable housing, increasing second home owners (I would like to
see a vacancy take similar to Vancuever) more short term rentals and less
affordable rentals; Eagle County not being as present in this side of the mtns
Aspen-izing! we have up until the last few years kept all of aspen's/pitkin
county employee housing out. aspen is creating the jobs put the housing
there not here housing for jobs created in basalt only from this day forward!
Quality of life is great. Basalt itself is at risk.

Poor planning. Absentee and divisive leadership. Uninformed partisanship
and squabbling rather than working together to create and implement a
positive vision.
inability to embrace any kind of change that differs from a particular
perspective or ideal.
Town Council making it difficult for smart development.

DEVELOPMENT, escalating home prices, people moving here and then
wanting to turn it into where they came from.
Making it too expensive for "regular" people to live, work, and run a business
here. Being soley a bedroom community to Aspen, with no connection
between people who live here. Building too much without thoughtful planning.
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Stagnation

Over building residential lands into multiple apartment units/houses. Granting
special use permits in residential areas
That the "old town" on Midland becomes more of a "ghost town" and Willits
consumes all the local vitality.
Too many cars, already no parking during the day in Old Town. May need a
designated parking lot in the future and more walk friendly.
the regulations allow the people to do what they and their CLICK is be for
town,4-6 years for pan and fork . And still no results but it looks like we will
have cabins for the rich
That huge ugly center where the grocery store used to be.
PROCRASTINATION.
Gentrification of the town via the second home market

Over development

Leadership without vision and understanding what the community needs

a plan that doesn't contemplate a final limit on how much basalt can grow.
this should be based on the resources we have available to support a
population. how much water, open space, air quality, traffic, can we tolerate.
Overdevelopment. Lack of long term planning.

Allowing dorm-style housing.

Sprawl, too much development in inappropriate locations, lack of coordinated
planning between the three town nodes
over development, decrease of open space, lack of affordable housing

Dorm like style housing.

Overall quality of community.traffic. unincorporated Eagle Co policies.global
warming.denying/ignoring we're a bedroom community.overtaxing
residents.the next mayor. the ignorance of how we can be a joined(not
divided)community.fire.shooting range.mudslid
Uncontrolled growth
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It turning into Aspen West! Second homeowners living on the River Park.
Gentrification, lack of respect, disregard, for the families who were removed
from the Frying Pan Trailer Park. Lack of diversity and tolerance for the
Hispanic population.
*stagnation *geriatrification * lack of age diversity *lack of ethnic integration

Global warming

From the Old Town area, I would say DEATH - I want to see some
activity/vitality in the downtown area, not just seasonal sweater set, retirees
from the RFC
Basalt is beginning to support the seasonal lifestyle of Aspen because their
seasonal employees can't afford to live there. Basalt is a community of its
own that needs to embrace long term lifestyle for our local residents.
So few people that work in Basalt don’t live in Basalt

Affordable housing

Ever-increasing cost of homes, whether renting or buying; the cost of health
insurance; and the cost of groceries.
housing costs outpacing wages in the valley

dysfunctional downtown with lack of places to go and places to park

Losing the quirky and creative. This is often an issue of pricing out the next
round of innovators and creatives (this could be a housing price or a
commercial space cost issue). The older gen. in the community can
sometimes push back against change.
Rapid growth without proper planning and unmaintained properties

commerical bussiness

Pollution may increase with our increasing population

money

$$$$$

Population growth
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No comment

Trying to be like aspen

The greatest risk is over development and the fact that the town is starting to
become over populated
Forest fires

the greatest risk to Basalt's current quality of life are diversities in jobs, house
prices are getting to high, and taxes.
I would say the greatest risk for Basalt is the costs of living.

Expanding too much and becoming just another big city.

The greatest risk to Basalt is overdevelopment and not using the features we
already have.
The space. I feel like there's no way to expand, even though a lot of people
are hoping for expansion
dont know

Over development and not taking advantage of the beautiful scenery and
nature and using the river to create beautiful quiet hangouts.
Letting the influence of Aspen and all that toxicity flow down to Basalt.

I am wories about drought and lack of snow we've been getting that could
affect jobs, I am also worried about to many homes lots being but up all over
woodsy areas.
High expenses pushing people out

Being a bedroom community for Aspen, high cost of housing

Slow pace. Quaint atmosphere

School district divided between Glenwood, Carbondale, basalt. Division
between Eagle and Pitkin county
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Traffic. Housing.

basalt does't support current businesses

The town is dying.

Real estate values escalating and pushing out/limiting affordability for locals;
traffic.
Traffic and Willits - which is a testament to how incredibly poor design and
buildings plopped into a sea of cement can erode the experience of a center
Bo affordable housing. I just moved to carbonae due and I wanted to stay in
basalt. The politicians around here do not care about the middle working
class, restricting every new housing to low income ppl. Most of the "low
income" ppl are rich with no job
Too many old people. Not enough affordable housing

Retirees, second home owners, stifling regulation

Building up too much housing, and not helping keep business traffic in old
town
The gun range.

Gun range

The shooting range. Our children should not be forced to get used to the
sound of gun fire; especially in this day and age.
Over development in the form of the Tree Farm, Stott's Mill, Willits and all the
other proposals that are going to increase our population too much
Real estate greed. Population growth.

Tall Buildings and motels, it will look like El Jebel soon!

getting overbuilt, too many seasonals.

Cost of living, of business to hire people and provide growth within the
company so they can afford to stay here.
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Affordability and mobility

Becoming to elitist

Second homes that sit empty. The politics of Basalt and not accomplishing
anything because of division. Lack of affordable housing options. These are
all things that have gotten in the way of Basalt accomplishing much.
Old town basalt losing vitality, lack of people and cost of living

Development on Pan and Fork property.

High housing prices, less professional opportunities

the housing crisis- we need dense, public transit oriented affordable rental
and purchase property. iI is almost impossible for workers and "community
strengtheners" like teachers/firefighters/EMT's/ counselors/librarians etc..
Growth, traffic

outside pressure. development to satisfy the needs of other communities.

Overpopulation, businesses taking over

Climate change. Old Town vs Willits mentality.

GROWTH. too many people.

Too many people.

lack of affordable housing, second homes and an exclusionary attitude
amongst some of the current residents.
current policies which hinder old town basalt density

Being a bedroom community to Aspen. And letting developers take
advantage of the town of Basalt. The town should not be subsidizing
development. Especially the SkiCo.
Not finding the balance of adding more attractive and unique experiences
and conveniences with keeping its character.
Too upscale, too separated/segregated.
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divisiveness and negativity within certain facets of the community, challenges
for small businesses to be able to thrive
Lots of empty buildings in the core

The impact of TABOR on our budget could be problematic if we have to cut
programs. Not making good development decisions such as the whole River
Walk question. I would say the current approved plans are fair, not great or
inspiring. Population density,
Optional question (122 responses, 11 skipped)
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Q11

Do you feel like Basalt is your long-term home?

29 (22.0%)
29 (22.0%)

103 (78.0%)
103 (78.0%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (132 responses, 1 skipped)

Q12

If you answered no to the question above, what would cause you to move?

20
15
13

15
10
10

15
10

13

10

10

6

4
5

2

4

2

Question options
More desirable place to live
Change in household status

Housing too expensive

Cost of living

Other

Optional question (29 responses, 104 skipped)
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Q13

To make living in Basalt more enjoyable, I could use more (category examples:

recreation opportunities, entertainment, community interactions, senior accessible
opportunities)...
Senior accessible opportunities and programs. Work with counties to better
support older adults.
Affordable housing, affordable childcare, Free bus service to Aspen

Outdoor and indoor recreational opportunities are important to me

More entertainment and events in town that would allow for greater
community interactions. Things that bring out neighbors and bring us together
to meet and grow relationships.
Have a vetting committee who decides who can and can not live here! We
have plenty of places to eat, we have a ton to do that does not include
building more recreation centers. There a recreation something in every town
of the Roaring Fork Valley! We have plenty of childcare (contrary to some of
the current ones in operation trying to build bigger facilities), it is not the
responsibility of Basalt to house everyone! The urgency to make real estate
development deals has lead to poorly built ugly facilities.
Music, outdoor-centric summer festivals, a brewery or two, and an affordable
place to live.
i would like to see more entertainment in town nothing goes on in old town all
we have is a few shops and a lot of restaurants
Growth restrictions Make basalt better, not bigger

Better schools, better entertainment options. Most of all, better housing
opportunities. We like it here (don't love it as much as other places we have
lived), but are unable to make any long-term plans due to the housing
situation. People shouldn't have to put 50% of their income on the line for
decent family housing. We are approaching 40% with two high-paying jobs
and the landlord tries to increase the rent by $500 every year that we have
lived there. Options are limited whenever we look at moving to a different
rental. There aren't enough of them and all are too expensive or in terrible
condition and small. Our current plan is to stay until the kids graduate and
then move somewhere more affordable. Traffic on 82 is only going to get
worse as the town keeps growing. Going to have to look at major
investments in eliminating the stop lights. The bus system is excellent, but it
won't be enough to solve the problem.
children rec center to keep kids engaged and off the streets and MTB trials
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A grocery store! We should be able to ride our bikes to a local grocery and
not deal with congestion of willets
Entertainment and community events.

A brewery in Old Town! Affordable housing both in Old Town and Willits!

A town fabric that prioritizes pedestrian and bike mobility to access services,
employment, and transit networks. Promote a density of mixed-use
development that shortens the distance between where people live and
where they need to go. More diversity in the housing inventory & More
diversity of office/ commercial options. = more diverse community.
Recreation activities

Shops and services relevant and AFFORDABLE for local residents. More
places to wander/gather. When I was a kid, we went to the huge public
fountain in the middle of town, dipped our toes, got ice cream, fed the birds.
Basalt--Old Town and Willits--feels to me dead unless I have a very specific
destination. Needs things that draw people there and needs the off-Main
Street parking to accommodate them.
zoning enforcement

I hope the Temporary can become the Permanent. Great asset for the
MidValley. I think we have a lot of outdoor recreation now; a rec. center
would be great.
Keeping the rural areas accessible to out recreation

More nearby trail development for hiking/biking/running, better practical use
of our already developed commercial core (former Clark's Market space and
footprint-this is where we should have a modern lodge or boutique hotel),
community arts center for adults promoting music classes, theater, and other
arts. Better use of the commercial area on South Side for focused
commercial/light industrial uses. Examining land uses and zoning in Basalt,
why is there is car wash in the school/residential area? That should be over
in South Side, and make use of that space to build an affordable housing
unit for teachers.
More intention in growth. Plan and put density and commercial activity where
it belongs. Put public support behind some key community essentials--give
big tax breaks to things like hardware stores and restaurants with prices
under a certain amount. Put rules and $$ where community values are. Be
bold! Subsidize what we value. Forbid or discourage what we don't. Don't let
it all just roll with whatever the developers ask for. JUST AS IMPORTANT:
Keep institutions and businesses COMPLETELY OUT of quiet places like
Emma and Missouri Heights. Keep and build trails in those places so people
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can find quiet there and share a moment with the birds and the breezes.
Critical to community health.
Recreation center at Crown Mountain Park, mountain biking trails and
Performing Art Center.
Contemporary being built crown mtn park continuing to increase their
programing which they will do thanks to the bond passage. Ideally Basalt Rec
programs migrate to their management
Less conflict,more focus on the basic functioning of the town. Not talking
tabor ,tabor is a drop in the bucket compared to the incremental giving away
of the towns revenue sources to the point of rendering the town financially
bankrupt. And i am sure aspen/pitkin county will be glad to take over the town
to hide their employees here.
community events, recreation opportunities

Entertainment/nightlife. There is nothing to do besides see a movie after the
sun goes down. Parks are a waste. We have plenty with the mou trains here.
I love living in Basalt and find it supremely enjoyable. I do feel that Basalt
would benefit from one or more substantive places to gather for community,
cultural and learning activities, as well as greater attention to senior citizen
needs.
Entertainment, music, concerts, fun gatherings.

turn the Pan and Fork entirely into a park with many park like amenities:
volley ball court, picnic pavilions, location for farmer's market and events,
food trucks, ...
family oriented activities and places to recreate indoor/outdoor greater
investment in local schools to keep local kids in local schools and teachers in
the community environmental protections- for natural undeveloped areas and
river/water quality
Entertainment, restaurant and shopping choices, festivals and opportunity for
community interaction, attract families
We have access to many things. I feel it is fine the way it is.

River recreation opportunities between the new park and the library. This is a
great stretch of river and can be improved to accommodate a number of
different activities. Better River access upstream and downstream. Redevelopment of the old Clark's Market Building.
less people no second home ownership have you pay for your own child care

Entertainment. Picnics in the park. (hire some music students) . A lovely
Pergola. A Police Chief who doesn't think T Rump is awesome.
Work force housing is critical. It needs to be close to downtown and provided
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by development within the urban growth boundary or with infill, or both. The
Town of Jackson WY has implemented and interesting system that provides
incentives to people building homes by adding an accessory dwelling unit to
the plans.
Affordable housing for young people and retiring people

All of the above

Independent movie theater. Pool tournament, darts tournament, poker
tournament, etc.
Transportation connections (town shuttle, bike paths, walking areas), smart
entertainment options, mixing of cultural groups whether through specific
events or other opportunities, great support of our schools
grocery store closer to down town Basalt, senior accessible opportunities
might be interesting
Education from Town employees on what is really going on- it's a echo
chamber out here as a citizen. More recreation in open spaces. Creating
policies and regulations that facilitate desired growth and prevent, or make
difficult, undesired growth.Working with the public to develop plans/strategies
to accommodate new growth, while at the same time preserving valued
community characteristics.Working with the public to help all parties better
understand the realities of growth in a community and different options for
accommodating growth.Policies that support walking, biking, and public
transit help reduce air pollution from vehicles while saving people
money.Policies that protect the rural landscape help preserve open space,
protect air and water quality, provide places for recreation, and create tourist
attractions that bring investments into the local economy.
Community interactions, civil discourse

Senior accessible services. ( transportation and housing). A vibrant River
Park with recreational, social activities, musical performances, art shows and
farmers market. More recreation and art opportunities for children. No
development on the River Park. Making the whole plot a Town Park. Having
a grocery store in old town Basalt.
vibrant social scene for young adults.

Public transportation connections throughout Basalt community. Willits,
Southside, Downtown
ENTERTAINMENT!!!

More local shops and restaurants. Or food trucks.
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Recreation opportunities, entertainment locations for live music

All of the above as well as a fountain area where kids can play and a couple
more restaurants (brewery!) with outside open area to bring people to a
central area.
Bakeries and affordable child care.

recreation center, music venues, restaurants

functional downtown, recreation, useful business, better parking

Ice rink/hockey rink, year round swimming pool (salt water), restaurant
varieties in historic downtown (allow food trucks etc),
Places to entertain out of town guests along the river.

I could use more entertainment, more opportunities for young people to travel

To make living in Basalt more enjoyable, I could use more recreational
opportunities and entertainment.
Keep the outdoor activities and events!

I think basalt could use more places for entertainment and more recreation
opportunities.
Entertainment and recreational opportunities

more places for people to hangout

Recreation opportunities, entertainment, fun activities for young people
(teenagers)
Recreation

I could probably use more recreation areas, but I also would like to keep the
development to a minimum and keep the natural attractions are
Recreation centers more parks more malls or places to interact with other
people not to be inside
To make living in Basalt more enjoyable, I could use more community
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interactions, more community entertainment, and more opportunities
Since it is such as a small town, there isn't much to do, especially as a
teenager. More entertainment opportunities would make the town more
enjoyable.
I could use more entertainment and recreation opportunities.

I could use more recreation opportunities and entertainment in Basalt.

To make living in Basalt more enjoyable, I could use more entertainment.
Especially for younger groups. Like the frozen yogurt place. That was fun.
Maybe a rec center.
I could use more recreation opportunities, because I love being outside and
enjoying our beautiful home. I don't want a bunch of buildings getting put in
along the river, ripping out the nature, cutting down the trees, or adding more
homes because this valley won't be the way it is now if it is more populated.
Also our roads will not support that many people, the traffic will get very bad.
More entertainment like rec centers or just more events downtown like a First
Friday kind of thing like in Carbondale.
I could use more recreation opportunities or entertainment opportunities a lot
of the entertainment is either small or not in the area.
I could use more spaces that are open later in the evening, providing a safe
environment for children and teenagers to socialize and/or study.
I'm a Senior now so would appreciate expanding those programs, but also
have grandchildren/children visit so activities that are accessible for all.
Community interactions, ways to maintain more live and work potential. How
do we stop being a bedroom community and become our own destination?
(Hard question, I know). Small market in Basalt. Connectivity to reduce traffic
between old and Willits centers.
Recreation opportunities. Rec center built within walking distance of schools

Job opportunities Car shows. Shutting down Main Street

town needs to have more events

Events, entertainment, affordable restaurants and shopping, affordable
housing, jobs without a commute, better paying jobs
All of the above examples

A recreation facility (pool, climbing wall, gym, etc.) with programs for kids and
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adults; more affordable retail opportunities for more local businesses in the
Old Town area to grow -- maybe rent controlled or deed restricted similar to
affordable housing.
Downtown vitality and opportunities to enjoy the river (i.e. Riverside is the
only river-front restaurant), affordable housing for our teachers, a higher level
of commitment to clean energy and sustainability with opportunities for
businesses and residents to participate.
Recreation is great here. We need more vibrant establishments to attract
young ppl. Also the free narket should mandate housing. "Affordable" housing
is a joke and forces middle class out. Its either you are rich or poor to live
here. Its honestly a joke that you cant rent a place because making 50k a
year is too much. The town is basically saying we dont want you if you make
over the "low income" requirements. Wouldve loved to stay in this town in
one of the apartments next to stubbies but i guess im too rich to rent here
Dont gentrify every single thing

Businesses and restaurants open later.

We could use more live music, especially since we have the venues.

Recreation opportunities.

Opportunities

It would be great to have a youth res center- a safe place for kids to get
together after school. I would also love to see the town do something for the
4th of July.
A vehicle overpass from Southside to downtown, better hiking trails closer to
downtown, getting rid of the gun range and the state wildlife area, more fun
things to do and reasons to want to go to downtown
It's fine the way it is. Except for a market. City Market in El Jebel is toooo
crowded. I'd rather go to Carbondale.
recreation, entertainment, events that pull the community together. love
farmers market, movie nights are fun.
Boccee courts with organized games in the summer, and the ability to
continue this game in the winter, build an all year round court area for
pickelball, boccee and from leagues through basalt recreation. Entertainment
is improving which is great. Heathers gets an A+ for providing the best
ambiance for music in the summer.
More access and understanding of nearby recreation trails, more people

Senior housing
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I think Basalt could offer more options for families to engage in community
activities. It seems that Basalt tries something, it is not very successful, and
then it's off to a new idea. Basalt needs to figure out what is important to
them and stick with building those community events.
Trail bike and pedestrian quicker connectivity to Willits , more recreation, old
town events
Parks! An eco river park would be beautiful!!

Recreational opportunities, cultural development opportunities, community
interaction
-more community events, sponsored by the town and civic organizations -an
actual park amenity in the downtown core, not just grass and inaccessible
river frontage- we need a lazy river running through the park, playground
equipment, some buildings near the road to define the space, more trees on
that parcel. - TACAW permanent facility- get that built, it's phenomenal what
the Temporary was able to accomplish -town council needs to examine how
our tax dollars are being wasted at the elementary school, which has been
segregating latinos and anglos via their disingenuously named "bi-lingual"
program- it means that latino kids don't get a foundational english language
education and they are not proficient in their subjects all the way through high
school. This brings the level of classroom engagement down for anglos and
latinos alike.
Safer streets and roads...giving peds and bikes priority, more events, less
construction,
development restrictions, intersection improvements, better traffic mitigation

Entertainment, recreation opportunities

Communication. Everything in your list is here but people do not know how to
access opportunities. Perhaps open houses at trail heads for community
hiking days. Better neighbor to neighbor connections to help families and
elderly with life. Leaders that bring the entire town together and do not serve
special interests and fail to listen to their constituents.
interesting restaurants.

restrictions on development

Affordable housing, including younger people in town life. Allow for my
children to return after college (with their own home not mine).
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retail and restaurant vitality in old town basalt

Access to the rivers, bike trails, more festivals.

daily amenities (groceries) more farm to table

I don't live in Basalt, but I live near and have worked in Basalt schools for
almost 20 years. I could use more of a thriving community in town including
restaurants with outdoor eating downtown and more mixed events providing
entertainment that would draw a variety of people.
Cooperation between businesses and outreach- discounted appetizers at
Tempranillo before your Art Base or Wren's Nest class, happy hour prices for
drinks at Heathers through the night during Second Saturday events. Need a
Basalt downtown recreation facility, events and gatherings at RMI and
Roaring Fork Conservancy to learn about their work
Recreation opportunities, such an accesible boats,... close to Ruedi to rent
with accessible price; a business in old town that could cover our demands of
aquatic sports: rent, sell, maintenance.
Kid-friendly parks/activities

Optional question (116 responses, 17 skipped)
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Q14

If you have school aged children, do they or will they attend school in Basalt?

45 (47.9%)
49 (52.1%)
45 (47.9%)
49 (52.1%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (94 responses, 39 skipped)

Q15

Do you have access to affordable child care?

18 (15.1%)
18 (15.1%)

13 (10.9%)
13 (10.9%)

88 (73.9%)
88 (73.9%)

Question options
Yes

No

Does not apply

Optional question (119 responses, 14 skipped)
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Q16

What spaces in and around Basalt are most important to you? Examples may include

parks, trails, specific buildings, etc.
Parks and trails, quality schools even though I don’t have children, historic
buildings and landmarks
Parks, trails and good restaurants. Also would love to see Skip's Market
expand.
River access is absolutely vital to our community. Many of us live here for
the fishing, or the tourist that fishing brings to town. If we allow any shoreline
to become private, it hurts our community. We need to fight to increase
access and keep our town on the map for the fly fishing industry and tourist
and to keep our rivers from being too overcrowded with too limited access
points.
More wasted words. The park by the river could have a quaint little eatery
along the river and perhaps a few little shops (that are consistent with the
décor on Old Basalt). Some outdoor recreation (i.e. take down/put up stuff for
people to stop and play while strolling the park). We could give high school
kids jobs running them in the summer, etc.
The downtown core and the businesses and restaurants within.

Kayak park on through old town basalt. Trails and open space, mountain
biking access,
Basalt does a pretty good job with parks and green spaces. It could use
some more options for kids and especially teens to hang out. I would like to
see more mountain biking trails in and around town as well.
parks and open space keep our community humble and rural while allowing
the dense parts to grow and also have larger town ammenities
River access. Parks. Farmers market. Restaurants

The rivers, RMI and the Brick Pony.

Spaces where community members mingle (Public Square). Neighborhood
parks, Farmers Market, Library, and Downtown streets. All of these
examples could use improvements.
Trails, library

Emma is a critical part of the Basalt area in providing a close, accessible,
peaceful refuge for all community members. There is development pressure
on Emma. PLEASE don't add density or institutional uses in Emma. Keep it
quiet, agricultural, low-density single-family homes, and the trails. The entire
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community enjoys the quiet, open, still feel of Emma. Keep it, for our
community now, and for that for our kids and beyond. In Emma, please do
not allow these uses that the Eagle County code allows but would destroy the
feel of Emma: Marijuana operations, subdivisions, bed and breakfasts or
hotels, day care centers, airports or landing strips, cemeteries, churches,
convenience grocery stores, kennels, self-service laundromats, studios for
arts and crafts, veterinary hospitals, landscape storage yards, community or
public buildings, libraries, educational facilities, electric power generation
facilities or transmission lines, fire stations, helistops, water or wastewater
treatment facilities, water storage facilities, natural gas transmission lines,
postal substations, recycling drop off centers, reservoirs or dams, sanitary
landfill, snow storage area, solar farm over 80kw, wind energy systems –
large scale, transfer stations and utility substations, extraction or exploration
(gravel pits, petroleum or natural gas wells, coal or ore mines), land
application of domestic or industrial sludge, junkyards, processing (including
alfalfa pellet mills, saw mills, gravel crushing, asphalt or concrete batch
plants, but excluding primary wood and firewood processing),
telecommunications facilities, farmers markets, feedlots, livestock sales
yards, sales of commercial firewood, tree storage, golf courses or driving
ranges, mass gatherings (500 or more), polo fields, recreational vehicle park,
resort recreational facility, day or resident camp (up to 48 overnight guests),
ski areas, sports complexes, or sports shooting ranges. Please prohibit these
uses in Emma explicitly in the BMP.
parks trails

Trails and Parks are great, yet we need to be careful about preserving some
areas where wildlife live. We also need to protect areas that remind us that
the Valley hasn't always been as it is now. Emma reminds residents and
visitors alike that ranching and agriculture are an important part of the history
of place. The Frying Pan has its own character that must be preserved. We
know people learn and understand best when grounded is place. WE
CANNOT sacrifice our sense of history in our quest to grow.
Glassier Trail

Gun range, basalt mtn , reudi, bring back lake christine bike trails, Willits,
library
Arbaney Park, Trails and Pathways throughout town for dog walking/running,
Park/Open Space along Roaring Fork River where new development is
destined, CC's space for a cafe, the Library.
Emma should be viewed in this plan as critically important to the overall
health of Basalt and should be strongly considered and planned for in this
plan. Communities need dense places, but just as critical are empty spaces
for people to go and find respite and rejuvenation. The development pressure
on Emma is huge; planning and intention is critical. The code in Eagle allows
many disruptive uses in this area that should not be allowed and would really
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negatively affect the many Basaltines who come to Emma year-round to bike,
walk dogs, XC ski, watch birds, find peace and some quiet time to think.
Uses Eagle could allow in Emma which should NOT be allowed by the Basalt
plan include resort/recreation day or overnight camps, marijuana operations,
subdivisions, bed and breakfasts or hotels, shooting ranges, day care
centers, group homes, home businesses, airports or landing strips,
cemeteries, churches, convenience grocery stores, kennels, self-service
laundromats, studios for arts and crafts, veterinary hospitals, landscape
storage yard, community or public buildings, libraries, educational facilities,
electric power generation facilities or transmission lines, fire stations,
helistops, water or wastewater treatment facilities, water storage facilities,
natural gas transmission lines, postal substations, recycling drop off centers,
reservoirs or dams, sanitary landfill, snow storage area, solar farm over
80kw, wind energy systems – large scale, transfer stations and utility
substations, extraction or exploration (gravel pits, petroleum or natural gas
wells, coal or ore mines), land application of domestic or industrial sludge,
junkyards, processing (including alfalfa pellet mills, saw mills, gravel crushing,
asphalt or concrete batch plants, but excluding primary wood and firewood
processing), telecommunications facilities, farmers markets, farm or ranch
stand/sales of agricultural products, feedlots, livestock sales yards, sales of
commercial firewood, tree storage, boarding stables, golf courses or driving
ranges, mass gatherings (500 or more), polo fields, recreational vehicle park,
resort recreational facility, ski areas, and sports complexes.
Downtown, Mountain Biking Trails Glassier to Buckhorn, Willits Town Center,
Crown Mountain Park.
Rio Grande Trail

The whole town of Basalt all the homes most of the commercial in old town.
All the homes need to be kept at current foot prints when sold not turned into
monster homes .Preserve the employee housing we have now. No
mushrooms either (4000sqft) home built on the pedestal of a miners cabin.
We have one similar to this in town now.
The mountains. Quaint useless shops in downtown are a waste.

Historic downtown. Whole Foods. Trails, especially river access. Peripheral
but accessible open space hiking.
Rio Grande Trail and downtown.

the spaces around and abutting the rivers are the most important. these
should not be developed for anything except recreation and gathering places.
Bike paths by the schools, Arbaney Park and Town Pool, Confluence and Old
Pond Parks for river access for families Midland businesses and buildings
Crown Mountain Park (not sure if that's technically Basalt) Rio Grande Trail
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Arbaney Kittle Trail Basalt Wildlife Area Fryingpan River Access Light Hill and
the Bike Park by the High School
Downtown corridor, trails, parks, bike path

Open space, parks, small residential only neighborhoods.

The Traffic flow around Old town Basalt does not make sense. Consider
relocating intersection to between the Post office and Big O Tires, and keep
the pedestrian tunnel where it is currently located!
We live in Willits so in our area the open space, Linear Park and sports field
are important to us. Moved to Willits from rural living to be able to bike or
walk to grocery store, restaurants, gym, bank, Temporary...very important to
us. Library, Post office, shopping and restaurants in Old Town also important.
Emma area, Crown mountain Park

Roads make them as big as possible to move cars and people without killing
some one. Keep bikes on trails as much as possible and OFF roads
Bike trails/ The High School. The center Park..(supposedly)

Mountain bike trails on Basalt Mountain; Roaring Fork Club golf course;
downtown markets; Rock Bottom Ranch; Rio Grande Trail; Willits town
center and associated shops and restaurants; Ditto for Midland Ave
downtown
Rivers, trails, history,

Downtown core, shops, market, art

small parks, not a big communal one. we already have Crown Mtn, the river
along 2Riv road, the pocket parks all around town, all the national forest that
surrounds us.
Parks, trails, open space

The rugby field, the park, the Wilits business area (whole foods, bristlecone,
Starbucks, and the various shops in the surrounding area)
Rio Grande Trail, 7/11 Bridge, Light Hill and Basalt Mt.

parks, library

Open space- Basalt river park, arbaney park, trails through the areas,
whitewater park, fire house, grocery stores as there's where I spend all my $,
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& Post office short line. Hill district hiking and access to blm land.Frying pan
and roaring fork rivers. all the glorious and appreciated dog poop boxes. The
swimming pool!access to 4 ski mountains and 4 rivers all within 45 minute
drive without traffic. Basalt business center, southside business center.
Parks, local businesses, library

The Basalt River Park. I don't want to see this land developed to house
second homeowners and block the view of the river. The area where the two
rivers converge. I don't want the feel of that area be ruined by development.
Arbney trail. The current buildings in old town need to be preserved.
Small scale houses, and businesses in old town. Alleys and funky buildings.
Riverside accommodations and restaurants.
Downtown, trails

The Rivers!

Parks and trails

Parks, trails, river, & old buildings along Midland Ave.

The library and Midland Park, historic downtown Old Town Basalt, grocery
store and restaurants in Willits, rivers and their trails.
Linear Park, all trails & sidewalks for running, access to Rio Grande,
community garden, Ruedi Reservoir
Downtown, trails

Trails/stairs connections Old Town to downtown, trail connections to Willits,
library, skips, art base, pool,
Parks and trails maintenance/development, center of town parcel and
entrance to town revamps. "Codger's Corner" removal or update so it at least
has coordinating furniture and an umbrella that isn't broken.
Blt and the rivers

The most important spaces in basalt are the trails because I like to walk my
dogs when I come to basalt.
Parks, and mountain trails none in specific!!

the trails next to rivers are important
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Do something with the free zone near the river

city market

City Market

Little Tijuana because it brought community to basalt but it was taken down

The spaces most important to me are the restaurants and places such as
crown mountain
Crown mountain park el jebel mobile home park

Library

Ruedi reservoir.

The river, the outdoors, trails

Important spaces in basalt to me are local parks, the library, the art base,
and restaurants.
Basalt High School. Willits center.

The parks and libraries are important to me because it gives me a chance to
go outside and a place to hang out and do homework.
Willits because that's the life of basalt. It's big, welcoming, it has lots of
restaurants, it's fun, it's pretty (especially at night with the lights).
All places are important to me in basalt.

Trails for hiking, pretty areas by the river with trees to hang my hammock,
anything outside.
The frying pan river and Rudei, downtown Basalt, the schools.

I think having more parks or small restaurants

Landscaped area around the Basalt Library, and the new open green space
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adjacent to the library.
Parks and more access to trails. I enjoy some of the older buildings, but new
is fine if they fit in with the look. A Mistake building would be the ugly one
across from the Midland building (where Brick Pony is now), that should not
have been approved. Willits Town Center is OK, it's be nice if the new
buildings could be scaled back-they are quite large.
Parks, library, bike paths. Paths by swinging bridge to And from the school
and town. Could the path on the hill from elementary school to swinging
bridge be improved?
Open space. Library

Parks Clark’s market needs mixed use. With a parking garage under

Midland Ave. historic buildings, parks, rivers

Arbaney Park, the bike path in Elk Run, the River park

RMI's Innovation Center, Arbaney Park and surrounding area (pool), Trails
around Lake Christine, Frying Pan corridor, Lyons Park and stage (LOVE the
summer concerts and events at that location as they build a true sense of
community).
I love the parks and trails connecting everything, and the old town feel
coupled with local owners.
The river.

Parks and forest

Arbaney, Crown Mountain, the library.

The parks along the river, the BLM and forest service lands

Old Town

Market for food

trails, bike paths, parks.

Rio Grande Trail Alpine Bank in Basalt and Willits. Whole Foods Mid Valley
Ambulatory surgery center accessible local PT The Willits development
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brings a City feel to a small town- make sure SKI Co builds a garage to
house their employees- no if ands or butts- parking is at a premium already
with constant construction.
Midland Avenue in Old Town where there's some great streetscape. Also,
some great houses in the Hill District.
Parks trails. Non automobile transportation

Arbaney park, the Basalt pool, the local restaurants and shops.

I have young kids: Arbany Park, river park, library, RMI, cc cafe,
conservancy, both rivers. Restaurant and downtown shops
little trail with the swinging bridge, the library and outdoor area on river, our
few blocks of "downtown", the pan and fork property (no development please!
build a beautiful eco river park and outdoor ampitheater or something like
this, just no hotels, no housing, make it something truly unique and beautiful)
Trails, school, river banks

the river area- specifically the undeveloped and woefully underutilized grassy
"park" downtown. That's an embarrassment- if it were properly engineered, it
would be full of happy people using it a variety of ways. right now, it's just a
dumb patch of grass next to a river that you can't even access because there
is not a small beach area
Parks trails

Wingo Junction to the Garfield County line

The green areas by the river

Whole Foods/City Market; restaurants and shops, biking and hiking trails.
Willits Park is a gathering place. These are all gathering places to nurture
community.
rivers, trails, parks.

Parks, trails, library, RMI, RF Conservancy

Downtown, lake Christine, tree farm. Bike trails.

old town core
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Pocket parks, history, and olde town.

Rio Grand trail

The bike paths are important. I think there could be more parks and
integrated AFFORDABLE spaces downtown for mixed use with businesses,
housing, parks, fountains, to make it more vibrant.
Old Pond park and paths through there, bike paths including underpass to
Southside, Basalt Regional Library, Art Base, schools, restaurants, Traffic,
Midland Shoe, Heirlooms
The library, the trails, business in old town, the access to the river, and
Ruedi.
Arbaney Park. Arbaney Kittle Trail, Two Rivers, The Library, Swinging Bridge,
The Basalt Trail
Arbany and Crown Mtn Parks, swinging bridge and connecting trails, walking
bridge near 7-11, downtown core, Frying Pan Rd (biking),
Optional question (115 responses, 18 skipped)
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Q18

What type of art and entertainment should the Town facilitate?
Art walks, first Friday type events,

I think we have enough art locations now. Would like to see a outdoor
concert shell near the river.
A food and wine festival, free music in downtown parks, expansion of farmers
market, or celebrations of seasons.
THE TEMPORARY & BRING BACK RIVER DAYS!

Music on the street and in the parks.

it would be nice to see a concert series like snowmass does but not rotate it
back and forth between willits
Temporary environmental sculptures like the troll in Breckenridge. Themed
festivals on River Park multiple times year round (art, xcountry ski, fly fishing,
fiber (like Salida)).
A very little. Farmers market is nice.

Music venues, bars and restaurants that are open later

all types within budget

Doing a good job already

Community events like River Days used to be and more events like
Carbondale has with First Fridays, full moon bike rides, clean up events,
maintain our parks events - get us involved as a community in something!
Outdoor concerts and film premieres, continuing the Saturday Markets and a
permanent place for the Temporary.
Festivals, sporting events, a Theatre, ArtBase …

Events in the parks, movies, concerts, seasonal celebrations.

all
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Family freindly shows

Community Theater, affordable spaces for galleries for rotating artists,
outdoor concert space.
Subsidize many more arts classes at The Art Base. Concerts and movies in
the parks.
Performing Art Center at Willits

help with summer concerts, support farmers market, help chamber facilitate
events
Not the towns job description,not the towns place. Other than minor attaboy
support this for the private sector and non profits.
Arts, nothing needed. Aspen and Carbondale have that covered and you
can't compete.
Theatre. Street and public art.

Performing arts. Restaurants. Bars.

Mostly music events. We should let more artists display their work publicly
and not just that one person who made those crazy metal installations. One
of those is fine, but there should be 4 or 5 other artists represented. There is
a ton of artistic tale
I like the summer music series and Motors on Midland. Other events that
bring the community out and together for a positive experience at an
affordable cost. There are lots of young families here looking for fun eventsthis will bring upvalley families
Family activities

It’s already enough.

The Temporary was certainly a success, something similar should be in
place. Also, the Basalt Middle School Auditorium is the largest local facility of
it's nature. Another, larger auditorium would be beneficial to the community!
Temporary is going a good job coming up with alot of variety in entertainment

art and entertainment is not the business of the town

Any thing that peolpe want that does not need money from Town/Taxes
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NOT art from the Aspen art museum. Music - classical, country pop.

Basalt. The town is doing fine in this regard - no additions are needed or
additional taxes be spent on them
street musicians, small and intimate, occasional bluegrass blowouts.

All types need support

Local art and entertainment as week as well as influx of artists from other
areas to create a dynamic, wide ranging art experience.
Independent movie theater. Pool tournament, darts tournament, poker
tournament, etc.
Summer Concerts/Movies in the Park/A return of River Days or some such
festival/Sunday Market
out door art, sculpture that could appeal to a wide range of age groups, good
restaurants
temporary sculptures like Isak Heartstone the trail troll in Breckenridge,
festivals, no more money to tacaw or wyly (they need to support themselves).
no town money to maintenance or admin of organizations.
Leave it to art base, temporary etc.

Live music at the new River Park. Art shows and classes at the River Park.
Recreational activities on the river. Car shows. A space for children to
gather. Basalt needs to become more kid friendly and offer more recreational
activities for children.
Studio and Gallery spaces. Small quality performance venues.

Not sure

Live acoustic music

Music, outside art walk

Family -friendly entertainment options and art that gets its inspiration from the
surrounding landscape.
plein air festival, outdoor music, more street fairs
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the type that brings in people

Ice Rink, opportunities with the Emma Store building's future, facilitate artist
in residence programs ( you have to facilitate new artists living in basalt if
you want to have a successful/fresh art scene) poach ideas from carbondale
like SAW, clay cente
We have enough art - art does not bring revenue to the town. Recreation
needs to focus on activities after adults are finished fishing and biking as
those are our biggest draws to town.
more fun things to watch entertainment

The Town should have more musicals.

Music and more random art around town

concerts in town

No comment

No comment

I think the art and entertainment it provides now is sufficient

School talent

potlocks, town bbq's,

Live music, art festivals, farmers markets

Art shows and sporting events like soccer or baseball games.

The town should facilitate should have a youth center where kids can go after
school or to hang out on the weekend.
More lights hanging from the companies. More welcoming fun places. A
volleyball court somewhere. A park closer to the stores/ restaurants so that
kids can go play and adults can hang out. Don't have to walk as far for a
drink of water.
Concerts and food events
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Either places to play sports, bigger pool, an arcade or more areas to
volunteer like an animals shelter
Any type of art or entertainment would be fantastic

Should move the Temporary activities to another spot--was very busy it
seems, More music downtown and/or Willits
Concerts, fun non-profit collaboration events ( art base, River conservancy

Music. Car shows large sculptures

Need to have more events that bring in tourists or even people from other
parts of the valley
Festivals, bigger, better 2nd Friday (or whatever it is - never even gets
advertised), bands/art/movies in the park
Continue with music in the park and Sunday markets.

Family oriented -- Carbondale has an amazing first Friday as it appeals to all
segments of the population.
Summer concerts are great. Love how the town supports the Art Base and
TACAW - both organizations bring a cultural backbone to our town.
Live music downtown

More mid scale events, not quite live music on a small stage, but not quite a
festival sized event.
A youth center.

Music

It would be fun to have music in the new park by the river.

All kinds. There should be a performance venue in downtown that's better
than the little stage in Lions Park
music, theatre.

see above
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Things more cutting edge than nostalgic

Weekly entertainment

The Sunday Market is a great example of something that has built over time.
It's consistent and people expect it to happen so they make plans to attend.
Basalt again just needs to commit and stick with those ideas instead of
changing things year to year.
Love the concerts and movies in park, love art Base and block parties

Farmers Market is great, maybe build a small outdoor ampitheater on Pan
and Fork property and have music and theater in the summer!
Multi cultural dance, music and more variety of sports

support TACAW- and work with the middle school to have a town movie night
every week- that auditorium our property taxes paid for is under used. It
seats 100's , is surrounded by lots of parking and could be a big community
builder
Small to medium events

More concerts, farmers markets

Arts, entertainment and culture is important in every town. When we have
people excited to bring it to our community we should embrace them and
offer supports to making it happen. TACAW and The Art Base are hugely
important.
local bands, plays, kid days.

music, film, public art, winter time activities.

that should be a private sector endeavor

All of it...

not the unpleasant looking construction artifact called art at the 82-Two
Rivers intersection
Concerts downtown seem to draw people, and just a vibrant downtown with
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fountains, parks, and storefronts for people to walk and browse. Events that
are different from other communities would be good too, like a fishing festival
or street fair.
concerts, races (5k, bike races), summer library scavenger hunt, book talks
with authors, political conversations with important voices from all sides to
help build deeper understanding of issues
Make easy to us to enjoy Ruedi with aquatic entertainment

I like movie night, music at the library, the car show and the summer market.
It would be fun to have a unique river fest or something once we get that
area figured out. It gives us an opportunity to maybe do something unique
that no other community has
Optional question (104 responses, 29 skipped)
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Q19

If you drive for most trips, what prevents you from taking other modes of

transportation? Select all that apply.

55

50

49

49

49

49

45

40

35

29
30

29
25

25

25

22
22

20
20

20

15
15

15
10
10

10

6
6

5

Question options
No other options

Expense

Have to take gear with me

Safety concerns
Need to take others with me

Weather
Other

Optional question (119 responses, 14 skipped)
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Q20

If you have children that attend school in Basalt, how do they primarily get to school?

5 (9.8%)
10 (19.6%)
5 (9.8%)
10 (19.6%)
12 (23.5%)
5 (9.8%)
12 (23.5%)
5 (9.8%)

19 (37.3%)
19 (37.3%)

Question options
Walk

Bus

Driven by friends or family

Drive themselves

Bike

Optional question (51 responses, 82 skipped)

Q21

If your children don't bike or walk to school, why not?

3 (6.1%)
13 (26.5%)

3 (6.1%)

4 (8.2%)
4 (8.2%)

13 (26.5%)

4 (8.2%)
19 (38.8%)

5 (10.2%)
4 (8.2%)

19 (38.8%)

5 (10.2%) 1 (2.0%)
1 (2.0%)

Question options
unsafe road crossings
Other

indirect route

Too far

I enjoy driving my kid(s) to school

Not applicable

Optional question (49 responses, 84 skipped)
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Q22

For what purpose do you use trails in Basalt? Check all that apply.

150
108

101

108

101

100

31

50

31

8
8

Question options
Exercise

Recreation

Commuting

Other

Optional question (119 responses, 14 skipped)
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Q23

If you answered other, please describe your use.
Accessing private property. And relatives that at one time lived here can
visualize the enormous changes that have taken place from when the grew
up here. The special places to them where memories were made. That's
what Basalt is to those of us that built this town from scratch. Basalt is still
just a young town if you new people would just stop and think about it. We
have the ability to mold it to better than the hundreds of years old the eastern
cities are. But we are not learning from the mistakes made in those old cities
we are repeating them. Greed destroys all.
Walking with my pup. The enjoyment and restorative valley of nature and
quiet.
Don't use trails that much

meditation, work meetings, entertainment

Go to grocery store, go to restaurants/markets/skips

I don’t

Dog walking

To work

Optional question (8 responses, 125 skipped)
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Q24

For what purpose do you use trails in Basalt?

1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)

1 (11.1%)
1 (11.1%)

6 (66.7%)
6 (66.7%)

Question options
Exercise

Recreation

Commuting

All of the above

This question was deleted, so it would have lesser number of responses (9 responses, 124 skipped)

Q25

Which of the following do you think the community needs more of? Select all that apply.

60
44
37
40

44

37
21

20
15
20

20
15

9
9

13

14

13

14

21

Question options
Wayfinding signage

Better sidewalks

More electric vehicle charging stations

More bike racks

Shared bikes (e.g. WE-Cycle)

More parking in downtown areas

Optional question (96 responses, 37 skipped)
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Q26

Where do you think we need more sidewalks or trails in or near Town?
Redo the sidewalks with trees in the middle. Put a trail along side the length
of Two Rivers Road if possible to maximize the river view. A trail connection
to Arbaney Kittle from the back side of Elk Run.
A paved trail connecting the edge of town on Frying Pan road and the edge
of town near the Roaring Fork Club would sure be nice.
None of the above in Old Town.

Hiking triail uninterrupted from whitewater park to Bridge to nowhere loop to
downtown. Hiking/single track on the Hill District owned parcel which then tie
into existing cpw/ blm trails. Sidewalk needed to cross Frying Pan Road from
end of sidewalk onto Sopris Dr.
Fryingpan road apron for bike riding, Dow trails east of town, an educational
trail into the burn north of town to illustrate the cause of the burn, and
reforestation,
the trail system in our town is excellent!!

North Cottonwood Drive sidewalk could use some improvement. There is
limited space for cars + pedestrians + bikes + snow. Improved connectivity
between East Basalt & West Basalt.
Anywhere a trail is developed it will be used

No where

The underpass is great. I think it is easy to get around.

Current sidewalks are fine

Trails improved/developed, going up behind Basalt High School, trail
developed heading up toward Arbaney Kittle Trail from behind Cemetery,
working with State Wildlife to create useful trails on flanks of Basalt
Mountain, Extension of fisherman's path heading toward Willits along Two
Rivers Road and perhaps heading up the Frying Pan although private
property becomes a concern there. Bike lanes along Two Rivers Road
connecting Basalt and Willits.
More trials with access from downtown to Willits,Biking trails would be
amazing.
Connecting Willits to the Mid-Valley medical center area and then to park
circle and sunset drive area
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We don't. Basalt needs more people to use what is here. Downtown is
pointless to visit.
River connectivity. Completed, quality bike and walking trails between all
sections of Basalt. A good trails/paths connectivity map. What is “care
share”?
The sidewalks and trails don't link. or if they do it's very very confusing.

We don't need more but the ones we have need to be maintained. Look at
the path in Arbaney Park, it is a disaster.
The sidewalks on Two Rivers Road- in front of old Clark's Market is too
narrow, especially when cars park overlapping it. Need to connect Old Pond
Park with sidewalks for safer access. Maybe a trail on the north end of Two
Rivers Road that is bike-friendly to create easy bike access to Willits. More
so, the sidewalks/trails need to be maintained better in the winter months.
More parking at Post office and library.

More developed river access, and nearby parking!

only to connect current trails and to keep bikes off roads

A river walk would be quite nice

Around bus stop area at Aspen Junction.

Perhaps both, with street lighting also

Need a proper bus stop by sagewood/original rd currently very dangerous to
cross
RIVERSIDE TRAILS!!! connect whitewater park to pond park. no more
sidewalks please. more trails on the area uphill from hill district where fire
was and towards the land town owns. more trails linking old town to arbaney.
more trails by crown or behind high school.
Seems fine to me

I don't see where we need more sidewalks in town.

We DO NOT need MORE way finding signs, but we do need GOOD and
consistent wayfinding signs. Very congested, confusing and inconsistent
signage now. Too many irrelevant signs. We do NOT need wider roads and
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turn lanes. We do need a bike path on Two Rivers Rd. between Old Town
and Willits.
Two Rivers Road.

Old Town & maybe an improved friendly trail behind BHS.

Much wider sidewalk on Cottonwood Drive between the elementary school
and Riverside Drive.
near Subway restaurant, wider walkways along Cottonwood & Riverside
Drive. Keep cars from parking on sidewalk along Riverside as that drives
users out into the street.
Cottonwood, more direct Mt bike trails from town

A few more short cut routes from old town down into downtown and
maintenance on existing routes. These routes get ALOT of use. formalize the
route above the barber shop with a few stairs. create an "Adopt a" program
where residence could help maintain these routes.
Downtown sidewalks and streetscape needs revamped and business owners
need to do their part to keep their section clean. Sopris Drive needs a
sidewalk along with Homestead all the way down to the river trail.
I think we need more trials near town.

Make more bike lanes because they don’t use the side walk and they cause
traffic for drivers, add a bike lane on the far side around town.
El jebel

I don't think we need more

In the Aspen Junction Area.

I don't think we need any more sidewalks in or near town.

Probably around city market

because is important to have more.

More trails for hiking and outdoor activities

More connecting between Wilits and Basalt area
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Fix up sidewalks we have, add safe travel to BHS from town. Trail access
from town is needed, Light Hill, make Lake Christine more accessible
Maybe a continuation of trail on two rivers road to aspen junction? Better and
consistent paths from school to town.
The amount of traffic coming into elementary and middle school during pick
up and drop off is not trending in a good direction.
Cross walk at SOPRIS dr

A trail along Two Rivers road from The Nature Conservancy toward Willits
would be amazing. The bike path on 82 is ok, but not a direct connection for
Old Town residents.
Allow electric scooters on paved trails, although that might be a Pitkin issue.
So stupid to talk about decreasing emissions and traffic and not allow that
They are abundant and in good condition already, just maintain them.

Nowhere

A trail up Basalt Mountain from downtown would be great, but the state
wildlife area needs to go away so people can take their dogs. The trail
system behind the high school could be enhanced and expanded. A trail from
downtown to the top of Arbaney Kittle would be good to to save everyone
from having to drive to the trailhead
No where

we also need more parking so we can use brt, willits doesn't have enough
parking.
Improve all sidewalks in old Town Basalt. It is hazardous all year round.

Many places in and near downtown. The berm trail is a great amenity and if
there were more things like it, that'd be great.
I really think our roads in neighborhoods need more attention. I find that
sidewalks/bike paths to be sufficient for getting around. Maybe add a
sidewalk along Two Rivers road from RMI past old pond park to the bridge
that was built.
Designated Bike lanes More Direct trail to Willits on two rivers road Bike
friendly way to south side
I think the sidewalks and trails are great, no new ones needed
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Elk run area, 2 Rivers Road , Willis lane

Connections need to be made throughout the community and clear,
consistent signage (wayfinding)
Concrete sidewalks in Willits. Not asphalt

By the river

There are very few places of disconnect but connecting Willits to Crown Mtn
would be great to avoid busy roadways. The bridge over to Emma needs to
be widened. Biking from Old Town to Willits seems as direct as possible.
ON two rivers road to Willis. The current way is too hard to find if you don't
already know the way. Also to connect the parks that we already have with
bike trails as there is insufficient parking there; we don't need more parks, just
better connected ones.
Cross country bike trails in the burn area. Sidewalks on Homestead and
Sopris Drives.
Along the Frying Pan

The midvalley neighborhoods that are all part of the Basalt school zoning
need a trail connecting that side of the valley with town and the Rio Grand.
Cerise Ranch needs a trail connecting to Blue Lake to a better trail through El
Jebel and the trailer park. I know this is not specific to Basalt, but it's a
midvalley project that would benefit Basalt students.
Everywhere- like Glassier and Arbany Kittle, make use of any public land
available for biking, hiking, dog park, sculpture walk. Sidewalks from all
neighborhoods that allow for walking or biking to school.
Sidewalks on the south side of Midland are a little rough, especially for a
wheelchair.
Optional question (74 responses, 59 skipped)
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Q27

What closest described the industry you work in?

12 (9.1%)
12 (9.1%)

10 (7.6%)
40 (30.3%)

10 (7.6%)

40 (30.3%)

3 (2.3%)
1 (0.8%)
3 (2.3%)
1 (0.8%)
6 (4.5%)
6 (4.5%)
1 (0.8%)
1 (0.8%)

12 (9.1%)
3 (2.3%)

12 (9.1%)

3 (2.3%)

13 (9.8%)

12 (9.1%)

13 (9.8%)

12 (9.1%)
19 (14.4%)
19 (14.4%)

Question options
Architect/Designer
Homemaker

Construction

Developer/Banker/Investment

Retail/Restaurant/Other Commercial

Real Estate Agent/Broker

Retired

Other

Optional question (132 responses, 1 skipped)
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Q28

Do you work and live Basalt?

60 (46.5%)
69 (53.5%)

60 (46.5%)

69 (53.5%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (129 responses, 4 skipped)

Q29

Was the location of your workplace important in your housing choice?

32 (26.4%)
32 (26.4%)

59 (48.8%)
59 (48.8%)

30 (24.8%)
30 (24.8%)

Question options
Yes

Somewhat

No

Optional question (121 responses, 12 skipped)
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Q30

Do you feel Basalt has the opportunity for business startups?

44 (35.8%)
44 (35.8%)

79 (64.2%)
79 (64.2%)

Question options
Yes

No

Optional question (123 responses, 10 skipped)

Q31

30

If you answered no, in which area do they need more support?

24
24

20
12

12

12
10

12

12

12
10

10

Question options
Real estate opportunities

Large markets

Proximity to supplies

Optional question (42 responses, 91 skipped)
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Q32

Which of the following business types are most needed in Basalt

70
65
65

65
60
60

60

55

50

45
39
37

40

39

40
40

37
35

30

25
20

19
20

20

19

15

11
11

10

5

6

6

6

6

Question options
Large employers
High-tech businesses

Better paying businesses
Personal services

More restaurants
Small/local businesses

Nothing - it's perfect the way it is
Optional question (115 responses, 18 skipped)
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Q33

What can Basalt do to make businesses more successful?
Not sure how the town can help with this, but I think one of the biggest
challenges is the cost of rent and/or real estate. My business currently has a
public private partnership, but if that goes away my business will have to
leave basalt, because we cannot afford free market rent
Host more events to bring more people into downtown to spend money at
shops and restaurants.
Add an anti whining clause to their current business licenses.

Plan the town to incentivize growth.

stop focusing so much on Willits, old town Basalt needs people their to
survive
Wait, this survey is unclear who ‘Basalt’ is!!!! I’m VERY confused now. Is
Basalt referring to Town of Basalt? Citizens of Basalt? BUSINESS OWNERS
OF basalt? chamber of Commerce? Knowing this is funded to the tune of
$200k by the Town govt I will assume answers are to be directed toward
Town and what that organization can directly influence. CTA, you’re going to
get a plethora of misdirected responses which is the grandest issue of Town
of Basalt... citizens uneducated on what their govt has oversight and
influence upon. Example: rfcdc owned parcel. With open ended vague
directed inquiries no wonder citizens don’t feel heard! B/c the ideas and
concerns are not directed to the correct entity. Response to the survey
question: Not gentrify industrial areas. Expect the Chamber of Commerce to
support itself, i.e. not expect public or lodging tax dollars to fund or house the
chamber. Enforce two hour parking so it’s not main st architecture and
business owner parking . Refuse to sell out character like Aspen. Again,
refuse mixed use industrial residential or new urbanism ideals.
Showcase the river corridor with a trail along the river that gives access to
restraints, parks etc. like Buena vista or Salida. Buy out and eliminate the
junky trash laden trailer park between the 7-11 and the library and replace it
with a park, and riverside restaurant opportunities
Increase the availability of affordable housing. Right now we're bleeding
talent due to high housing costs. Beauty of nature and great facilities aren't
important if you can't afford a place to live. I realize that housing isn't a
mountain community problem, or even a national problem. It is a world-wide
issue. Being in a mountain community with limited land to build our way out
of the problem just magnifies the issue. It will take some creativity and a lot of
money, but it needs to happen if you don't want the town to turn into 100%
affluent residents and dark 2nd, 3rd, and 4th homes for investors and
vacationers who are in town 3 weeks per year. Not sure where all of the
service industry employees and people trying to raise a family working locally
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will live. I am not interested in commuting from Rifle to Aspen 5 days a week.
I will add my name to the list of people that have left the area for the same
reason.
promote better rents and have residential parking not be the same as patron
parking
If we had a grocery store in town we wouldn’t need to drive to willets and get
sucked into the scene there. People drive from basalt, grocery shop then
grab dinner or a drink or shop instead of staying in basalt to do all that.
Lower the property tax they pay - it's ridiculous

Encourage density to create a diversity of office/commercial spaces that
would serve start-ups and established businesses. Encourage a diversity of
housing that serves a range of income levels and keeps people closer to
their place of employment.
Basalt needs to articulate its identity and then figure out what business will
thrive with that. I think it has one, but not well articulated, so many valley
residents think of it as the place between funky Carbondale and whatever
Aspen is.
Businesses that pay family wages for living in the Basalt area

Better zoning/planning of existing commercially developed spaces, working
with existing commercial land owners to create better practical uses that
benefit the town. Create free bus shuttle that travels between Southside
Basalt/Downtown Basalt/and Willits.
Increase the quality of life, better schools, better trails, build a recreation
center and performing arts center.
Help facilitate more affordable housing

Understand that weather you like it or not you have to have a mix of all types
of businesses. (Example mid valley master plan work over.) Some people did
not want any industrial zones.They were gun ho on encouraging micro
farming. But without processing facilities for the crops to can, pickle, freeze
dry, or even distill potatoes to vodka you are not going to have a viable micro
farming industry.) People just don;t know how all things are connected. They
just get their fruits and vegetables at the store magic no problem we want a
place without all that industry stuff.
Reduce the tax burden. Do better targeted marketing. Review the
demographic report presented to the town several years ago and build
economic development planning around that. Conduct an analysis of
downtown business expense versus profitability and act on conclusions. Be
proactive - if you know a major shopping center is developing five miles away
and the trend around the country is for shopping centers to devitalize “Main
Street,” plan ahead. Allocate resources, action and focus more evenly - the
intensive, misguided and non-constructive focus on the Pan and Fork site
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was and is a disservice to the downtown merchants and the entire
community.
Building department regulations are starting to mirror Aspen...for no particular
reason, other than it costs more.
The Chamber is doing a great job.

businesses need to succeed or fail on their own.

Sell the lifestyle of living and working in Basalt- where you don't have to get
in your car to get to work! Not sure what the town can control, but keeping
one person from owning all of town (i.e. Hecht in Aspen) to allow rents to
stay lower and local businesses to survive. Basalt is THE PLACE to have a
small business now because it is the most affordable place in the valley.
Aspen has no character left- its full of places that we all "used to" go to, and
no longer exist. This is NOT what Basalt should be. Minimal big chain
restaurants and stores - except maybe the groceries- to maximize local
character and community. More people that live and work in Basalt- more
businesses owned, operated, and employing people who live in Basalt.
Attract a grocery store that will bring customers to the town. Lower rent

Vitality brings people! More events, amenities, recreation opportunies, etc. in
the downtown area brings people!
lower taxes

Fewer road blocks by town

A sense of community in a core. We all know the kitchen is the most
important core to a house. Well a centralized core for a town is just as
meaningful. That park area should stay a park. The new residences should
be where the BIG UGLY EYESORE that is wrecking the town is located.
Brick that core, SO much potential.
Seems like this question should be answered by the businesses who aren't
successful. Frankly, this seems like a "me" problem more than a "we"
problem. The majority of start-up businesses fail, and this is mostly because
of their business approach, not the place they choose to conduct it. The
accusation that the Town does not support business is a scapegoat in my
opinion.
Encourage affordable commercial rentals for landlords through tax breaks provide more affordable & attainable housing - encourage higher density
downtown
Create a supportive business community environment where business
owners can engage with each other for support and to create new
opportunities for Basalt together.
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Unsure.

Develop a method for encouraging our non-profit/environmental sustainability
expertise that already exists but could be a what our town is known for. We
have started an "environmental row" with orgs like RMI And The River
Conservancy and these should be highlighted and shown as the
entrepreneurial and future-thinking town that we are. I have this vision of
Basalt being on the cutting end of innovation, advocacy and efforts around
these already established entities.
controlling rent, welcoming small local owned busibesses

Local discount perks

tell the chamber to get real and step up their game. enhance policies to
entice Traverna to redevelop. set policies for employees of businesses to
utilize non vehicles so there's parking for patrons. collaborate with king
supers to support them however policy can so they thrive as our golden
grocery tax goose. Most needed business types are early childhood
education and those that generate phenominal sales tax revenues.
More emphasis on attracting businesses that have an environmental focus

Create a vibrant River Park that will attract people from Aspen to Rifle.
Entertainment, Weddings, Art Shows, Recreation Opportunities, Food, yoga
classes, ice skating, volleyball tournaments. Art classes in the park for
children
Allow more density.

The cost of real estate number one problem facing not just Basalt but nearly
everywhere. High cost of housing and rents constantly rising creates
instability and its never ending
A lot of large companies are moving to places that give their employees a
work and life balance while paying their employees well. We need to attract a
few large business that will fit in Basalt. The access to airports, recreations,
outdoor lifestyle is what their employees want. Look at San Luis Obispo.
More vitality and foot traffic as well as more affordable housing.

Provide enough parking or strategically placed bike-share opportunities for
people to access businesses.
Lower the rental cost for units in Willits Town Center. They are renting at
Aspen rates!
Attract People
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There needs to be more affordable/small office/restaurant spaces. A variety
of restaurants with a variety of spaces. (allow food trucks). Stimulate more
creatives being able to move to the community. You have to attract a more
"vibrant" (younger and diverse) population if you want a more "vibrant" town.
People are who make the community. Change ADU rules. Don't worry about
making sure they are rent controlled. Small studio spaces will inherently be
cheaper places to live and it also creates a variety of people living in a
neighborhood. Renter landlord relationships can be a great way to get people
integrated into a community. (parking can be an issue but it should not kill
the idea)
Provide education on payment acceptance trends and customer service to all
types of customers. Meaningful business workshops by sector/industry.
Embrace the work from home crowd to foster new ideas.
bring in more people

Downtown parking is a huge point for costumers, other events to let people
know what the business have.
I think that for businesses to be more successful they need to have stuff that
will be interesting for different ages.
Make it fun

Have more

Fix roads

Friendly

Promote more and boost their economic stand

pay more

I think local businesses are able to succeed in basalt

Offer more affordable housing for workers.

Advertise more, have more events like live music in parks and have
discounted food, just have as many events as possible to bring people in and
bring attention to Basalt so people want to come here. Maybe make a more
of a walking mall area like Aspen, so people walk around and end up going
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into stores and businesses and supporting them. Take advantage of the
river, and create pretty, natural hangouts around the river with tables and
benches. Keep businesses open later, restaurants open until 10ish.
The reason businesses do so poorly in basalt is that there's just not a big
enough market to support these businesses and we just need to bring people
to Basalt.
Help to make rent affordable, but i am not knowledgeable about it.

More affordable housing to give people opportunities to live and work in old
town Basalt
Improve signage off of 82. Enhance curb appeal so those traveling in 82
want to make that turn in. Remove Art installments or enhance surrounding
area. Weeds surrounding the art does not enhance. It like a picture without a
frame
Lesson burden of entry Simplify processes

Basalt needs to bring in more customers from outside the town with either
tourists or other valley residents. This is because town of Basalt residents
don't support their local businesses well.
Re-invigorate Old Town!!!

Possibly deed-restricting some commercial spaces for a limited time frame to
allow the business to get established. As real estate values increase, we are
losing the variety of commercial uses we once had to galleries -- yikes, just
like Aspen.
The addition of co-working spaces is a good start. Very difficult to find
quality/affordable office spaces for small and emerging businesses. Too few
landlords control too much square footage in the downtown core. There is a
strong need to diversify in order to fill many of those spaces.
Think about the flow of traffic, both local and commercial, and work to find a
balance between the two.
It would be nice to have a grocery store.

Lower property taxes, incentives to let businesses get started without a huge
financial burden, have other attractions that draw people to town
Landlords really hold most of the cards.

Put a food market back which will draw people back to shop

I do not know enough about what is done to help them already to comment.
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Affordable housing, density

I own a small business and I have enjoyed building my business here since
2005. The small town benefits of word of mouth and relationship building are
all that's needed! No big business please!
provide low cost rental housing so businesses can recruit workers. Make
changes in the schools so achievement is higher- it's hard to recruit when the
schools are not highly rated
Support encourage local customers

Have more events so that more people are interested.

Incentify landlords to reduce rents to attract small startup businesses. There
is no reason to have so many empty store fronts. Rents are ridiculous! I
heard that there are businesses that Whole Foods wont allow near them.
That is not ok. Big businesses should not make us as a Town change our
rules.
Provide local shuttle.

Expand industrial zone Districts

revitalize old town and add high density housing in old town. we do not need
more parks in the middle of town, we need people living there to support
businesses which will make the town viable
teamwork and cooperation, marketing to drum up business

I think add the face of Basalt as town of fishing, the aquatic entertainment in
Ruedi
I think an incubator of some type for tech and small startups that offers
affordable office space would help keep your people here. Just look at the
credit card processing business that started in the building Skico recently
purchased. What a job creator that was. I think somehow supporting startups
would create some economic vitality.
Optional question (86 responses, 47 skipped)
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Q34

Which of the following business types are most needed in Basalt?

2 (16.7%)

2 (16.7%)

2 (16.7%)

2 (16.7%)
1 (8.3%)

2 (16.7%)

1 (8.3%)

2 (16.7%)

1 (8.3%)
4 (33.3%)
1 (8.3%)
4 (33.3%)

Question options
Better paying businesses
Small/local businesses

More restaurants

After work entertainment options

Personal services

Nothing - it's perfect the way it is

This question was deleted, so it would have lesser number of responses (12 responses, 121 skipped)

Q35

What kind of dwelling do you live in?

5 (3.8%)
7 (5.3%)

5 (3.8%)

23 (17.3%)
7 (5.3%)
23 (17.3%)

82 (61.7%)

16 (12.0%)

82 (61.7%)

16 (12.0%)

Question options
Single family detached house

Townhouse

Duplex or apartment building

Optional question (133 responses, 0 skipped)
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Q36

What types of housing would you like to see more of in Basalt? Select up to three (3).

50

43

45

43

40

37
37

35

36
36
31
31

30

25
25

23

25

23
18

20

18

15

12
10

12
8

10

10

8
5

Question options
Accessory units
Duplex/Fourplex

Small-lot freestanding houses
Large apartment

Large-lot freestanding houses

Vertical mixed-use building

Optional question (104 responses, 29 skipped)
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Q37

What type of housing would you like to see more of in Basalt?

1 (7.1%)
4 (28.6%)

1 (7.1%)

4 (28.6%)

4 (28.6%)
4 (28.6%)

1 (7.1%)

2 (14.3%)
2 (14.3%)

Tiny homes

1 (7.1%)

2 (14.3%)

Question options
Accessory units

2 (14.3%)

Small-lot freestanding houses

Freestanding small homes

Vertical mixed-use building

Other

This question was deleted, so it would have lesser number of responses (14 responses, 119 skipped)
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Q38

What type of affordable community housing should the Town promote?
Housing for older adults, low-income and otherwise.

Probably some vertical mixed use buildings.

Affordable, but more permanant and more attractive replacement of tailer
parks. Attracting young families, but also creating neighborhoods that are not
fenced in and unattractive and can become part of community.
Tiny houses in appropriate areas. I.e. areas already designated for mobile
units.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments, studio apartments in the 700-1100/mo/person
range. Mixed use housing and small business/restaurant space. A hotel for
vacationers.
we need affordable housing area that people can buy not just rent

None. Why isn’t there an option in the preceding question for “no more new
housing in basalt”? You have limited the accuracy of this survey by
eliminating that answer.
We are a family of 4 and cannot afford to buy a decent home without
stretching ourselves VERY thin. There need to be more 2000ish SF single
family homes and townhomes to increase the supply. 1/2 BR apartments are
needed as well for younger renters.
not much more we already build all the affordable housing for aspen they
should be fine
Go vertical! It's our only option - we only have so much land. Also allow
people to make ADU's in their homes - so easy to encourage those of us that
no longer have kids to add a rental unit to ease the housing crunch.
ADU's and more deed-restricted units for apartment complexes.

3 story apartment buildings in dedicated zone districts. The classic 3 story
multi-use (ground floor commercial/retail, second floor business, third floor
residential) in the downtown core. Promote Duplex/Fourplex units in existing
single family neighbo
affordable apartments for young people

Town needs rent control--only way to keep affordable.

free market
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Any at all

Don't know because I am unclear of inventory and demand. There are so
many homes slated to com online that I think we need to see how that goes
first.
Privately finanaced affordable

Single Family Home units and condo spaces.

Keep Basalt small--use best practices discovered in other communities to
keep it small AND affordable.
Small lot single family houses

ALL kids

None! If you are talking public housing! It does not work look at the big old
cities. Home ownership vest people in the community. Vitality!!!
any kid that is affordable with Basalt and downtown wages

Affordable housing not based on median income. The weathly people in this
valley heavily skew the to what is not actually affordable.
Public-transit accessible, cluster, smaller individual and family-oriented, costefficient, eco-, innovative public-private partnership housing.
actual affordable housing

Smart looking duplexes

see above

Priority housing should be for people who work in Basalt, not Aspen. Like
SMV does.
Tiny houses

Single homes

Tough question... Probably deed restricted units with a maximum of 8-10
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units per building.
Reasonably priced RENTALS as a stepping stone to home ownership
elsewhere in Basalt. Airbnb and the like have diluted the long term rental pool
so we need to create new availability.
None town should not be in the housing promotion Business. No such thing
as affooooooooradable housing when you cant get paid a living wage
Tiny homes.

Basalt. Clustered, rental units that are close to or in town and have ready
availability to existing public infrastructure.
High density apartments

Downtown density to promote walkability to

Unsure.

Housing that allows young adults a place to gain footing in our town and add
to our overall vitality
affordable housing that could be purchased on a teacher's income

Anything but dorm style housing.

Private public partnerships like the place by stubbies. ownership not rental of
freestanding or apt. close to transit but not in industrial.
Year round housing with adequate size for renters and homeowners

Senior housing. Family housing.

Communities like (scale, density, layout) the existing trailor parks, but with
lots and houses owned individually.
Rental units

Same as checked above

Tiny or small home living community
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medium density mixed-use, triplexes & four-plexes

Teacher

ADUs. This integrates more affordable housing into a neighborhood instead
of segregating populations based on income level.
We have enough affordable housing. Additional affordable housing should be
in Glenwood and other i70 communities for those are are not able/willing to
pay market rates.
Some type of housing for the homeless

Apartments

Green houses

Apartments

No comment just make it more affordable

apartments, houses

Duplex/Fourplex

Duplex and small town homes.

Force developers to build housing, homes or townhomes, apts.

Mixed use for vitality and to attract younger professionals and young families

Rentals. Rentals. Stay away from

affardable options for purchase not all rental

All

All types, depends on the land available.
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Basalt Vista is a spectacular example of quality affordable housing that
serves our community AND our environment.
Houainv should be mandated by the free market. You are trying too hard to
attract low income people that do not give back to the community
Stuff that's actually affordable... Willits idea of affordable is a joke.

Affordable housing is key, otherwise Basalt will be hit by the housing bubble
in the distance.
None

We should slow down on affordable housing

None right now. There are already many hundreds of homes in the
development pipeline. Let the developments runt heir course, and then let's
revisit the question
Mixed multi-unit rental and for sale (deed restricted) housing.

condos, small homes

Continuing Care Retirement Communikty

Apartments or rooms in apartments/houses that can be easily leased through
Facebook and Craigslist, without complicated qualifying or eligibility
requirements.
Single family homes that houses families.

Townhomes

True affordable housing. I own Pitkin County Affordable Housing in Emma
and our house is truly affordable. Some developers (Ace Lane) tout their
projects as affordable when in fact they are not. Basalt could create housing
based on APCHA
Apartment complex

rental units, 2-3 bedrooms, tiny home parcels (as long as there are strict rules
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for keeping them tidy/landscaped so they don't look like tiny unkempt mobile
homes
Diversity

Basalt employees. More single FAMILY residence

The apartments in downtown Willits are enough

We need a place for our seniors. We also need reasonable sized apartments
to encourage families to settle mid valley. I think people go further
downvalley because of price but also because units are larger.
for essential employees only.

Just keep it the way it is.

any and all types in any and all neighborhoods

see what the private sector can deliver and work with them, not against them

Dense urban development.

An affortable home community like Thompson Corner in Carbondale.

making sure there is a good mix of different types of housing- single person
without roommate, with roommate, couple no children, couple with children.
Diversity.
Cabins

Family housing

I would say a variety of housing options in order to appeal to and meet the
needs of various personal needs. I don't think there is one size fits all for this.
Optional question (98 responses, 35 skipped)
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Q39

I think that short term housing rentals such as VRBO or AirBnB...

47 (39.2%)

50 (41.7%)

47 (39.2%)

50 (41.7%)

23 (19.2%)
23 (19.2%)

Question options
are not an issue for me

should be encouraged

should be reined in

Optional question (120 responses, 13 skipped)

Q40

Do you own or rent?

25 (20.2%)
25 (20.2%)

99 (79.8%)
99 (79.8%)

Question options
Own

Rent

Optional question (124 responses, 9 skipped)
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Q41

What are your barriers to owning?

1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)

1 (4.5%)

1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)

18 (81.8%)
18 (81.8%)

Question options
Too expensive

Don't want to own

Not enough dwelling types of what I need

Options in my affordable range not up to my standards

Other

Optional question (22 responses, 111 skipped)

Q42

Basalt is currently experiencing

30 (23.8%)
30 (23.8%)

48 (38.1%)
48 (38.1%)

17 (13.5%)
17 (13.5%)
31 (24.6%)
31 (24.6%)

Question options
the right amount of growth

too much growth

way too much growth

Optional question (126 responses, 7 skipped)
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Q43

75

Where should Town of Basalt encourage growth? Check all that apply.

62

63

62

63

56
56

50

37
37
18

25

18

23

21

23

21

Question options
Willits commercial area
Near Elk Run

Willits residential area

Old Town

South Side

Adjacent rural areas

None of these

Optional question (124 responses, 9 skipped)

Q44

Check which most applies to you

26 (20.8%)
26 (20.8%)
57 (45.6%)
57 (45.6%)

42 (33.6%)
42 (33.6%)

Question options
I prefer to live in a quiet neighborhood with lots of space and solitude
I prefer to live in a tight knit community with lots of neighborhood interaction
I prefer living in a "downtown" atmosphere with a mix of homes and business
Optional question (125 responses, 8 skipped)
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Q45

I feel the Town could improve its relationship to the rivers by...
Not building a kayak park in the middle of basalt

Having more activities by the rivers.

Creating a bike path along the river that provides greater public access,
similar to Steamboat and Durango.
We have a relationship with the rivers via the conservancy. They are doing a
fabulous job.
Improving nearby parks.

Getting rid of the trailer park that trashes the river envelope. Provide a river
trail from old town to Willits.
Overall, I think the town is doing a great job with the rivers. The only current
concern is the Pan and Fork land. It's important to be very mindful of the river
with that project.
keeping them clean and enforcing those who pollute with fines!

Utilizing the center of town river access. The play wave is too far removed
from shops and restaurants. Salida did it right
Making more commercial close to the rivers. Build a boat ramp and an area
for boater, fisherman to disembark and come into town.
I think the Town does a great job with this already but perhaps we can
promote more visitors to the Roaring Fork Conservancy so that residents and
visitors can get more educated.
The convergence of two rivers is the most significant geologic event in our
town. Unfortunately, current buildings screen this event. If/When the trailer
park is redeveloped there is an opportunity to feature this river convergence.
more river trails

limiting growth

Not really sure. I think the Town has done some good things to improve river
access.
Better public acessability
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Maintaining open space and community access in as many areas as
possible.
Promoting healthy river stewards

STOP talking about making all of the old trailer a park. Encourage hotel/nonownership rentals near the park.
Not damming them for fishing creating stair stepping ponds.If you are not able
to fish a natural river go somewhere else. Another example of
environmentalists in aspen want to tear down dams every where else but
build them here to make more money faster.
Enhance, improve and connect the trails. Connect the Pan and Fork with
Midland Park via a walking bridge. Introduce more rock seating and riverside
accessibility and attractions. Review/follow guideline Basalt’s arboretum
designation. Landscaping.
Having better access to them

Maintaining the access points to the river.

providing open space near the rivers and preventing development near them

being an example of stewardship caring for and planting riparian vegetation
on town property. Partner with RFC on community events. Don't allow 7-11
and their customers to recklessly dump trash in the river. Patrol 7-11 bridgemake it safe and clean
Engage the rivers! Create more access and entertainment. Make multiple
features in the river for beginner to intermediate paddlers. Those features
work well for fishing also! Allow commercial activities nearby to view and
engage!
not sending money on trails have people volunterr to make this relationship.

The park!

It has done this by following its river master plan, so nothing further is needed

They should be the public space focus

Trails along the river and small parks

Parks alongside river.
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Drawing attention to our new wonderful park, offering connecting trails and
signage along the rivers, providing water friendly amenities in the downtown
core
making them and keeping them accessible

Policies that protect the rural landscape help preserve open space, protect air
and water quality, provide places for recreation, and create tourist attractions
that bring investments into the local economy. Creating a trail system along
the two rivers.
Developing more education about river health water conservation
celebrations
Not developing on the river front like they have in the past. Making the Pan &
Fork plot all park for recreational activity. Have the river connect with the
town. Not developing million dollar cabins on the Pan & Fork property.
Encouraging more recreation
Allowng comercial development that relates to the rivers, restaurants,
accomodations, and public buildings such as performance venues etc.
Getting pan and fork parcel developed

completing something with the Pan and Fork Property where its inviting for
people to enjoy the area
I’m not sure - I do think it’s done well with balance (conservation & river park)

providing more definitive access points and wayfinding signage along the
river trails.
educating and enforcing no-littering particularly near the rivers. Create more
areas to linger by rivers.
making them more accessible and recreation friendly

don't block the views and open connection to the River in old town with
development (develop on the clarks mark space) repeat the park/trail/riparian
work done in old town else where along the river.
Promoting the rivers and their amenities. Keep people in town before and
after their activities.
knowing whats going with the river

Putting “parks” near to rivers and rest areas

new trails
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Better clean up

No comment

Keeping them clean

making nicer trails by there

Keeping pollution to a minimum

Have more events that involve the river

Creating pretty hangouts by the river, having more events that associate the
river, basing our town values on the river
Not building near the river bed and try to keep the bed as clear as possible.

Using and incorporating the landscape into new buildings

Have river accessible by parking car and walking

Providing more access. Having at least one community event that
incorporates community and the river. Even if it’s just an event in the park
that is called River Days.
Having a complete trail system, maintaining access, turn buildings that face
away toward the river to make it more of an amenity.
Promoting the world class fishing

Continuing to enhance features near the rivers. I love the benches and trails
near the Roaring Fork.
maintaining strong access and view points - great example of success is the
path recently created on the Roaring Fork by RMI where future development
won't infringe this asset. WORST example is the Frying Pan which has
parking lots adjacent to it.
That kayak wave on 2 rivers road was one of the most idiotic decisions ive
ever heard of a town making. Waste of money.
Basalt is growing too much in the wrong ways. Regarding rivers, you're doing
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fine
Hosting River events

Putting a decent development on the Pan & Fork parcel rather than the
crappy, boring one that has been proposed. Improving and expanding a
whitewater park through downtown
leaving them alone and let nature take its course.

mixed use development in downtown to get people closer to the water daily

Creating more trails and small picnic areas/gathering spaces near the rivers

Making sure that access to them is not ruined by development.

Trail Connectivity and access to them love the park behind library so excited
for what’s to come!
Partnering with Pitkin County Healthy Rivers and Streams to properly
revegitate the pan and fork parcel. Building an eco river park would be
unique and appropriate for our summer tourism market
Making them more accessible

creating a sandy beach and a lazy river feature downtown- you can't dip your
toe in the river because there is no way to reach the river except to hoof it
down some big boulders
Increasing access

limiting development

Stopping building more buildings by it

Improving access and perhaps having "programing" to bring people out to the
access areas of the Rivers.
enforcing regulations. encouraging other communities to protect the rivers
from development.
Providing more trails along the rivers.
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better connected parks that we already have. such as confluence park as a
prime example, most people don't even know that it is there, and it is full of
beer cans and used condoms.
not doing stupid things like creating a wave park that is dangerous and
doesn't work
Provide more access and amenities. A riverside music venue perhaps?

More trails and parks along the river.

adding features for families down by the river- nature walk, sand beach,
reflexology path, poems on rocks like at John Denver Sanctuary,
Empower Ruedi

Finishing the new park, improving the area behind the library, possibly
creating a kayaking course or park with areas for viewing, picnic areas close
to food venders, improve the park behind the library so it is visually inviting.
Optional question (89 responses, 44 skipped)
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Q46

I feel the Town's parks or park system could be improved by...
Regular maintenance

Purchasing land for river access.

The parks are fine it's the people who use them that are the issue. Humans
are insataible! We built the Rio Grande Trail, people still ride on the streets.
We built Crown Mountain, people still complain it is not enough.
Trees.

We need something that draws people to the parks

Adding a kayak park to increase vitality.

Creating more activities for teens. Right now their primary activity is loitering
around Starbucks and the movie theater because there is nothing for them to
do. A well thought out and funded youth center would be a welcome addition
to the community.
year round bathrooms and maybe more picnic tables

Closer proximity to shops and restaurants

More inviting; rest rooms

Add a stage and a tiny mixed use building on the lot next to RMI.

Parks serve as a counterpoint to the denser development in their proximity
and provide places for play and social interaction. The balance of park to
development is key to community wellbeing but it is the development part that
needs improvement.
playgrounds

Recognize Emma as essentially a community park and protect it's quiet, still,
few-people feel.
limiting growth
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I think the park systems are great. The Kaboom project in El Jebel was
awesome.
I feel that between the small parks and Crown park the area is well served

Use and maintainance of the existing Basalt River Park space as a park, with
smart, mixed use development of the commercial space for residential and
small business
Adding shaded areas and picnic areas

Not by throwing more money at them and say they got to be better than
every where else because of the amount of money we spent. Some of the
best parks are natural places with all the warts and blemishes. Basalt
mountain is Beautiful even burned. se hr gro
Stop adding to them

Same

We need to invest more money on the up keep of the parks. The
maintenance is very minimal right now.
adding outdoor recreation such as volley ball courts, tennis courts, goals for
soccer, also keeping space open for events,
Pick up the trash everywhere- Pondorosa, Confluence, Music parks are all
full of garbage. Update Arbaney. Make pool hours more community focusednot laps every morning and closing at 6. Parks department needs a friendly
presence- maybe "rangers"
More trash cans, dog waste receptacles and control of bicycle speeds on Rio
Grande as it’s impossible to walk, bike leisurely or horse back ride on the Rio
Grande without getting yelled at or ran over by serious cyclists.
The parks are pretty nice!

In Willits by getting involved in alternative methods of mosquito control rather
than allowing an HOA to fog public area weekly in the summer.
We spent way too much money on park just to do something diffrent the next
year. No plan
being built

Stop trying to increase the number of parks and acreage of park space and
concentrate on maintaining and operating what it has. This includes open
space. The area has tons of federal open space if you take the time and
energy to go out and enjoy it.
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Unsure.

Promoting connectivity,

increasing park space

Policies that protect open space for the public not not privatizing it.. i.e.
locked and fenced open space in willits, luxury belinisky river cabins on the
river park, spend more on creating new trails.
N/a

Leaving as much open space possible. Keeping the parks in there natural
state. Limit lighting. Have proper lighting to protect the night sky. Become
more dark sky aware when developing. Protect the wildlife especially at night
from led bright lights.
Allowing/encouraging peripheral adjacent commercial development that
relates to the parks.
We have plenty of parks. Must keep up maintaining them.

completing the pan and fork park

Maybe one more trail - or improved trail - behind BHS

Allowing and promoting a rotating food truck service to visit the parks. More
picnic tables should be placed near common access points in the parks.
wayfinding signage, enforcing leash laws, bandshell at River Park

making the more useful and adjacent to useful business

the river park needs shade and bit more TLC, but DO NOT reduce the park
space. ICE RINK! Year-round pool (saltwater)
Updating Arbaney Park equipment to something similar to Willits Park.
Continued cleanup of the river trail. Trail development in the burn scar.
more basketball courts

Fixing sidewalks at the Arbaney Park
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including more entertaining things to do.

N/a

More recreation

Showing it off more

more things to do

Keeping them well maintained

Conserving them, keeping them pretty and not building on them

Just keeping them looking pretty and nice like they always do.

continue to develop/upgrade the ones we have.

Maintenance of existing facilities

Building out riverside park, moving Town Hall & Art Base to the new Pan &
Fork development and freeing up Lions Park for events, offering more fun
events *in* the parks
Updating the playground in Arbaney Park! Put a playground on the Pan &
Fork site too!
I am currently very happy w/ the town's park system. No recommended
changes.
not much more

Putting a decent development on the Pan & Fork parcel rather than the
crappy, boring one that has been proposed
Better utilizing existing park space.

providing recreation opportunities in old town

More wayfinding with maps.
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Making sure sprinklers don't go off when people use the park.

Updated equipment, more natural features, gathering spaces

having an eco river park that showcases proper river bank vegetation, with
info on animals and plants that use the rivers and having an area that is off
limits to people.
playground, lazy river, sandy beach, picnic tables, more shade trees

Increasing small and medium events

limiting development

It’s grey the way it is

Improve the pool and find a place for a year round recreation center. Most of
the sports my kids participated in had me in the car driving to Aspen or
Glenwood.
Finishing the town park that sits there unfinished!

connecting them with large well marked trails

fine as it is, town needs people not parks

having more options - pump track for kids, kayak park for boaters, covered
shelters & picnic tables for rent by groups.
diversity of types of play for all ages, educational and artistic components at
all parks and open areas with sculpture and history and literature, recycling
and trash bins at all common areas including baseball fields
cohesive/better markers/signs

I like the new funding for Crown Mtn and look forward to improvements
there.
Optional question (81 responses, 52 skipped)
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Q47

In five (5) words or less, name the number one thing the Town of Basalt should focus on

in a new Master Plan.
Older adults

Affordable housing

Beautify the new river park

Integrate river into everyday life.

Maintain quaint in OLD TOWN.

New Urbanism.

Affordable houseing

Unyeilding steel enforced growth limitations.

No more growth please!

Double the housing inventory.

make developer pay not taxpayer!

Grocery store in town

Center core - old Clarks building!

Housing and/or mixed use at site of old ReStore...

Require the Political Process to Serve the Masterplan!

pan and fork park
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Extremely intentional community planning--stop giving your community away
to development interests--Basalt should write its own story.
limiting growth

Not disturbing open space

Preserve Emma

Protect our rural wildlife

Continuity of old town and willits

Smart use of existing commercial space.

Be bold, create CLEAR intention. Create vital places; preserve nearby quiet
places.
Connecting old town with Willits, local bus going back and fourth

Down town vitality, connect willit and basalt more

A master plan is no good if long time local property owners present a project
to the town that meets all the requirements. then get turned down because a
small click decide it is not what they want. Along comes a favorite developer
purposes same gets ok!!
affordable housing

Stop relying on Willits as your life support system.

Uniting Basalt geographically and socially. Note that when you say
“unincorporated county near Basalt,” many if us are in an unincorporated
county IN Basalt, just not in the incorporated Town.
Access to the offerings.

Clean up downtown

doing no harm
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be the best small town in Colorado (I know that's 7 words...)

Healthy development

Not granting special use permits

Basalt : The Confluence of Rivers, Recreation and Culture

Be open to thing that may not fit the Great plan you come up with, not to just
say it doesnt fit the MASTER PLAN. GO AWAY
The UGLY core of Old Town FIX IT UP!

Work Force Housing and Ranching

Limit growth to certain areas.

Help businesses by bringing in more people to support them

old town core

Forward-thinking, environmentally-friendly, well-thought-out, long-term-plan

No dorm-style housing.

Pragmatic, focused, smart growth

develop the fenced-off space next to the current park along the river into all
park, not commercial space.
Roaring Fork Valley Master Plan. Create strong boundaries with
unincorporated eagle county.hire a community builder to heal the divide.
incentives and guidelines for traverna to redevelop. collaborate with
neighboring communities to Master plan together.
Prervation of environment and natural surroundings

No Further development on the river front. No more housing the valley is
getting too congested. Too many people are moving to the mid-valley. Traffic
is a major problem. No big box stores allowed.
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Allowing more density in the town centers.

Zoning clean up,

Purchase the remainder of the pan and fork property, designating it as a
public park now and always, allowing capitalism to do it's thing in the
privately owned properties of the old Clark's Market and Aspenalt dump.
Balanced community use for Pan & Fork

Affordability for middle-/working-class residents.

activate old town area. Medium density housing.

Drawing people into town and fix the parking problem and the delivery truck
problem
Smaller, more affordable housing and commercial space.

Property owner maintenance responsibilities

more entertaiment

more entertainment in town

Green energies

recreational use, entertainment, food,

Make things more interesting

Creating new places for teens to hangout other than bowling

Make it bigger

Focus on their kids not future

SHOPPING MALL
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Late night entertainment

More entertainment for young people

1) Recreation

roads and entertainment

More things to do & hip places to go

Entertainment, Housing, Reaction

Community center

River Park

Affordable housing not a bedroom community

Lobbying for basalt to become its on school district

housing

Vitality in Old Town - don't let the town die.

Infrastructure to support growth

Affordable Housing & Commerical Old Town

Sustainability

Quit attracting low income, low intelligent ppl that elect idiot politicians

Affordable housing

Real people not millionaires
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Affordable housing

We need a youth center where children can go after school. Right now that is
the library and the should not have to put up with children.
Recreation center

Moving the shooting range!!!

limited development

Affordable housing.

FOOD MARKET

encourage more business in old town that will bring people out ot he
community
Affordability

A community gathering place

Vitality

Enhance what is already great and unique

A True Eco River Park

New business growth

quality of life and safety of residents, especially in regards with the shooting
range - it is a lead toxin hazard and the noise pollution is just weird- shot gun
noise raining over the farmer's market anyone?
Growth control

who we are!!
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More entertainment and restaurants

Developing the land currently in Town limits to promote the things missing in
Basalt. Affordable housing, indoor recreation and daycare. Bringing small
business into all the emoty spaces. Get innovative.
Should we grow and how.

Preserving the nature and character of the town.

Affordable housing, business startups

old town density housing

Development in old town.

a sustainable commercial core

Make Old Town more vibrant.

responsiveness, transparency, communication of improvements and why

Aquatic business (Ruedi), parking lot for boats...

Inspired growth and development

Optional question (115 responses, 18 skipped)
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BASALT MASTER PLAN

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
SESSION
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING
ExecutiveSESSION
Summary

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Location: Basalt High School
Participants: 25
Total Data Points: 28

Knowing affordable housing has been a consistent struggle for Basalt in the last several
decades, the consultant team included a specific worksession geared toward brainstorming
affordable housing solutions for the Town.
The session was conducted primarily by invitation and included Town leaders, affordable
housing developers, and NGOs. Approximately 25 people attended the session and brainstormed a number of ideas and issues that the Master Plan and Town could consider as it
moves forward.

Photo from the worksession with the team’s affordable housing expert facilitating the discussion.
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Affordable Housing

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Doesn’t fee

Comments:
Maybe pendulum is swinging to support
how housing is built in Valley rather than
forcing affordable housing in Aspen.
Codes don’t support out of the box thinking
of people dealing with things.
What are strategies of housing from a developer to do market driven housing?
Market has B do this
Need clear strategies on what to do
We have data now need strategy
How do you get a family model of affordable housing?
Doing an ok job of starter housing but the
minute you have second kids you are out of
here
Valley wide problem – create valley wide
solution
Need 2,000 units right now
Is there a valley wide housing body that can
take on developing 2,000 units for Valley
“Solutions of Scale”
On-site management and maintenance
Mixed income =/- 50/50
Vast majority of developments are wood
construction 4-5 story 1bedroom/2 bedroom

Broad overview (There is a viable number,
Land ownership is always provided by county/city)
Recognition of existing housing study – going to need to be to solve for
Steering committee (What is everyone’s appetite to continue)
Multiple tools and funding strategies (Affordable housing, Land costs)
New markets tax credits
3yrs getting different partners you get a
buy-in
Is there something where you could build a
project, where units are in multiple locations
Key part of this is density for a portion of it
Design project as an integrated project
Pictures
Complete projects
Diagrams of how ta series of blocks work
Who is target audience (Potential investors
or developers, General public)
Meaty discussion should be the (Developers, Technicians, Local developers)
What are barriers
Culminate in a public presentation “forum”
We need to have a reality check person (D.
Bauk, Habitat, Arzha, Loren Cornish, Key
Councilors)

Always have at grade structures
Enterprise green community
What is the barrier to not bringing in affordable housing in resort community
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BASALT HIGH YOUTH
WORKSESSION
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BASALT HIGH
WORKESSION

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Location: Basalt High School
Participants: 40
Total Data Points: 82 (Including 30 Completed Surveys)

Another underrepresented voice in the community is the youth population. To help proactively seek out their opinions the team engaged with the high school to hold worksessions.
Held over two class sessions with approximately 40 Basalt High School seniors, the students were asked open ended questions about their community and current concerns they
had plus what worried them about the future of their community. They also contributed
thoughts about what made Basalt a great place to live. Lastly, approximately 30 students
completed the on-line survey greatly boosting the feedback from this age demographic.

A big thank you to Eric Vozick for organizing the students in his social studies class to participate.
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Basalt High School

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Comments:
Come back, work on a degree
Put a Starbucks
Rec Center really cool
Nothing fun to do.
What work force?
Go away.
Been here so long, miss it and come back.
Hispanic work, Anglos less work and Hispanics that have been here for a long time
Basalt Pool
What is Vitality to you? Festivals, fairs,
Want a club 18 and over, strip club
Never participate in community events…
farmers market because I was forced
Mod’s thai house
Taste of Basalt…
Color Run and mud run!
River Days, fair
First Fridays
Willits Frozen Yogurt
I only go downtown except for church
Better variety of restaurants
P+F: bldg. surrounded by restaurants, need
fast food.
Road from highschool to Emma Road, traffic
back up
Middle school taking the bus RFTA faster
than the school
Free time: movieland
Driving to scenic spots

Ice Cream Shop
Glenwood for Coloradough + El Nepal
Pot holes on the road: HWY 82
SNAP CHAT
Retail Center, scary thing
Old fashioned, but its getting more modernized. Its own little thing.
Rollerskate, lift up. Basalt version Bananas.
Movie night, multi-programmed
Escape Room
School facebook and chamber page
Like keeping the character of what we have
here. Similar look.
What is the purpose of the bldg. Multi-use?
Chill spot
Younger people don’t know where to go.
JoJo’s
Go for it, raise the roof.
Better wifi at school and around Basalt
P+Z
Chik fillet, a few months.
City Market: kick the balls around the aisles
Glenwood
People’s Houses
Nothing to do
Late night 9-12pm
Keep the small town vibe, not trying to be
Aspen
Frozen yogurt or Ice Cream
Roller rink, laser tag,
Bowling Alley is NOT fun. Super old and not
that fun…need more activities noodles and
company
Put it at Willits because willits is booming
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Basalt High School

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Old Town is boring…Clark’s Market good
roller rink. Like old town, like seven eleven.
Gets boring

Is it hard to find work? Jobs are landscaping,
clothing stores (commute). Work at Caverns
and roller

Important to the culture to keep it small
Best of both worlds. Keep expansion
Food, Club, fast food
Fix the potholes.
Is it easy to get in between: driving our own
cars

skating rink.

Some would use the circulator to Willits +
Basalt. Old town more of a community, community events. Block Party!! Free food. Drive
in movie theater.
River Days: events? Crown Mountain Park:
Fair 20
Arbaney Park
Students have a day pass

Easy to work? WE will do anything, Wendy’s,
restaurant. Easy to network, works at RFC.
More clothing stores? Hard to shop.
Willits has more parking. More food options.
Activated space with fountain, picnic table.
Having more community events, a sense of
belonging. Art Base, pool, park area need a
base/hub for kids to hang out in.
Community builds upon itself.
Quick, cheap, coffee shop in Willits. Café

Idea of a community center, open space
by the river. Fountain attracts. Music at the
Willits and four bands downtown. Walking
around. Activating area.
Upgrade the pool slide etc. make it bigger,
make parking closer. Renting kayaks and
boats. Trails have a lot of cracks and bumps,
trails in general.
Go to Crown Mnt Park and to play soccer,
go to parks for events.
Spend a lot of time a Reudi on boats and
fish.
Affordability: if he could afford to be.
For adults there are cool places. Would not
raise kids and the kids would be bored.
Waco Texas.
Com back to Basalt, safe.
Different things to do.
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BASALT MASTER PLAN

PITKIN-BASALT JUNCTION
OPEN HOUSE
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PITKIN-BASALT JUNCTION
Open House Overview

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Location: Basalt Community Library
Participants: 37
Total Data Points: 1,730

This area is within the 3-mile planning area of Basalt and the Town is responsible for referral
comments for any land use applications submitted to Pitkin County in this area. Pitkin
County zoning designations in the PBJ area are generally legacy commercial and residential
uses, as no area plan or caucus plan has been adopted for the PBJ area. Approximately 34
people attended an Open House specifically targeted to the Pitkin-Basalt Junction area
(considered the area between the Roaring Fork Club and the Old Snowmass intersection).
Over 130 comments were received via map boards at the meeting and an on-line survey
provided on the letsTALK.basalt.net website.

Attendees listened to a brief presentation and then participated in the interactive stations.
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Open House - PBJ

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Comments:
Need more sidewalks
Big bouncy house
How can anyone cross SH82 safely?

Dangerous people cross + stop @ the median - turn into median.Pedestrian vehicular
conflict.

Crossing for the bus stop is dangerous. Can
we add a bridge?
Playing frogger to get to bus stop from Holland Hills upvalley
Upvalley traffic does not see you when you
are turning into holland hills from DV
Dangerous bike crossing to get to bridge
Rafting trips and wandering around dirt lot
can be dangerous
Need a lazy glen sign
Light/tunnel/bridge/pedestrian protection
for crossing in this area
Could there be secondary road access from
Lazy Glen up to Basalt? Frontage Road? It
would increase Basalt business especially for
grocery.
Large lots are wonderful @ Holland Hills
Legalize acceleration lanes along HWY 82
upvalley
Dangerous to cross 82 for bus stops. Acceleration lane DV is too short to be useful.
(Holland Hills)
Turning lane, merge lane needs to be longer
for rent-an etc. We want a light @ Holland
Hills!
Getting across the HWY is difficult getting
upvalley. Going downvalley is easy.
CDOT at back weeds etc. But overall we
are lucky as this is a straight away w/lots of
opportunities for turning.

Maintain/manage the electric vehicle spots.
Dog stations along bike path!
Nearest Arbaney turn @ Two Rivers Road
Keep/maintain open space
Put pressure on CDOT going upvalley for
Lazy Glen. Super dangerous.
Town of Basalt + Pitkin County be more consistent. It takes a long time to get approval
for signage.
Do NOT connect Highland Ranch through
Holland Hills to get to Kenne.
Speeding issues along HWY 82 after canyon
to Two Rivers. Speeding on straight sections
of Basalt Old Snowmass Trail.
Access to Basalt from Holland Hills is limited. Trail is nice in daylight & good weather.
NOT GOOD for kids to access. Bears are
common, trail not lit, very secluded. Hard to
trust even an older kid to use alone.
Widen trail + parking
Good spot for affordable housing
Park + playground + shaded spot for picnic
River access park
Dog park
Overpass - some kind of safer crossing
Revolving commercial uses
No housing - too many cars going up there
already
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... ... is interested in doing an affordable
housing project at her Snowmass cabins
Put EV charging at Park + Ride
How can you prevent sprawl?
Holland Hills Bus Ctr
-Housing next to bus service
-OR self storage
Frustrated w/Pitkin County not sticking w/
established zoning. IE AG-ID now “special use”. Purchased 20 yrs ago - because
zoning. Would like to return to keep/return
AG-ID.
... Neighbor. Zoning - see AIRBNB, vacation
rentals, single family homes w/multi family
rentals
Safe way to bus stop!
Dog kennels
Access on & off 82.
Good spot for affordable housing
Interior road connecting to Holland Hills,
then Basalt.
Large acceleration lanes onto 82.
Better visibility for 1 main turn off from 82 to
all of those neighborhoods.
Senior housing
There should be NO access through Holland
Hills to adjacent parcels.
Deuser affordable housing? Good site w/
walking access to 2 different bus stops.
Density seems too lights for location. This
breaks up 2 neighborhoods - Holland Hills &
Wingo with access only by trail. Trail is nice
but not for night use or poor weather.

Good place for housing @ same density as
Wingo & Holland Hills. Connect the two.
It’s a residential area with a rural feel. Any
change should be to low density residential.
(i.e. lower density than Holland Hills)
No housing, too many cars going up this rd
to Arbaney Kittle.
No big homes. Needs to fit neighborhood.
No big business, no big homes, no dam!
This is far off of 82 compared to other sites,
better for agriculture not for housing.
Should remain strictly AR-10, Holland Hills
cannot support more traffic.
Second home turn over no Holland Hills due
to the RF Club indirect influence. Parcel 2
shooting range.
Fatality waiting to happen. Merging lane to
Aspen needed.
Why do double wide allowed to have 2
apartments in them yet I can’t have
Maybe put in a stop light.
We need an upvalley merging lane!
Bridge/tunnel to bus stops
Light sensor @ one entrance
Less street light - have 4 need 2
Maybe put in a frontage road.
We need a rental place
Love rental here. This is 35 years of experience of tenants here.
Rental place & RV storage.
Keep as is - viable business in a great location
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This space only works as a destination location - rent all

The decision to allow pot farming here was
a mistake. It’s a residential area and should
remain that way.

Retail does not work like the rugs
Keep it as it is, no more lights, keep it rural
Traffic flow & congestion

Only increase density after creating a secondary access road. Otherwise leave it.
No more density. No more lights. Dark sky!

Keep open - fill in housing closer to Holland
Hills
Better pedestrian crossing of HWY 82
Keep rural & remote density & no lighting
Keep as open space
Keep open space
Keep open space

Good spot for dense but attractive housing
& townhomes, some single family.
Keep as is - higher density does not work
with current transportation & bus access.

Night sky, wildlife -bike path fracture. No
more traffic need up valley from LG
Builds community and valley wide resilience
in housing, transport from and organic ag.
exactly in the right place
Add trail connection to light hill trail
Beautiful open land - please leave this private or is/open space
Upvalley merge lane from Lazy Glen
Less lights @ intersection of Lazy Glen
Live, work needed here like Willits development
Keep rural and remote. No more lights.
Keep low density/open.
Key factor #2 billet yes!
Put housing where people work
Highway access: head to head left hand turn
lane with Holland Hills access. Frontage rd.
Possibilities?
Do we know if this operation affects the
health of the river?
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On August 26th, Pitkin County and the
Town of Basalt held a joint open house
to engage residents and business
people in a planning exercise for the
area between the Roaring Fork Club
and Old Snowmass Junction. Following
is a summary of the responses to a
community survey created to gather
feedback on zoning and development
in the aforementioned area.

Prepared by

Pitkin County–Basalt Junction Community Survey : Survey Report 15 Aug 2019 to 30 Sept 2019
Q1

What is your age?

Age Range of Respondents

0%
2%

Under 15

11%

27%

16-20
21-30
31-40

33%

41-50
51-60

27%

61 and up

(52 responses, 0 skipped)
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Q2

What best describes the location of your residence?

Residence Location of Respondents

4%

8%

14%
Wingo Junction
Lazy Glen

19%

Holland Hills
Old Snowmass Junction
Other

55%

(52 responses, 0 skipped)
If you answered "other" to the question above, please describe.
Hoaglund Ranch
I'm a real estate broker doing business in the area
Riverside
Willits
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Q3

What best describes your interest in planning for this area?

Interest in Planning for this Area

a) I live and own my home in
this area.

11%

2%
b) I rent my home and am
interested in the community.

4%

83%

c) I own property in this area
and am interested in my
investment, although I don’t
reside here.
d) I do not live here or own
property in the mapped area
but I am interested in what will
happen here in the future.

(50 responses, 2 skipped)
If you answered c), what best describes the location of your property?
Holland Hills
Holland Hills
Lazy Glen
Old Snowmass Junction
Wingo Junction
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Q4

How long have you lived in this community?

Time Living in this Community

4%

12%

1 to 3 years
3 to 5 years

12%

31%

5 to 10 years
10 to 20 years

16%

Over 20 years
Not applicable

25%

(52 responses, 0 skipped)
Q5

How many people – family or non-family – live in your housing unit?

Number of People Living in Unit

6% 2% 12%

1
2
3

30%
30%

4
5
6+

20%

(50 responses, 2 skipped)
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Q6

Did you choose to live in your current neighborhood because of its proximity to your job?

Neighborhood Chosen for Job
Proximity

12%

22%
Yes
Somewhat

24%

No
Not applicable

42%

(50 responses, 2 skipped)
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Q7

Do you feel like Basalt is your long-term home?

Basalt = Long-term Home

12%

Yes
No

88%

(51 responses, 1 skipped)
If you responded no to the Question above, what would cause you to move?
Dislike neighboring development
More desirable place to live
More desirable place to live
Other - I don't live here
Other
Traffic
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Q8

How would you describe your community’s feel, or character?
• Small town with lots of hustle and bustle
• Family-orientated and people living and working in the valley
• Getting more congested
• Calm and quiet
• Small; but growing/changing, not for the best
• Residential
• Great - welcoming. good people to be around and involved with
• Love the neighborhood, although with 7 properties on the market in Holland Hills I’m afraid it
will become a 2nd home neighborhood for Roaring Fork Club members
• Very friendly and not overly regulated
• We are a close community who look out for one another and, yet, embrace the tourist
population. We look out for one another.
• Inclusive, open to change with a sense of excitement about the future understanding that
Basalt has its own identity/strengths that are different to both our neighbors, Aspen and
Carbondale
• Currently laid back but starting to be overdeveloped.
• Small town feeling but starting to get overdeveloped.
• Holland Hills feels rural while also being ideally located to commute up or down valley.
• Small town with amenities
• Holland Hills is an old neighborhood with eclectic homes and people. Great access to trails,
skiing, the river and Old Town Basalt.
• Friendly
• Nuvo-trailer park
• Semi-rural neighborhood with quirky, disjointed mixed use commercial tenants.
• Good heart but not enough of a community feel or spirit
• Friendly, quiet, neighborly
• small and quirky
• Basalt is a great town although losing a lot of vibe and charm to Willits. I feel like a Trader
Joe's in the old Clark's Market/Habitat space would increase traffic and give locals a place to
shop, grab food. The town needs some more things to draw people in!
• I feel Old Town Basalt is playing catch up. Willits is now the main area to be for Basalt. Both
locations are great but Old Town Basalt has less to offer everyone located outside of Basalt.
• Holland Hills Is perfect exactly as it currently is.
• Rural with a major roadway intersecting the area
• Quiet, older, natural open space, reserved, wealthy
• Supportive, kind, respectful of privacy.
• Basalt is great, it could use more local businesses. It needs more charm; it is turning into a
ghost town. Willits is happening and fun for the families.
• Divided between residents who define quality of life as more of everything (more housing,
more businesses, economic growth) and residents who define quality of life as having more to
do with environment, small town community.
• A bit eclectic - some older homes and some newer homes. Some people keep their property
neater than others. The HOA has rules, but they are applied to some homeowners & others
are given the blind eye.
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•

•
•
•
•

Q9

I love how our area isn't as dense as Aspen. I also love how it's grown to the point where we
don't have to go to Aspen anymore for entertainment, restaurants, community events, etc.
Our down valley area is coming into its own. It's still charming, gorgeous, with plenty to do.
Let's not blow it by getting too dense or crowded though!
Very tight knit community. I really enjoy Basalt living.
Rural
Safe and fun
Very few respectful people, trash in the streets, cars entering area with loud music during day
and night

Which do you consider to be your ‘town center’?

Identified 'Town Center'

10%

Historic Downtown Basalt
Willits

90%

(52 responses, 0 skipped)
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Q10

What spaces in and around your area are most important to you? Examples may include parks, trails,
rivers, specific buildings, etc.
• River, Rio Grande trail, BLM land, proximity to surrounding areas
• All the parks and trails. Vibrant downtown Basalt
• River and access to the river and trails. I love to have restaurants and bars along the river to
hang out and have that as a hang-out place after boating or riding bikes.
• Roaring Fork river, Rio Grande trail, hiking trails
• Trails, River, BLM land/open space
• Current open space behind RFC and Arbaney
• Trails - bike trail, Arbaney Kittle. Restaurants in downtown Basalt and Willits
• Trails, open space, parks, rivers, BLM
• Rivers, trails, parks
• Trails & rivers
• Surrounding parks, trails and rivers
• Open space, trail network through Holland Hills connecting us to Basalt and Willits.
• Bike trail and surrounding BLM area
• I either run on the Rio Grande Trail or hike Arbaney every day of the week. I go to the Roaring
Fork River and just commune with nature at least once a week. These places are precious to
me. Precious.
• The river, trails and restaurants
• Rio Grande, library, parks and rec fields
• Trails, parks, library, church
• Arbaney-Kittle trail and surrounding BLM, Basalt Pool, Roaring Fork and Frying Pan Rivers,
Ruedi Reservoir, Basalt-Old Snowmass Trail, Rio Grande Trail.
• Rivers, trails, parks, open space
• Trails, parks, rivers, Roaring Fork Club
• Rio Grande trail, river access
• Trails, both bike and hiking. Access to ski areas. Access to Old Town Basalt.
• Parks, bike trails, hiking trails, river
• All of them
• Arbaney Kittle, Rio Grande trail, Roaring Fork, Frying Pan
• Rio Grande trail, Roaring Fork river, Arbaney-Kittle trail
• Open space, River, Downtown
• The Holland Hills neighborhood, bike paths, BLM land, services like grocery stores, gyms,
restaurants, banks
• Rio Grande Trail, City Market El Jebel, Willits town center, Old Town Basalt - Heathers, Brick
Pony, Bernard’s, Farmer's Market
• The bike trail that runs through my neighborhood is very convenient - we use it frequently to
travel to and from school and throughout the valley walking and biking. The convenience to
the bus stop is also ideal, however, it feels very unsafe to cross the highway at our
intersection. I usually get dropped off at a park and ride to go up valley and only take the Local
bus home from Aspen so I don't have to cross.
• Arbaney Kittle, the Rio Grande and the small collection of restaurants that keep Basalt feeling
like a little town
• Arbaney Park, Basalt Trail, Arbaney Kittle Trail, Two Rivers, The Library, Splash Pad in Willits,
Triangle Park, El Korita
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Q11

Open space, rivers, parks, historic downtown
All of Basalt, it is my hometown!
Other homes and the quality of them
RF River, Rio Grande Trail, Capital Creek, Monastery and their hay fields, Post Office, access
roads to forest lands and wilderness, access road to Woody Creek and fishing areas,
surrounding Pitco open space, open land preservation through the golf course, Basalt
Methodist Church
Basalt Old-Snowmass Trail, Roaring Fork River, BLM land above Holland Hills
Rio Grande trail, Basalt swimming pool, Basalt Library
Trails, rivers, parks
Rio Grande bike path, BLM at top of Gateway, undeveloped river bottom area near CMP
All hiking trails. Would love more enclosed off-leash dog parks.
Willits is my close second as a town center. River parks are very important. The bridges in
Basalt are nice. The Basalt town center has grown nicely, but I hope older places like the Two
Rivers Bar & Grill never go away. Such a locals place!
Rio Grande Trail, Roaring Fork River
A park for kids which there is none existing
Trails and rivers

I feel the available Pitkin County Open Space and Trails system in this area could be:

Pitkin County Open Space & Trails
System Could Be:

2%

Improved

18%

Expanded
Is great the way it is

57%

23%

Other

(51 responses, 1 skipped)
If you answered "other" to the question above, please describe.
I would love [to] have more options to bike to town centers without getting on 82.
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Q12

To make living in the Basalt area more enjoyable, I could use more: (Check all that apply)

To Make Basalt More Enjoyable, I
Could Use More:
Senior accessible
opportunities
Entertainment options

1%

8%

7%

Safer commute

23%
24%

Community interaction
Alternative transportation
options

8%

17%
12%

Recreation opportunities
Police enforcement
Other

(50 responses, 2 skipped)
If you answered "other" to the question above, please describe.
Crossing for pedestrian that is not an underground tunnel
A SUPERMARKET!!!!!!!! in downtown Basalt like we used to have.
A useful grocery store
Allowing more residential and commercial units (primarily residential) to support our rapidly
growing population. To be more wise with our resources and allow smarter development
tactics to be more beneficial to our community.
Better jobs
Dog park/off leash area
Grocery Store in downtown Basalt!
Less traffic, less constant construction, more affordable health insurance, generally lower cost
of living (Freeze property taxes for seniors? For everyone at level of taxes at time of home
purchase?)
No more development
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Q13

Which of the following business types are most appropriate to your area? (Check all that apply)

Appropriate Businesses in this Area
Commercial Retail
Construction

10%
4%
2%

32%

7%

13%
4%

Industrial type services
Offices
Personal services
Small/local businesses

28%

High-tech businesses
None–it should stay
agricultural/residential

(51 responses, 1 skipped)
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In the area covered by the zoning map, we are currently experiencing:

Zoning Appropiateness per Current Zoning
Map

29%

The wrong type of uses
The right type of uses

71%

(48 responses, 4 skipped)
Is there anything that you would like to see changed?
All areas zoned correctly. More zoning along corridor for small business and residential use.
There are not enough areas for small business to operate and serve Basalt and Aspen
Markets, with residential for workers along those areas.
All properties along HWY 82 that are not part of a PUD should be changed to allow high
density residential and/or mixed-use commercial zoning. A sewer line should be brought out to
Lazy Glen MHP that would allow any developments along HWY 82 between Basalt and Old
Snowmass to tap into and have access to for bigger/smarter developments. This would allow
much of the middle-class work force to commute less and help employers up valley find and
keep employees at rates that make it easier for smaller businesses and restaurants to
succeed. Property values would increase along with the amount of property taxes being paid.
Get rid of the ugly marijuana factory and all its light at night. Be careful about lot splits in
unincorporated Pitkin County.... getting a little too dense.
Keep it the way it is. Do not build more residences, retail, lodging, etc. This will only create
more traffic and there is enough as is.
Less commercial activity that creates even more traffic than we already experience
Less soft commercial and industrial usage, more residential.
No marijuana growing
No more development no t necessary and incurred traffic issues and crime
Not so much commercial along highway. Less AirBnb - changing the dynamic of subdivisions.
The area between Lazy Glen and Holland Hills/East Two Rivers Toad should be and remain
residential. There is no need for businesses in this area. With a systemic lack of housing in the
Valley with direct access to Hwy 82, we need to fight to keep this area zoned residential.
This area should all be residential only.
This section of Hwy 82 can be more productive for the town by including more retail, light
commercial and employee housing
We should not try to mix Commercial and residential on the same street.
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In the area covered by the zoning map, we are currently experiencing:

Current Growth Experience

2%6%

The right amount of growth
Too much growth

41%

51%

Way too much growth
Not enough growth

(51 responses, 1 skipped)

Q16

I would like to see (fill in blank) near my place of residence.
Strongly Agree Neither Agree Disagree Strongly
Agree
or Disagree
Disagree
More residential development
6
8
8
13
15
More commercial development
4
3
6
12
23
More light industrial development
3
1
5
14
24
More retail serving the neighborhood
8
9
9
8
15
(52 responses: residential 2 skipped, commercial 4 skipped, light industrial 5 skipped, retail 3 skipped)
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Q17

Please rate this statement: I feel that the current scale and density of development along the Hwy 82
corridor in the map area, as it relates to the transition between rural neighborhoods and the more
urban feel of the town of Basalt, is appropriate.

10%

19%

2%

Strongly agree

14%

Agree
Neither agree or disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

55%

(51 responses, 1 skipped)
What, if anything, would you change to make the above statement ring true for you?
Would like another grocery store, Safeway. The one in Willits is ridiculously busy and over
crowded.
We need a traffic light somewhere between Snowmass light and Two Rivers so that getting out
onto Highway 82 is safer.
There is too much construction/trades traffic in the map area which should me more
rural/residential/agricultural.
That you continue to respect the rural character of the area and also provide wildlife refuge
and safety from Hwy 82
Over passes to bus stops or crosswalk flashers!!!!
Open up areas along corridor for expansion
Open this corridor up to more investment in employee housing and light commercial
No more development or construction needed along the corridor
No more development
Lower cap on house size
Limit 2nd home buying, it dilutes the community feel
Less development
Keep area around Holland Hills residential/agricultural
Improved bus stops and bike/foot access to get residents from the area into central Basalt
downtown area.
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I think our community needs to remain small. We do NOT want to become an Aspen in terms
of out-of-control growth or a town that has no character.
I think any additional density needs to be constructed near safe bus access. This could be
close to the Old Snowmass Conoco intersection where there is an existing light for crossing
the highway. I would not want to see employee housing in the Wingo Junction or Holland Hills
areas where the highway crossing is dangerous. Also, PLEASE add dog waste stations at the
trail heads to the bike trail through the Holland Hills neighborhood.
I feel that the residential areas from Lazy Glen to Two Rivers Rd are appropriate. I think that
the industrial/business use of lots along 82 is good although access to/from them can be
extremely difficult from the highway especially during high traffic times. It would be nice if the
area along Two Rivers by the 7-11 could be spruced up a bit and maybe offer more shopping
options and transition into the urban feel once you cross the bridge.
I feel that the current scale and density of development along the Hwy 82 corridor in the map
area, as it relates to the transition between rural neighborhoods and the more urban feel of the
town of Basalt, is not sufficient enough. In 2017, there was a report completed that shows the
Greater Roaring Fork Valley growing by 24,000 people by 2027. During the recession,
development everywhere halted and now we are trying to catch up. We are also running out of
room to expand our Urban Growth Boundary. We need to focus on going more vertical in
areas already developed instead of taking the little bit of open space available on the valley
floor and converting it into subdivisions.
I feel like the current tree farm area is just a little strange. It will have super high-end estates
next to and above it then a handful of employee-housing plots and ""normal"" sized houses.
They all seem haphazardly placed around this tree farm area. I like the agricultural aspect - but
the look and general organization of the area is weird.
I do not want to see more development along this area. This is a highly congested area of the
highway where the commuters are traveling at a high rate of speed. I chose my property
because it was rural.
Everything up valley from High Valley farms should only be residential.
Entering and exiting traffic in this area can be a nightmare.
Be careful of the density. Don't overcrowd or we will lose the rural nature of this part of the
valley, and you can never get that back.
Basalt needs a better skatepark. Is there a possibility putting in an indoor skatepark?
As you approach historic Basalt, the mix of residential and commercial is appropriate.
However, in the Holland Hills area there should only be residential zoning.
Additional commercial density in this section of 82 would make a dangerous section of
highway more lethal than it already is. Increased housing would be appropriate if less
dangerous traffic options were available. Frontage road, pedestrian overpass or tunnel would
be required to make this section feasible for residential growth.
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What best describes how you think the commercial uses along Highway 82 in the Holland Hills area
should be treated?

Commercial Uses Along Hwy 82
Should remain similar to
what they are

10%

Restaurants and convenience
stores should be permitted
even if more traffic would
occur

8%
10%

72%

Areas for construction trades
should be provided for to
reduce trips up to Aspen
Should be allowed to expand
in size and height even if
more traffic would occur

(51 responses, 1 skipped)
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Q19

What types of housing would you most like to see more of in your area? (Select up to three)

Desired Housing Types for this Area
Small-lot free-standing houses
Free standing small homes

1%

18%

23%

Large-lot free standing houses
Duplex-Fourplex

12%
6%

Large apartment
Tinyhomes

8%
3%
3%

14%
12%

Vertical mixed-use building
Accessory units
None
Other

(49 responses, 3 skipped)
If you answered "other" to the question above, please describe.
Single family reasonably sized homes (no huge mansions), agricultural (barns, animals). No
more condos, townhomes or apartments.
Q20

What types of community Affordable Housing should the County promote in your area?

Desired Types of Affordable Housing in
this Area
Apartment

12%

23%

Condo

9%

Duplex-Fourplex
Tiny homes

16%

15%
18%

7%

Small-lot free-standing houses
Free-standing small homes
None

(50 responses, 2 skipped)
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I think that short-term housing rentals in my area, such as VRBO or AirBnB…

Short-term Rentals (AirBnB, VRBO)

2%
Should be discouraged

37%
Are not an issue
Should be encouraged

61%

(51 responses, 1 skipped)
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Q22

If you drive for most trips, what prevents you from taking other modes of transport?

Why Drive: Obstacles to Other Options

Other

13%

2%

Safety concerns

23%

Have to take equipment with me

2%

Takes too long

11%
6%

2%

Weather
No other options

15%

Expense
Need to take others with me

26%

Convenience and having my car

(47 responses, 5 skipped)
If you answered "other" to the question above, please describe.
Bus is not feasible for grocery shopping or night shift work
convenience - I have free parking at work in Aspen and like to come and go as I please, I
take the bus or bike occasionally.
Convenient
Crossing the highway on foot.
I teach in Aspen and I don't know when I'm going to leave campus on any given day and
prefer to have the convenience of having my car available.
I usually have multiple stops to make while picking up/dropping off which is not convenient
or realistic on public transportation or bike. Also usually have my dog with me
Realtor & need to have my car available to go show properties
The Holland Hills bus stop is ridiculously dangerous... you are literally taking your life in your
hands every time you use it
Timing - have children in different schools.
Vehicle is my work
Work.
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Q23

Do you have access to close, affordable childcare?

Access to Close, Affordable Childcare

16%
Yes
No

16%
Does not apply

68%

(50 responses, 2 skipped)
If yes, how do you usually get there?
Drive
Drive
Drive
Drive
Drive
Drive
Drive
Driving
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Q24

If you have children that attend school in Basalt, how do they get to school?

Transportation to School

13%
Driven by family or friends

8%

Bus

4%

Bike
Does not apply

75%

(48 responses, 4 skipped)
Q25

If your children don’t bike or walk to school, why not?

If Not Bike/Bus/Walk, Why Not
Too far

17%

Unsafe road crossings

2%
2%

2%

I enjoy driving my kid(s) to
school
Other

77%
Does not apply

(47 responses, 5 skipped)
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Q26

Which of the following do you think the community needs more of? (Check all that apply)

Desired Community Amenities
More electric vehicle charging
stations
More parking
Better sidewalks

10%
11%

36%

9%
10%
5%
13%

Wayfinding signage
Car share
Wider roads and/or additional
turn lanes
More bike racks

4%

2%

Shared bikes (e.g.WE-Cycle)
Safer entrance to and from HWY82

(43 responses, 9 skipped)
Q27

Where do you think we need more sidewalks or trails in or near your area?
• Holland Hills needs an overpass or underpass for people to be able to safely access the bus
stops.
• Wingo Junction area.
• Sidewalks in Holland Hills would be great, although the road is managed by Romero Group so
not much this group can do about that.
• We would love to see more sidewalks and safe trails!
• Think it is fine the way it is
• Trails into/onto Basalt Mtn
• Mountain bike trails accessible from the Rio Grande or downtown Basalt
• Safer bike access on N side of 82 from Rio Grande bridge to Holland Hills area and Two Rivers
traffic light -- the shoulder of 82 is not a pleasant place to ride.
• Hiking trails on the South side of 82 accessing the open space behind Basalt high school.
• Linking HH to downtown
• Trails are always great as a means of exercise or just getting out so wherever they can be
added I think is great
• We have many trails and I would hate to see more trails developed that would increase traffic
and disturb more wildlife. I feel that the sidewalks are very effective as are but I have never
thought about if we need more or less.
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I think we need an underpass to access the RFTA bus from Holland Hills. The crossing is unsafe.
Never enough
Now that we have the Lazy Glen bridge to access the Rio Grande - I've been told there are
other hiking trails across the river to go up into the mountains, but I don't know where they
start, where they go - someday I will go explore w/my dogs.
Across the highway from Lazy Glen - a way to hike up into the hills on that side.
On the edge of the Rio Grande Trail and the Lazy Glen area

Do you feel heard by Pitkin County on issues?

Feel Heard by Pitkin County

Yes

43%

No

57%

(47 responses, 5 skipped)
Q29

There are areas in Pitkin County outside of the Basalt boundary that are represented by caucus groups
(ex. Snowmass/Capital and Emma caucuses). Do you feel that forming a caucus group would aide your
area in having a voice?

Desire to Form a Caucus

46%

Yes

54%

(47 responses, 5 skipped)
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Q30

In five (5) words or less, what is your number one concern that Pitkin County should focus on in
planning efforts for this area moving forward:
• Keeping this area rural.
• First, the map maker should be aware that Lazy Glen is a subdivision, and has not been a MHP
since around 1991.
• Stop development, commercial and residential
• Vehicle traffic
• Stop allowing lot splits in unincorporated Pitkin County, quit allowing light industrial uses
• No more development; add more open space
• Safe access to Highway
• Increase density for small business and residential housing.
• Maintain residential zoning in Holland Hills area.
• Safe entrance from 82 to Holland Hills.
• To limit growth/traffic
• Limiting growth
• Provide for employee housing & business
• Listen to local homeowners
• Listen to local homeowners
• No more commercial development.
• Safety getting on/off 82, and preventing mixed residential commercial use outside of
downtown Basalt and Willits
• Mass transit
• Keep traffic reduced
• Prevent larger airplanes from landing
• Traffic safety
• Stop big developers moving in
• Do not let this area become another Willits with out of control growth and traffic
• Density over sprawl; universal broadband
• Be mindful of impacts of growth to water availability, traffic and road safety. Last year, I saw
more than 5 dead deer between Holland Hills and Basalt during the migration - what can be
done?
• Safe entrance/exit to 82
• Less development
• Limit commercial property growth
• Better access to HWY 82
• Traffic flow
• Preserve the rural character of the land and provide safety for wildlife and people near
highway 82
• Safer pedestrian access across highway
• Safety
• Allow more commercial activity
• Engage with commercial owners
• Do not build the area up. Leave it as it is.
• Not increasing traffic or density
• Highway 82 safety on/off the road & traffic
• Acceleration lane for Lazy Glen!
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Don’t grow too big
Broad brand everywhere

In five (5) words or less, what is your number one concern that the Town of Basalt should focus on in
planning efforts for this area moving forward:
• Keeping businesses in town, stop sprawl
• Build something on the Pan and Fork site!
• Monitor growth; it's out of control
• Stop development, commercial and residential
• Vehicle Traffic
• We need a proper supermarket!
• No development
• Purchase the river park property
• Safe access to Highway
• Increase density for small business and residential housing.
• Revitalize downtown Basalt.
• Safe entrance from 82 to Holland Hills.
• More affordable housing
• Limiting growth
• Provide for employee housing & business
• Listen to local full-time residents
• Listen to local homeowners
• Connection to municipal wastewater treatment.
• Eliminate commercial use in this area
• Tread lightly
• Grocery store
• Enhance common space areas
• Sustainable growth.
• Support retail efforts
• Limit development
• Prevent mega-mansions, keep things local
• Safety, water, sanitation, wildlife
• Try to keep the town from dying, Willits is taking over
• Less development
• High density residential/commercial hub
• Traffic flow
• Keep agricultural benefits
• Getting a real grocery store
• Safety - how much density can we handle?
• Financial stability for TOB
• Focus on downtown itself and filling the vacant buildings. Do not build more.
• Not increasing traffic or density
• Get the vacant land abutting town planned & built
• Don't build up too high! And keep density down...no sprawl please.
• Don’t over grow the community
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Broadband everywhere
Don't increase lot rent [in Lazy Glen] because it is getting expensive like in El Jebel

Are there any other comments you would like to make about planning and zoning in the Roaring Fork
Valley?
• Sincere paving Rio Grande and ebikes, there are more users on the trails that are not familiar
with trail etiquette. I have been spooked while walking numerous times. I have encountered
horses being spooked by bikers. My neighbors have been hit by bikers. I would like to see more
control and education dedicated to informing users. I chose my home due to the location, cost
and rural proximity to surrounding areas. We have experienced several issues with
development in our neighborhood and surrounding areas that were not pleasant.
• Bring more affordable options for the downtown Basalt area. Restaurants, gathering areas, a
grocery store would be amazing.
• Stop development, commercial and residential
• Encourage the County to listen to their constituents
• Our valley is a small community, to continue to develop is hard on our earth: water
consumption, the garbage is a problem, misuse of the environment and continued growth by
illegals
• Basalt should include area residents in help funding/planning [River Park]. Pitkin county should
accept the idea that we are all one valley, and move forward with changing county lines to
reflect that. Although I am retired and no longer work in Aspen, it always made me mad that I
have no voice in the entrance to Aspen issue.
• The Valley has increasingly grown over the last 20 years, we need to adapt to these changes
and embrace the fact the valley is growing. Therefore, we need more areas for small business
and residential dwellings.
• The residents moved into the corridor between Lazy Glen and Holland Hills because of the
residential feel with a close access/proximity to Basalt/services. Please do not allow
commercial development in this corridor.
• No more large subdivisions without formulating a plan to create access roads to get cars off
Hwy 82 when needing to turn into the subdivision instead of sitting in the center turn lane. A
scary place to be while waiting to make a turn with cars whizzing by at high rates of speed.
Traffic is already getting ridiculous and will only get worse if more developments are allowed.
• Research individual’s applying for permits. One example is Dave Hotchkin; he has been a
nuisance to the community since he arrived in the valley.
• Do better background checks on what people are doing with their permits and verify that they
are not exceeding the scope of the permit.
• Keep commercial in town centers/existing commercial centers
• I've never dealt with it, but press coverage and anecdotes from acquaintances make it seem
like permitting etc. in Roaring Fork Valley is time-consuming and often capricious. All agencies
and committees should endeavor to set clear rules and apply them consistently and efficiently.
• Density and growth in the town center where people can walk, bike and bus to their
destinations. Commercial, industrial, and high-density housing in these locations [Holland Hills,
Lazy Glen, etc.] will require stop lights or other traffic mitigation strategies on 82.
• The area is becoming an annex for the Roaring Fork Club seeking to link the Roaring Fork
Estates to the club and railroading through the Holland Hills neighborhood.
• Pitkin County far superior to Eagle County
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Keep the unincorporated areas unincorporated; prevent light pollution; prevent "not in my
backyard" attitudes from increasing infrastructure like improved roads, increased small
businesses, affordable housing, 1 acre or less single-family homes.
The outreach was not well organized and did not provide much notice for many people
affected. It seems you want to appear to reach out and get everyone's input, but in the end
will do what you will. I also think there needs to be more foresight for future growth. The
underpass at the Basalt intersection should have been constructed years ago when they
widened the highway. Also, a safe way to cross the highway at Holland Hills should have been
addressed at that time. Now those costs will be higher and more disruptive if anything is to be
done.
Pitkin County is a bitch. I feel that it's original purpose for building/zoning was to originally
keep buildings and projects under control. As a small homeowner, I see wealthy people being
able to build huge mansions worth millions because they just pay for TDRs and keep paying the
county. As a small, non-wealthy homeowner, it is costly and a pain in the butt to do any
remodel projects, even if it is just improving something that is 50 years old. It would be nice if
the county would make it easier for the little people to get things fixed/done. It would also be
nice if they would allow businesses that people want and use to come in so that we have
affordable choices.
Once upon a time growth-management was a priority for the county - that seems to pretty
much evaporated as the excessive construction and traffic are symptomatic of, and the drive
to reshape the airport towards which the county has taken a hands-off approach is also
symptomatic.
If you have rules, do not allow monied developers or individuals to bypass/circumvent the
rules and dreams of the majority.
In general, keep open spaces open, fill in spaces that are already partly filled in, encourage
smaller homes & properties, stop building "high-end luxury condos" that working people
cannot afford. I work in a public school; my husband is an electrician. Like most people in this
valley, we love the outdoors and appreciate having space around us. Most people like us do
not want or need giant houses nor do we want tiny condos. Small, single-family homes with
garages are what we need. Houses that are at the most 1500 Sq feet, 3 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms and a garage would suit most families around here. Design them well. Make them
efficient and versatile. Make them homes that no one wants to leave so we can keep middleclass workers here to fill solid jobs. We are all sick of the turnover of employees.
Water use and education - how much density can we handle to maintain the quality of life we
currently have?
Self-storage is needed and fits well to limited-growth goals of the County.
Be practical and take into consideration what is pre-existing and fill it or renovate. Let there be
more open space. No more traffic is needed on Hwy 82.
1) Your questions about providing for trades, restaurants, increased housing density, etc.
worry me. 2) There will never ever be enough affordable housing. If we are going to insist on
trying to provide for everyone who wants to live here, affordable housing should be
concentrated in the upper valley, near Aspen, on bus routes, and be paid for by the businesses
requiring labor.
Lazy Glen needs an acceleration lane for residents leaving the main entrance and heading upvalley. Right now, you have to sit out in a small spot and wait for an opening in traffic. That is
very difficult at morning rush hour. The speed limit is 55, but people are going down that
stretch at easily 65 or 70 mph. I have to move into the lane from a standstill and stomp on my
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gas pedal so I can get up to speed very quickly. My car is old and it's difficult. Sometimes those
roads are icy in winter, which makes things more dangerous.
Broadband. Comcast monopoly for good internet is horrible.
Lot rent is too expensive [Lazy Glen]. The HOA should not have billed the house for the water
tank, that house could be used for special events for homeowners to use in order to avoid
traveling to Basalt.
There is a turn lane into Lazy Glen if you are headed in the up-valley direction from Basalt. Can
the broken lines on the road start earlier so you can enter the lane sooner? I would like to start
slowing down sooner but people are always speeding behind me, usually 65mph or more, and
tailgate when I want to start slowing down.
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FALL OPEN HOUSE
Open House Overview

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Location: Basalt High School
Participants: 120
Total Data Points: 1,238

The Fall Open House was conducted to bring initial conclusions from the Master Plan back
to the citizens for feedback. Conducted in November the community was able to see all
the draft information from the Master Plan including the draft Goals and Objectives, a
draft Future Land Use Plan (FLUM), draft development scenarios for primary town parcels,
and a community projects list. Exercises included open ended comments opportunities
on primary parcels, Goals and Objectives, the FLUM, and on the projects list. Participants
were also asked to priority vote on the community projects board and the primary parcel
options. These votes helped simplify participants thoughts on development scenarios
while still providing them the opportunity to comment more deeply.
Between the open house parcel data, project voting, open ended comments, and on-line
surveys approximately 1,238 data points were collected.

The final open house in fall 2019 was heavily attended with approximately 120 participants.
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Asked about the goals and objectives the outreach team received a handful of comments
shown below...
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Key parcels from Open House #3 were narrowed down to 4 primary parcels that were studied more
in depth. This map educated open house participants on the location of all the Master Plan parcels.
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Chip voting allowed participants to simplify their vote to one or the other parcel study but
sticky notes allowed them to elaborate on their thoughts.
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Primary Parcels Feedback
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Chip voting allowed participants to simplify their vote to one or the other parcel study
but sticky notes allowed them to elaborate on their thoughts.
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FALL OPEN HOUSE

Primary Parcels Feedback
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2019

Chip voting allowed participants to simplify their vote to one or the other parcel study
but sticky notes allowed them to elaborate on their thoughts.
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Primary Parcels Feedback
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Chip voting allowed participants to simplify their vote to one or the other parcel study
but sticky notes allowed them to elaborate on their thoughts.
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Primary Parcels Feedback
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The same information was presented in letsTALK.basalt.net in survey form. A final tally of
both the open house and on-line survey information is found in Section III of the Master
Plan.
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Survey Responses
13 November 2019 - 26 November 2019

Primary Parcels

Let's Talk Basalt
Project: Engage

CONTRIBUTORS

RESPONSES

55

55
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Respondent No: 1

Responded At:

Nov 18, 2019 18:43:39 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 19, 2019 02:12:48 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Safety and traffic concerns adding residences here. Road has too much traffic already during peak times. Also takes away
the open space view that we all enjoy
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Way too dense, especially option A. Two rivers road is already a nightmare in the morning with school and work traffic.
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
Also, very poor bus access for those considering the bus.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
More cars and more drain on infrastructure. Basalt can’t take much more. We’ve lost so much of our rural feel, it is time to
stop. Do we really have to keep adding homes up here? That’s what has happened in Denver and the infrastructure can’t
handle it. We should keep an eye on our small town heritage . Once it’s built, it gone.
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
Love the idea of a hotel, but more retail space? Really? We are already struggling to support what is here. Hotel would
certainly help. The advantage of developing this area is that it’s already developed. Doesn’t strip open space/rural areas.
Downtown could be a congested mess but maybe not. Why are we even considering this space? Doesn’t it have multiple
owners. Seems the town is spending a lot of money for something that has low chances of happening.
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
I’m not a NIMBY. Since we’ve been here, there have been numerous developments - Willits, Southside, Dakota, Blue Lake
and Elk Run expansions. Most of them have fit a good need. But when is enough, enough? With so much open land, is
development just going to continue? The best development that has happened is the Roaring Fork Club. Without that, the
restaurants and shops would really struggle. It seems we are headed in the wrong direction and losing our small town.
Thank you all for the survey.
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Respondent No: 2

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 11:20:15 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 19, 2019 18:13:36 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
A lot of effort went into the 2007 land use framework and I think it should be honored. Also, option B seems to be "sprawl."
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
If density is going to be anywhere new, meaning not in Willits or Southside, then it should be downtown. Plus, option A
probably does more for making money for the developer, but not benefit the average citizen much. Option B still provides
for a nice park with amenities that people can use. Parks without amenities get much less use. I also still like the idea of a
cool boutique hotel that is more than just a bed and pillow to attract a broader demographic to the area for overnight stays.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
I actually am not understanding why this is an either/or. I like the idea of a retail anchor, as well as elements of the other
two options. Parking will be important if there is more density. This is the perfect location for density AND an anchor. I don't
think just more beds are needed - if it is a hotel, it should somehow be something special.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
I think the greatest need for development and density right now is in the Clark's area. As it stands it is wasted space,
unappealing, and a blight that really affects the character of the whole downtown. Viewing it as you drive in is like seeing a
billboard that says, "Town Struggling!" It is the best option for density. There are areas where people love and have chosen
density, such as Willits and somewhat in Southside, and downtown. I think those areas are where density should be
increased, not where people have chosen to live in less density, like the single family areas of Elk Run.
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Respondent No: 3

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 15:43:59 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 19, 2019 23:35:40 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Several very large housing projects have been approved in Willits recently and are just now beginning construction. I see
zero reason to add additional housing in the area until the Willits units are fully sold and we can analyze the effects on
quality of life in the mid-valley with the additional crowding.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
A trail connection at the end of cemetery road would be nice, along with parking at the end, but I see no reason to develop
these two pieces of property, especially at the high densities of option b. We already have slow moving housing inventory
and a ton of new units coming online in Willits.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Parking is already too limited. Growth will only make it worse.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
We need time to feel the effects of the growth in Willits before we add even more units to the market. If not, we risk not only
collapsing market value of houses already owned, but we risk ruining the character of Basalt, which is already at great risk.
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Respondent No: 4

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 15:47:01 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 19, 2019 23:34:59 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 5

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 15:51:11 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 19, 2019 23:32:42 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 6

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 16:21:09 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 19, 2019 23:29:43 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Firstly, I'd like to mention that my wife and I are in our early 30s and have called Basalt home for 5 years. We see
ourselves as the future of Basalt, we love our town and have no plans on starting our family anywhere else. But, I have
plenty of concerns and hope these proposals are thoroughly examined and not approved and pushed to pass to create
monies for Basalt. Southside does not need to be expanded or further developed. The subdivision is built between two
conservation parcels that bookend Southside and the access is given by one road, Southside Drive. It is functional and
serving the community as designed, and as a real estate professional I can attest that this is a huge attraction to Southside.
It's quaint and quiet. The traffic studies that have been completed are bogus - our subdivision will be overloaded with traffic
if you continue to cram more shit into Southside. It's already frustrating as is and the mini round-about at Basalt Ave and
Cody Lane is NOT going to solve any problems, it will most likely create more problems. I also find it misleading in both
Proposals you are highlighting development considerations on the key parcels in Southside but did not "highlight" an
additional key parcel that has unfortunately been "approved" - Stotts Mill - which you quietly mention the unit numbers
(113) without any additional info on densities for the units (is this high density or med. density? - again, why pile more
houses into a confined neighborhood?). I'm having a very hard time imagining Proposed projects: LAAM, "B", "D", "E", plus
Sotts Mills not overloading Southside. Come on!! What about infrastructure like water and sewer lines, holy cross electrical
lines and transformers... there is no way that the current infrastructure can support these additional numbers. The result
would negatively impact current residents due to construction and rerouting traffic. The Meyer's Property and Jadwin-Stott
should be the areas of interest and pursuit. These parcels are prime for development and essentially allow the town to
introduce the infrastructure needed instead of piling onto current systems and infrastructure like you would be doing in
Southside. Did anyone go to the Basalt football game on Saturday, Nov 16? The traffic on Southside Drive was the worst I
have seen it in 5 years. That was from1 football game. Think about daily school traffic plus adding 170 additional units plus
commercial space and a possible day care at Stotts Mill that I have previously seen proposed. This would cripple the the
neighborhood. I do not vote or approve either proposal. This topic on Southside needs further review and input from the
current residents that call Southside Home. And, on another note, the Basalt Mini Storage barn is horrendous. How did a 2
story warehouse/barn get approved? Absolutely terrible.
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Ya, don't develop. We moved to the mountains to escape the never ending development engine that gobbles up
everything in its path. It's a shame and we would consider moving from Southside/Basalt if plans continue to move in the
proposed direction.
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Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
I like the numbers on Proposal A - overall less crowded while still providing options for the community. Great location,
close proximity to current roads and utilities.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered

Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
This project is my top choice out of all proposed projects. Perfect parcel to develop and the green space that is
encompassed in the proposal would be great addition to our Basalt trail system and open space/park areas.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered
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Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
What happens to Taqueria BLT?
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Don't pursue further development of Southside.
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Respondent No: 7

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 16:42:47 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 00:32:30 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 8

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 16:45:40 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 00:28:13 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
"A" is the better choice, but even that will create traffic nightmares without a vehicle over/underpass, especially when Stott's
Mill gets built.
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 9

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 18:04:43 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 01:39:05 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
New development in this area should have commercial but not additional industrial, unless located by Myers or Big O.
Heights should be limited to 2 stories near the high school, Rio Grande, and along Southside to preserve views from the
large park.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
Additional residential density, with open space connectipns is appropriate here.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
I would prefer more residential than commercial here. 3 stories would be appropriate here.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
I would mix and match options A and B, but B is closest from a massing perspective. I think it’s important to adjust parcel
lines and allow more building frontage on two rivers. I prefer residential to a hotel here. 2-3 stories is appropriate.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
I’m concerned that most of the density was focused on Southside. I think all of the parcels could handle more density. Even
as single family and duplex homes. More density is okay and could then allow more land to be preserved for open spaces. I
would prioritize work on the Clark’s parcel, as that is in town and has the most potential impact on community character
and bringing more life back to downtown.
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Respondent No: 10

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 19:32:17 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 03:17:21 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Or no development at all. Basalt and mid valley is already too crowded.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
Or no development at all. Basalt is already too crowded!
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Please do not develop this land. This area is already too crowded, with traffic and parking problems.
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
Please stop further development in Basalt. It is becoming like the front range of Colorado. Yuck!
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
Option A is the least horrible. Why is there not an option for an anchor store, or stores with only one or two stories of
development and no residential?
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Option A is too dense. Why is there not a less dense option?
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Please look at alternatives that include vitality around the river corridor without residential housing. Salida and Buena Vista
have done a wonderful job of bringing restraints and bars and vitality without urban density options. Please follow suit!
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Respondent No: 11

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 20:13:51 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 02:43:53 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 12

Responded At:

Nov 20, 2019 05:21:29 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 13:17:58 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Affordable Housing needs to be a priority
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 13

Responded At:

Nov 20, 2019 09:30:03 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 17:26:08 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 14

Responded At:

Nov 20, 2019 14:11:05 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 22:02:35 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
I don't really see a need for a parking garage in old town Basalt. It seems that encouraging walking, biking, busing etc is
better for the vitality of the town. I think a retail anchor in the old Clarks market would be the best use, along with some
commercial/residential units.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 15

Responded At:

Nov 20, 2019 14:11:44 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 21:50:17 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 16

Responded At:

Nov 20, 2019 15:02:10 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 22:44:10 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
Let's not put more medium and high density on this side of town where it is currently quiet and rural. There is already
substantial medium and high density in Willits (and more on the way!)
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
Some middle ground between A and B seems right. Option C seems to have an appropriate mix of retail/commercial and
residential, but we could do without the parking garage and the 90 hotel rooms. One boutique 30 room hotel seems more
reasonable.
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 17

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 07:18:35 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 21, 2019 15:10:16 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 18

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 07:18:38 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 21, 2019 15:02:38 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
We need the BRIDGE shown in either option to extend across the river and connect all of this open space together!!! I'd
prefer to see a little less density (the first row) right on the highway in either option.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Put as much resident occupied density and lodging as possible on this parcel. Downtown needs heads in beds to thrive.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Municipal Parking garages and structured private parking in general will be dead uses in 20-years. Don't repeat the sins of
the past with more dead space in the future. Car share services, alternative transportation, and strong pedestrian core (not
car-centric) are where the trend is heading all over the country in urban areas.
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Respondent No: 19

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 07:39:18 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 21, 2019 15:28:53 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 20

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 13:21:30 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 21, 2019 21:15:18 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Realistically affordable housing - current guidelines are absurd.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
Don't allow the Roaring Fork Club to have it.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
Keep it like it is so it doesn't become like Blue Lake.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
We do need more parking but not another hotel until the ones we have are full more often than not.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Lazy Glen should be incorporated into the Town of Basalt.
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Respondent No: 21

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 15:16:35 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 21, 2019 23:02:56 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
until Basalt can figure out a second point and means of access to Highway 82 (two routes in/out), nothing new/additional
should be planned for the Southside
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
they appear premature to determine and altogether inappropriate
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Not enough Rural Residential on either; why re-route the bike path?; both have too much affordable housing and neither
has adequate opportunity for new employment centers
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
how many river parks does a town of 3,000 people need within a short walk of each other? the answer is, not more than
one, and one is already in the works. Build the property out and allow for some single-family residential lots/homes.
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
simply zone the allowed and conditional uses and maximum densities...then leave the rest to the property owners
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
This entire parcel as well as all the other buildings and parking areas that circle back up to Midland Avenue needs to be
demolished and redeveloped cohesively with streets/alleys connecting Midland Ave to Two Rivers Road. Make blocks and
alleys...not parking lots. It is downtown -- not suburbia -- so design for urban setting and interaction.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 22

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 15:41:26 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 21, 2019 23:14:28 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
I believe add'l development will further exacerbate congestion on 82 and increase air and light pollution.
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Leave as is.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Basalt does not need more development. It will have deleterious effects on quality of life in our valley. See above
comments on Southside options.
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Basalt will be negatively affected by this additional development. More traffic congestion, air and light pollution will harm our
delicate environment.
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
I could see a small hotel and parking structure that would relieve the pressure on Midland Av and make Midland safer for
cars and pedestrians.
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
I think Basalt is close to max'd out in terms of infrastructure and quality of life. Thank you for this valuable opportunity to
voice my input. I know a lot of folks share my point of view, and are alarmed at the density and volume of these proposed
development parcels.
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Respondent No: 23

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 16:40:39 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 00:37:40 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 24

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 17:01:35 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 00:55:16 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Downtown Basalt has always been referred to as Downtown Basalt, not Old Town. Somehow this evolution has occurred
and I would like to request that you change your label back to “Downtown”
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Respondent No: 25

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 20:41:15 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 04:14:42 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
I like the amount of housing in option A, but the civic facilities, open space, rec options, and mixed use in option B
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
great spot for civic facilities!
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
C feels too crammed for basalt. Option B feels appropriate.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Clarks parcel: plan connectivity and public use to tie in with new park across the street. I wonder if the exciting town hall
building parcel might also be put into the mix with this plan, as it may be time for a new town hall, and the connectivity of
that and the new park and clarks parcel as one big area might be nice.
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Respondent No: 26

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 06:14:22 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 14:12:03 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 27

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 06:32:15 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 14:22:48 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 28

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 09:07:05 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 16:34:05 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Not at this time.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
The existing master plan is appropriate. Though option B is called Rural Residential, I feel it is more a suburban
development suited for a larger town. Option B looks like it would require a massive upgrade in infrastructure to adequately
provide services and ingress/egress for future residents.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
While the walk-able neighborhood in option B would be a good tax-base and potential vitality, ingress/egress would be an
issue with all sides of the parcel already bordered by existing development that can't be moved so there is only 2 access
points for ingress/egress regardless of the level of development. I believe option A is more appropriate for that location.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
I think options B and C would completely change the "old-town" feel of downtown Basalt and make it more like Willits with
contemporary architecture, no buildings that are distinctive or particularly attractive with regards to the historical nature of
downtown Basalt, and tall buildings on both sides of Two Rivers will make a corridor which could block views of Basalt
Mountain.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
I think Basalt is at a turning point and can have amazing development, if expectations are kept in check. Downtown Basalt
and the Southside areas could easily become over congested with high-density development and a huge increase in traffic
if massive infrastructure improvements are not made and paid for 100% by any developer with promises to maintain the
infrastructure and not dump issues on the town once everything has been sold/developed.
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Respondent No: 29

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 09:59:46 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 17:26:43 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 30

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 11:12:17 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 19:05:31 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
This should be maintained rural/ranch. They already decided in 2007 that that parcel wasn't going to be developed and we
didn't want sprawl. We should honor the work that has been done and use existing infrastructure. Current residents in this
area have paid enough for the drain that has occurred due to Willits Sprawl The opportunity to make this part of Basalt
proper is only continuing the bleed of our town down HWY82.
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Why shouldn't this be as dense as Willits? Old town is suffering. It is an eyesore.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 31

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 12:32:14 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 20:08:30 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
I picked C for the density and the parking garage. If all the hotel space or half of the hotel space became housing, I would
support that. The hotel should be in the interior of the site and the offices/businesses along the road. The site is very
shaded and cold in the winter. A small out door public ice rink would work very well adjacent to a restaurant/bar. The
outdoor space could transition to a community lawn nicely in the summer if designed properly. This is the core of Basalt. It
needs to function as a city/town center. Lively...dense....community focused.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Basalt needs artist live work spaces(affordable). Basalt lacks and needs the creatives to keep spirit alive and going.
Serving as a bedroom community for Aspen or for those who can’t afford Aspen will always be it’s struggle. It needs to
embrace and welcome those creative spirits that make a community thrive.
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Respondent No: 32

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 13:08:21 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 20:59:33 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
What happened to the senior housing? Is this being considered?
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
Would still like to see the recreation facilities and civic buildings on this parcel.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
I sincerely hope that these projects do not all proceed at once. The increase in density would be unappealing to me.
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Respondent No: 33

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 15:08:29 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 22:29:57 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
It is all too big. An youth center is what is needed for this town and that spot is perfect.
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 34

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 17:22:54 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 00:45:21 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
The most important part of this plan is a Vehicle underpass or overpass over hwy 82. This is terribly needed. Also, there
needs to be a cafe like CC’s for coffees and sandwiches so folks don’t have to go into old town during lunchtime.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
Like the mixed use component and the civic building next to lots of open space.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Housing and parking is what we need. Basalt already has two hotels downtown and a very large hotel at Willits.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Keep downtown quaint and green. Clark’s should be housing with good landscaping and parking. I would hate to see
downtown filled with big 3-4 story buildings like in option b & c.
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Respondent No: 35

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 17:38:47 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 01:32:56 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Some type of food option is definitely needed in this area.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 36

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 18:32:36 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 02:12:16 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Traffic is already a concern at start and end of school day which coincides with working hours. Don’t forget about parking.
Limited now Thank you
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
Love the recreation facility idea
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 37

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 19:52:23 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 03:33:59 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
The underpass is a significant cost, especially considering the quality of the ped. underpass that comes to the current traffic
circle.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
The undeveloped greenspace is necessary to maintain what keep our communities desirable. Green spaces are priceless.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
A: The 14 acres undeveloped for open space is wonderful, however, the parcel near D is completely unnecessary. I feel
using the footprint of A B C on Plan B with a combination of both plans' densities would be ideal. Somewhere in the middle.
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 38

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 20:29:54 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 03:54:04 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
Less density
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
Link public walking trails along river, unpaved trails
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
Basalt’s greatest assets are our rivers. These options do not sufficiently protect and engage the public in passive
enjoyment of the Fryingpan River.
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Limit building heights and density on the river and along Two Rivers Road
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 39

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 20:35:48 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 04:31:33 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 40

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 21:56:53 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 05:44:29 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 41

Responded At:

Nov 23, 2019 08:00:39 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 15:53:03 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 42

Responded At:

Nov 23, 2019 10:24:29 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 18:19:20 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Too much growth
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
We don’t need more hotels
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 43

Responded At:

Nov 23, 2019 21:56:24 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 05:48:38 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 44

Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 08:19:05 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 15:46:14 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Both options are based on a false assumption that Basalt requires additional commercial space as an economic driver. We
have many vacant commercial spaces currently (likely over 10% of our aggregate commercial space in town) This fact
alone demonstrates that this proposed change in zoning is not based in reality.
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
Proposal options outlined in 'B' exhibit development outside of Basalt's urban growth/town boundary. It is
irresponsible/unethical to propose development outside of Basalt's planning jurisdiction without formally disclosing this fact.
Option B is not a viable option to propose to the community.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Neither option is ideal as the riparian/flood plain/floodway is not demonstrated with this exercise. (this was a massive
oversight with the LOMR undertaken on the parcel across the River. If the public understood this fact other decisions would
have been pursued) Option A is more desirable, as it promotes less density and can provide a more desirable aesthetic for
travelers viewing Basalt from highway 82
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
Generally the center of town should be commercial and mixed use focused. Basalt's future is not a community economically
anchored by Hotels. Zoning must focus on locally serving businesses to keep Basalt functioning as a community and not a
resort. A parking garage is a wild and disgusting misuse of prime commercial and mixed use zone district with no
community or economic need. To propose such a use is archaic and disconnected with the actual needs with the
community. Multi-modal publicly accessible transit is the future of urban planning and our community. To reinforce single
occupancy vehicle use represents poor planning.
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
This area is the core of Basalt. Don't zone it into a resort. We are not immediately adjacent to resort amenities and do not
aspire to be such a community. Look to reinforce authenticity and a lived-in working town with businesses that serve the
actual community not just visitors.
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Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Overall there are many false assumptions baked into these options that are not immediately apparent to the layperson.
(flood plain, basalt planning jurisdiction, town limits, etc). These constraints should be honestly communicated up front not
given

to

the

community

as

a

viable

option. This is exactly the imprecision that created the protracted

conversation/indecision on the River parcel. Until planning recognizes their obligation to the community to actively share
these constraints we will not move forward as a town.
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Respondent No: 45

Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 08:30:24 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 15:18:59 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Both options assume that additional commercial space is needed in Basalt, which ignores the existing commercial space in
Basalt sitting vacant. Rather than adding infrastructure, could we work to improve what we already have (beautify,
subsidize rent, ???)?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
What about a trail connection to the Glassier trails / Crown? Most of us live in the mountains to recreate, but Basalt (esp
Old Town/Southside) lacks the trail access of other municipalities.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
I agree that this area needs some attention. However, I think we want to avoid centering downtown development around a
hotel - we are not resort adjacent and should aim to bolster our community, not house Aspen's less-rich tourists. I also think
a parking garage is completely unnecessary - there's always parking, plus aren't we working to get ppl out of their cars (into
busses, bikes, etc)? What a misuse of prime commercial space, not to mention an eyesore! What about focusing on
something that would bring ppl to Basalt? (indoor climbing facility, Trader Joe's, etc.)
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Bringing RF valley residents to Old Town Basalt (where we would then shop, eat, etc.) ought to be the focus of most of
these plans. Adding MTB/hiking/XC ski trail connections, creating summer concert venues, adding/improving commercial
space so as to offer options not available in other RF towns (Trader Joe's) or uniquely appealing (indoor climbing - Earth
Treks), etc. would bring people to Old Town, at which point we could discuss adding commercial space to support this
increased vitality. I am not opposed to adding residential space if there is need, but I think we want to be sure to retain our
small town charm and take care to present this view (e.g., from 82), so we don't start to look like a town of vacant condos.
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Nov 24, 2019 10:55:28 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 18:05:04 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
The zoning shall not change until Willits/Tree Farm is built out. Not comfortable or wise to vote on unapproved
development. Option A is almost acceptable except for the concept of the traffic roundabout... I know this is the 'best' option
yet I do not feel roundabouts with traffic and pedestrians/bicyclists are safe. Both of which will frequent the area. It's already
unsafe across the intersection at the Valero.
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Again, wait to see what occurs more closely with the Stott's Mill development.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Option A is what previous Councils wanted denied. The location being described as ideal for high density attainable
housing is further from a bus stop than suggested. There is no safe pedestrian crossing over/under Hwy 82. The zoning
shall not change until Willits/Tree Farm is built out.
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
Keep it rural and do not forget the significant water/mud/debris flow.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered
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Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered

Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
A is a failure due to road access through the post office/library already DANGEROUSLY NARROW parking lot. To attempt
through traffic is setting up a fatality and constant accidents. A majority of Basalt children/families are at the library
accessing in the same location. If this is to be truly considered, the ONLY access shall be through Emma Rd. Second,
please stop placing 'raft take out' on the maps unless you have caught any of these eddy's in a raft or dory. No one does.
They are not safe or accessible locations. It's like directing a person to cross Hwy 82 without a stoplight for traffic. The
water is too fast and the eddys are not safe due to the river splitting. Please remove from map- it is a major liability we are
demonstrating creating an unsafe public. Beyond this minutiae: Recreational cabins? Council voted no on buildings without
a foundation for flooding and transient reasoning.
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
Option B is gross. Please no more bridge across the river- it's such a wide river section and there is already a cluttering of
bridges through basalt.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
My vote is for A or B- I do not have a preference on either. Strong preference of no parking garage.
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Strong preference of no parking garage. Read articles below: https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2011/10/folly-cityowned-parking-garages/305/ https://www.citylab.com/design/2013/11/its-time-design-parking-garages-car-less-future/7583/
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2017/12/12/why-downtown-parking-garages-may-beheaded-for-extinction https://www.planetizen.com/blogs/99462-parking-planning-paradigm-shift
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Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Much of the upzoning presented during this master plan is outright terrifying and concerning. I do not believe Basalt needs
to become the attainable housing location for Aspen. We need to reconsider our current zoning codes to promote ADU
development on existing developed parcels. The gentrification of many of our neighborhoods into vacant 2nd homes is an
issue we cannot build ourselves out of. Terrible planning idea to promote density on non-developed parcels outside of the
UGB. We should hold our ground on current approved, not expand an inch and rapidly push for a valley wide 'carrying
capacity' assessment. I thank you for the 'where would you spend your $' exercise at the last open house. Unfortunately it
was very misleading on the cost of the Southside underpass.
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Nov 24, 2019 12:08:51 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 20:02:42 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 13:04:50 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 20:47:29 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

C

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
More parking and less retail. The Town cannot sustain what retailers it already has.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 19:52:35 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 25, 2019 03:32:12 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Scott’s Mill maxed out the reasonable threshold for traffic and has not broken ground. Why approve more when what’s
approved is not economically build able viable?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
No more residential. It is to be an industrial area. Residential is gentrification. Where is the steel to support the ‘density’
supposed to come from... there needs to be industrial parcels in the mid valley.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Deer in the headlights! Too much stuff in that 5 lb bag.
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
warn the fire department you got ammo in the shed
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Neither option is realistic. Smells like poop #1 over there. Why? Oh yeah, it’s agricultural. Keep it agricultural. Our food has
to come from somewhere. Get Pitkin County to put their young subsidized farmers on that. It’s fertile land in the flood way.
Recreational cabin trailers for wealthy are just going to float away.
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
Where am I to take my hunt to be processed?
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
Good luck getting that band to jam.
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Could be cool if... dunno. Someone’s brain who was a developer was developed?
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Slow the grow. This place will be tapped out if all that stuff is developed. Sure it’s tough to find a place to live but that’s why
it’s enjoyable to live here- the nature and earth. Keep it real and rural.
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Login:
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Nov 25, 2019 04:10:02 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Let’s say a (54 units) + stotts mill (113) = 167 units *2 cars each ~ 334 vehicles or (at 3 humans each unit) ~ 501 people.
Too many humans! The grocery stores are maxed out already, along with childcare, hwy 82, Rfta... are you serious Basalt
govt!?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
Yeah, no 2nd homes in the area ordinance. No residence in industrial area.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Wphaat? Why affordable housing there? Too far from rfta stops. Propose this at Clark’s market. Not out in the boondocks.
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
I thought this was shot down years ago and dead. It should stay that way.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
For real? This is a nightmare growth survey.
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
Sure walking distance to rfta but driving to it through the post office? No parking there between the library I assume.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Ordinance no second homes but you can rent a hotel room. Then us working class have a chance.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
Again, too much growth. Tree farm just decimated the mid valley. Why repeat that? None of these except to the hotel at
Clark’s generate taxes to support the town and citizens. All other proposals are leeches and sprawl. Redevelop and gentrify
what’s already built and blight. This was really concerning and depressing. Thank you for the opportunity to make input.
Please make my voice count as I love this valley and these plans are too much. Keep us on track with Pitkin County. None
of this would occur there. Don’t give up to developer bullies.
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Login:
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Nov 25, 2019 04:31:50 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 52

Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 21:16:33 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 25, 2019 05:00:00 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
Housing is needed, but both of these options are too dense.
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
The land is in Pitkin County and their rules and regulations should be adhered to. The density in any of these options is too
high.
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
If this area is to be developed a separate access to that neighborhood needs to be established. Using the parking areas for
the library and post office as a road to access a subdivision is ludicrous. Additionally, both of these proposals include far too
many beds for current Town staffing to support. These plans are far too ambitious for the land and access available.
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
I am a very experienced rafter in this valley and elsewhere. A raft take out is shown on this plan that is not a viable
eddy/take out in it's current condition. While this may be a good future spot for a raft put-in/take-out, it will require
significant infrastructure to make it safe and usable. Until a plan can be developed for safe usage I recommend removing
this from the proposal.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Good luck. With so many different interests and owners in this area trying to achieve a cohesive plan will be a difficult task,
even with an urban renewal authority. Yet, this is the area in Basalt most needed for development. A hotel with commercial
has the best long term outcome.
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 21:16:59 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 15:45:07 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

B

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Responded At:

Nov 25, 2019 07:26:35 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 25, 2019 15:19:10 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
I do not want to see Southside developed further, nor have my tax dollar spent on an overpass. The area is too congested
as it is now and dangerous, if there was ever a need to evacuate.
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
Good area to develop with low density - as it is closer to the hwy. I would like to see indoor recreation amenities in the mix.
I do not need more "beautification" of outdoor areas.
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

B

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
Good area to develop with low density - as it is closer to the hwy. I would most like to see indoor recreation amenities in
the mix. I do not need more "beautification" of outdoor areas, nor do I need improvements to the Elk Run neighborhood
pool, that is not convenient to access, unless you live in Elk Run.
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

None

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
I do not want a hotel, more retail or dining options. NONE of these are needed. Willits has a great new hotel with plenty of
retail and restaurants. Adding lipstick to a pig (in the Old Town area), is not helping create vibrancy for the few retails and
restaurants that already exist. I would like to see more indoor community amenities for seniors and youth. I do not need
more "beautification" of the existing outdoor areas. This is a waste of resources.
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
not answered
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Respondent No: 55

Responded At:

Nov 25, 2019 12:48:26 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 25, 2019 20:34:29 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. Key Parcels Overview Map

not answered

Q2. Southside Option A

not answered

Q3. Southside Option B

not answered

Q4. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Southside parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q5. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Southside parcel uses and densities?
All development should pay it's way. A new school fund and transport fund and park fee and grocery store development.
Q7. Meyer's Option A

not answered

Q8. Meyer's Option B

not answered

Q9. Please review the two (2) options (images)

Neither

above for the Meyer's parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q10. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
too much!
Q11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Meyer's parcel uses and densities?
not answered
Q12. Jadwin Stott Option A

not answered

Q13. Jadwin Stott Option B

not answered
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Q14. Please review the two (2) options (images)

A

above for the Jadwin Stott parcel carefully.
Which parcel represents the uses and densities
you prefer? Remember, you are not voting on
the design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q15. If you voted 'Neither', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q16. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Jadwin Stott parcel uses and densities?
No street lights! let us see the stars. Make developers pay for more school, park and grocery store improvements (and of
course some mass transit)
Q17. Clarks Option A

not answered

Q18. Clarks Option B

not answered

Q19. Clarks Option C

not answered

Q20. Please review the three (3) options (images)

A

above for the Clarks parcel carefully. Which
parcel represents the uses and densities you
prefer? Remember, you are not voting on the
design of these parcels but rather whether
these are appropriate uses and densities.
Q21. If you voted 'None', please share your thoughts...
not answered
Q22. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on the Clarks parcel uses and densities?
Less is more. Remodel of existing hotel, but it does not need to be giant. And where is the river path
Q23. Thank you for your input on the four parcels above. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments on ANY
parcel or GENERAL uses and densities?
We always end up funding more services for additional development. That is not right. Light pollution is getting to be a
serious issue. All development should have to have solar solutions for the added energy they need.
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FALL OPEN HOUSE
Project Prioritization

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Data from the spring and summer of 2019 yielded a number of actionable efforts and
projects that could be undertaken by the Town of Basalt. As part of the Fall Open House,
participants were asked to prioritize this broad list of projects. They were presented with
‘buckets’ where projects were categorized according to the level of investment they might
require. Combined with the on-line survey data the following projects ranked the highest in
priority:
1. Build a significant affordable housing project
2. Connector shuttle: Old Town to Willits
3. Make capital investments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions @ $100K/ year for 10
years, or similar
4. Invest in significant solar project or similar large emissions reduction project
5. Complete firewise mitigation projects at urban fringe/ Wildland Urban Interface
6. Construct additional pedestrian bridge over the Roaring Fork (near the Library)
7. Implement significant Midland Avenue streetscape improvements
8. Construct South Side Drive/Midland Avenue underpass
9. Provide free RFTA bus service within the Town of Basalt zones
10. Support others (public-private partnerships) to build affordable housing (yearly
contributions to qualified projects)
11. Develop Clark’s Market parcels
12. Build a large daycare facility on Parcel 2E in Willits
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FALL OPEN HOUSE
Project Prioritization

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

A tally of the ‘bucket’ boards from the Fall Open House.
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FALL OPEN HOUSE
Project Prioritization

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

A tally of the ‘bucket’ boards from the Fall Open House.
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FALL OPEN HOUSE
Project Prioritization

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

The ‘bucket’ boards also included a blank board where participants could add projects we
missed. Additionally, some participants added sticky notes with additional comments.
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had

FALL OPEN HOUSE
Project Prioritization

HABLEMOS

BASALT
2019

Photos of the ‘bucket’ boards from the Fall Open House. The same information was provided
on letsTALK.basalt.net. That survey report is provided on the following pages.
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Survey Responses
13 November 2019 - 26 November 2019

Community Projects

Let's Talk Basalt
Project: Engage

CONTRIBUTORS

RESPONSES

21

21
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Respondent No: 1

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 16:01:51 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 19, 2019 23:32:42 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Build a community recreation facility in East Basalt

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?

Create an Old Town urban renewal authority and district to
complete civic beautification projects and public right-of-way
improvements

Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Connector shuttle: Old Town to Willits (yearly operating cost)

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Build a large daycare facility on Parcel 2E in Willits

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?

Construct additional pedestrian bridge over the Roaring Fork (west
of the Library) to complete the river trail loop

Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
not answered
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Respondent No: 2

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 16:52:38 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 00:28:13 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Construct Southside Drive/Midland Ave. underpass

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

Complete the sidewalk network by 7-11

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Improve Lions Park

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Build a bridge west of the library to complete the river trail loop

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

Complete the sidewalk network by 7-11

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
not answered
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Respondent No: 3

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 18:09:34 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 01:39:05 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Build a large daycare facility on Parcel 2E in Willits

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

Build a large daycare facility on Parcel 2E in Willits

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Build a large daycare facility on Parcel 2E in Willits

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?

Complete firewise mitigation projects at urban fringe/Wilderness
Urban Interchange

Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
It’s not sexy, but 5G regulations should be improved. Didn’t put money to it, as there’s probably an ability to use best
management practices from Vail and Aspen, and it’s less likely the carriers have Basalt in their priority list. But as a town
we need to be ready when they move beyond the front range and ski areas.
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Respondent No: 4

Responded At:

Nov 19, 2019 19:45:06 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 03:17:21 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Direct resources to installing and constructing broadband and

$100,000 toward?

cellular telecommunications infrastructure

Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

Install river access ramp in Old Town (TBD)

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?

Implement significant Midland Avenue Streetscape Improvements
including widening sidewalks, re-working loading zones, common
design standards implemented for furnishings, lighting, trash
receptacles, incorporate exiting banners, benches, flower pots, et

Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

Direct resources to installing and constructing broadband and
cellular telecommunications infrastructure
Install river access ramp in Old Town (TBD)

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
Help create a vital area along the roaring fork and frying pan confluence with restraints, bars, kayak and SUP waves and
play holes.
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Respondent No: 5

Responded At:

Nov 20, 2019 05:26:51 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 13:17:58 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Support others (public-private partnerships) to build affordable

$100,000 toward?

housing (e.g. Basalt Vista, Real America, etc.) (yearly contributions
to qualified projects)

Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

Connector shuttle: Old Town to Willits (yearly operating cost)

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Build a large daycare facility on Parcel 2E in Willits

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Provide free RFTA bus service within the Town of Basalt zones

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?

Test/install all public buildings with equipment for future net-zero
consumption

Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
not answered
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Respondent No: 6

Responded At:

Nov 20, 2019 09:36:24 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 20, 2019 17:26:08 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Picnic areas and food truck access

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

pedestrian thoroughfare from Clarks Parcel to Midland Ave

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Improve lions park

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

midland ave beautification

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

public art

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
not answered
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Respondent No: 7

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 07:26:20 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 21, 2019 15:02:38 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Construct additional pedestrian bridge over the Roaring Fork (west

$100,000 toward?

of the Library) to complete the river trail loop

Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Complete firewise mitigation projects at urban fringe/Wilderness
Urban Interchange
Provide free RFTA bus service within the Town of Basalt zones

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?

Organize and improve fishing access points off Two Rivers Rd
between Homestead Drive and Aspen Junction
Implement minor Midland Avenue beautification projects (i.e. new
benches, banners, minimal lighting, etc.)

Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
not answered
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Respondent No: 8

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 13:57:06 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 21, 2019 21:15:18 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Build a significant affordable housing project

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

Improve Lions Park

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Provide free RFTA bus service within the Town of Basalt zones

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

Develop plan for priority locations for installations of improved
telecommunications infrastructure
Install additional EV charging stations (multiple locations)

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
For those who think we need a dowtown-Willits shuttle: they have no idea of cost and I don't believe enough people would
use it to make it worth the investment. RFTA is only $1 between downtown and Willts, and the bus stops by every halfhour. If they don't take advantage of that, they wouldn't use a shuttle either. BEWARE!
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Respondent No: 9

Responded At:

Nov 21, 2019 15:26:08 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 21, 2019 23:02:56 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Develop plan for priority locations for installations of improved

$100,000 toward?

telecommunications infrastructure

Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Complete firewise mitigation projects at urban fringe/Wilderness
Urban Interchange
Direct resources to installing and constructing broadband and
cellular telecommunications infrastructure
not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
Problem is, I find everything the Town of Basalt has done over the years to be poorly done and/or wasted money, so I have
trouble supporting anything new going forward until the regime and people involved in making decisions changes
completely. How long ago was the cellular service supposed to have been fixed?
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Respondent No: 10

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 06:18:38 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 14:12:03 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

sidewalks and pedestrian improvements

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

contribute/participate with developers to get the clarks parcel area
redeveloped
public private joint ventures for redevelopment

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

old town urban renewal

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?

contribute/participate with developers to get the clarks parcel area
redeveloped

Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
it is pretty interesting to see the proposal on the Jadwin property after the city would not support the redevelopment plan for
that property brought forth by the family a couple of years ago. Another missed opportunity for the community due to the
Basalt land use process
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Respondent No: 11

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 09:14:41 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 16:34:05 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Complete a needs study and implementation plan for seniors and

$100,000 toward?

others with mobility needs

Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?

Provide sidewalks of adequate width along routes identified as key
links

Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Develop picnic areas with food truck accessibility

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Build a large daycare facility on Parcel 2E in Willits

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

Install river access ramp in Old Town

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
I love downtown Basalt and want to keep the historical look and feel as much as possible. let Willits be Willits and have the
modern/contemporary look...it's already ugly so ¯\_( )_/¯
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Respondent No: 12

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 12:44:54 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 22, 2019 20:08:30 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Outdoor ice rink

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
Redstone currently has an ice rink with ZERO funding. I think the number in this survey is misleading. The issue in Basalt
is that it needs a location/land that is out of direct sun most of the day. This would have been a more useful survey if I could
enter how much money I want to spend on each item up to $500,000 total. Right now this is essentially a confusing voting
exercise instead of getting at where and how people want to spend dollars. It’s very leading...
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Respondent No: 13

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 17:49:36 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 01:32:56 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Complete the sidewalk network by 7-11

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

Complete the sidewalk network by 7-11

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Construct additional pedestrian bridge over the Roaring Fork (west
of the Library) to complete the river trail loop
Connector shuttle: Old Town to Willits (yearly operating cost)

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

Connector shuttle: Old Town to Willits (yearly operating cost)

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
I see elementary and middle school children walking through the gas pumps at 7-eleven every day because there is no
clear walking path. This is an accident waiting to happen, especially because cars turning left into the parking lot/ gas
pump area from upvalley on Two Rivers Road tend to pull in going fast (they treat that entrance into the parking lot as if it's
a fork in the road, since the entrance is so wide and without any clear road markings).
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Respondent No: 14

Responded At:

Nov 22, 2019 20:04:16 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 23, 2019 03:54:04 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Ecologically-sensitive rivers access for observation of nature and

$100,000 toward?

fishing in Old Town

Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

Fire prevention

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Water conservation incentives

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
not answered
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Respondent No: 15

Responded At:

Nov 23, 2019 22:03:20 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 05:48:38 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Town Connector Shuttle

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

Town Connector Shuttle

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Town Connector Shuttle

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Town Connector Shuttle

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

Town Connector Shuttle

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
A majority of these improvements/projects can be funded by POST funds which is an ongoing revenue stream. I am
extremely disappointed that the vast majority of these improvements/projects affect Old Town end of town. That’s why I
chose to put the entire allowance towards the connector shuttle. We need to take care of both ends of town!
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Respondent No: 16

Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 07:49:16 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 15:18:59 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Make capital investments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?

Construct additional pedestrian bridge over the Roaring Fork (west
of the Library) to complete the river trail loop
Invest in significant solar project or similar large emissions
reduction project
Invest in significant solar project or similar large emissions
reduction project
Invest in significant solar project or similar large emissions
reduction project

Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
Mountain bike trails in Old Town/Elk Run connecting to Lake Christine trails and/or Arbaney-Kittle
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Respondent No: 17

Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 10:58:49 am

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 18:05:04 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Build a new Public Works/Police Municipal Facility

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

Build a new Public Works/Police Municipal Facility

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Build a new Public Works/Police Municipal Facility

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Build a large daycare facility on Parcel 2E in Willits

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or
$100,000 toward?

Open visual and physical access from Old Town to the Frying Pan
and Roaring Fork Rivers

Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
$500,000 - $1,000,000 Construct additional pedestrian bridge over the Roaring Fork (west of the Library) to complete the
river trail loop is not realistic and incorrect budgeting- Yancy Nichols pegged this in a public meeting at +$2M
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Respondent No: 18

Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 12:16:02 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 20:02:42 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Fix the E. Valley Rd redesign miss - install speed tables to actually

$100,000 toward?

do something. Where are the lighting components from the original
design?

Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

RFTA connector

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Where are the items to impact Willits?

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Improve downtown basalt 4 way stop - roundabout?

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

Rec center in Willits instead of daycare

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
not answered
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Respondent No: 19

Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 13:12:37 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 24, 2019 20:47:29 pm

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

not answered

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
Parking!Parking!Parking! Boutique hotel on River parcel NOT employee housing on the Prime piece of property in all of
Basalt. HEADS AND BEDS!
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Respondent No: 20

Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 19:59:59 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 25, 2019 03:32:12 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Develop picnic areas with food truck accessibility. AND reduce

$100,000 toward?

greenhouse gasses - hey, $50k each

Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

River access ramp in old town

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Urban renewal authority and rework loading zones on midland

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Access to rivers

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

Daycare

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
Indoor cpw state of the art range
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Respondent No: 21

Responded At:

Nov 24, 2019 20:42:54 pm

Login:

Last Seen:

Nov 25, 2019 04:10:02 am

Email:

IP Address:

Q1. What would you put your first (1st) 'vote' or

Joining pitkin county

$100,000 toward?
Q2. What would you put your second (2nd) 'vote' or

Moving gun range

$100,000 toward?
Q3. What would you put your third (3rd) 'vote' or

Moving gun range

$100,000 toward?
Q4. What would you put your fourth (4th) 'vote' or

Wild land interface safety

$100,000 toward?
Q5. What would you put your fifth (5th) 'vote' or

Tabor payback

$100,000 toward?
Q6. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments you'd like to share about this process? Did you think of a
project that was not listed above? Please let us know what we missed!
I don’t want the town giving my tax dollars to ‘support others’. I pay to support this area directly into the municipality. Other
organizations I can and do donate to. I pay for the town to provide safety and infrastructure. Please focus on that
specifically.
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